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More than One lakh children to be examined in Vajan Tyohar
Central Chronicle News

BRIEF

5G SPECTRUM AUCTION ENDS

Record Rs 1.5 lakh cr from sale

 Jio top bidder

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):

Scuba divers play a
game of chess underwater
during the ongoing 44th
International Chess
Olympiad, near Neelankarai
beach in Chennai.

Districts
Kolkata: West Bengal is
set to get seven new districts with the cabinet
giving its nod to the proposal, Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee said on
Monday. The new districts — Berhampore,
Kandi, Sunderbans,
Bashirhat, Ichamati,
Ranaghat and Bishnupur
— will take the total number to 30. “The state cabinet okayed the proposal
today, Banerjee told
reporters here.

Search
New Delhi: Tihar Jail
authorities on Monday
informed a Delhi court
that a wristwatch, which
is a prohibited item, was
found during a search of
the cell of Sharjeel Imam,
a JNU scholar and Delhi
communal riots accused,
on June 30. Imam is
accused of making
inflammatory speeches
against the government
on the issue of Citizenship
(Amendment) Act and the
National Register of
Citizens (NRC), particularly at Jamia Milia Islamia
University in December
2019, which allegedly led
to violence in the area
outside the university.

Charge
New Delhi: Senior Indian
Information Service officer Satyendra Prakash
assumed charge as the
head of the Press
Information Bureau (PIB)
on Monday. A 1988-batch
IIS officer, Prakash was
the principal DG, Central
Bureau of Communication
before being appointed
as the principal director
general of the PIB. The
head of the PIB is the
principal spokesperson of
the Government of India.

A record over Rs 1.5
lakh crore worth of 5G
telecom spectrum was
sold in a seven-day auction ending on Monday,
which saw billionaire
Mukesh Ambani’s Jio
emerging as the top bidder to consolidate its leadership position.
Sources with direct
knowledge of the matter
said provisional data puts
the total bids at Rs 1,50,173
crore.
The mop-up from the 5G
spectrum, capable of offering ultra-high speed
mobile internet connectivity, is almost double at Rs
77,815 crore worth 4G airwaves sold last year and
triple of Rs 50,968.37 crore
garnered from a 3G auction in 2010.
Reliance Jio was the top
bidder to the airwaves capable of offering speeds
about 10 times faster than
4G, lag-free connectivity,
and can enable billions of

connected devices to share
data in real-time. It was
followed by Bharti Airtel
and Vodafone Idea Ltd.
New entrant Adani
group is said to have
bought 26 Mhz spectrum
for setting up a private
telecom network.
The sources said details
of which company bought
how much spectrum
would be known once the
data from the auction is
fully compiled.
Both Bharti and Jio
have likely built a panIndia spectrum footprint
for 5G, with Vodafone

Idea’s selective participation. The government had
put on offer spectrum in
10 bands but received no
bids for airwaves in 600
MHz, 800 MHz and 2300
MHz bands. About twothirds of the bids were for
the 5G bands (3300 Mhz
and 26 GHz), while more
than a quarter of the demand came in the 700 Mhz
band - a band that had
gone unsold in the previous two auctions (2016 and
2021).
In the auction conducted last year - that had lasted two days - Reliance Jio

picked up spectrum worth
Rs 57,122.65 crore, Bharti
Airtel bid about Rs 18,699
crore, and Vodafone Idea
bought spectrum worth
Rs 1,993.40 crore.
This year, a total of 72
GHz (gigahertz) of radiowaves worth at least Rs
4.3 lakh crore was put on
the block. The auction was
held for spectrum in various low (600 MHz, 700
MHz, 800 MHz, 900 MHz,
1800 MHz, 2100 MHz, 2300
MHz, 2500 MHz), mid (3300
MHz) and high (26 GHz)
frequency bands.
In addition to powering
ultra-low latency connections, which allow downloading full-length highquality video or movie to a
mobile device in a matter
of seconds (even in crowded
areas),
Fifth
Generation or 5G would
enable solutions such as ehealth, connected vehicles, more-immersive augmented reality and metaverse experiences, life-saving use cases, and advanced mobile cloud gaming among others.

Reserved
New Delhi: The Delhi
High Court on Monday
reserved order on a plea
by former Haryana chief
minister Om Prakash
Chautala seeking suspension of the four-year sentence imposed on him in
a disproportionate assets
(DA) case.
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Mumbai: Maharashtra
Governor Bhagat Singh
Koshyari, facing flak over
his “Mumbai will have no
money if the Gujaratis and
Rajasthanis were to leave
remarks, on Monday apologised for the same.
Koshyari made the controversial comments during a
function to name a chowk
(intersection) in suburban
Andheri
on
Friday
evening. ‘I tell people here
that if Gujaratis and
Rajasthanis are removed
from Maharashtra, especially from Mumbai and
Thane, you will be left with
no money and Mumbai
will not be a financial capital,’ he had said. A statement issued by Raj Bhavan
on Monday evening quoted
Koshyari as saying that he
is confident that people of
Maharashtra will display
their large heart and forgive him for his recent remarks. Koshyari said he
may have committed a
mistake while speaking
about the contribution of
some members of society,
during
his
Andheri
speech.

Weightlifter Sheuli
bags third CWG gold
Brimingham, Aug 01 (PTI):

Weightlifter Achinta
Sheuli (73kg) lived up to
his top billing as he
clinched India’s third gold
in the Commonwealth
Games here. Favourite
to win the event,
debutant
Sheuli
heaved
313kg
(143kg+170kg) to
grab the gold at
NEC Hall here on
Sunday. Malaysia’s
Erry Hidayat Muhammad,
who gave Sheuli a tough
competition, ended as the
second best lifter in the
event. He had a best effort
of 303kg (138kg+165kg).
Canada’s Shad Darsigny
was third with a total lift of
298kg (135kg+163kg).
Sheuli, a junior world
championship
silver
medallist, executed three
clean lifts — 137kg, 140kg
and 143kg — in the snatch
section. His 143kg effort
helped him smash the
Games record and improve
his personal best. Heading
into clean an jerk with a
five kilogram advantage,

the Kolkata lifter started
with a 166kg lift, which he
hoisted easily. Sheuli then
faltered his 170kg attempt
only to heave the weight in
the third attempt and create a new Games record in
total lift (313kg). The
Indian lifter had to wait patiently towards the end to
find out what medal he’d
take
home
as
the
Malaysian attempted a
176kg lift in his last two attempts only to fail. With
the gold from Sheuli, the
Indian weightlifting contingent has bagged its
sixth medal of the Games.

NTR’s daughter Uma
Special court remands Raut to ED custody AI pilots to fly till 65
Maheswari found hanging  Till Aug 4
‘Law will take its
New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI): ied aircraft, according to

Hyderabad, Aug 01 (PTI)
Uma Maheswari, a daughter of legendary Telugu
actor and late TDP
founder and ex-Chief
Minister N T Rama Rao
(NTR), allegedly died of
suicide at her residence
here on Monday, police
said. She was 57. Citing
preliminary findings, police said ill-health and de-

 At H’bad home

Mumbai, Aug 01 ( PTI):

pression were suspected to
be the reasons for her allegedly taking the extreme
step. However, the observations were not conclusive,
they said.
A police official told PTI
that Uma Maheswari’s
younger daughter, son-inlaw and a woman relative
broke open the door of the
bedroom which was bolted
from inside after failing to
get a response from her.
They found her hanging
from the ceiling fan, he
said. A case under Section
174 of CrPC (suicide) was
registered at the Jubilee
Hills police station, police
said, adding the body was
sent for post mortem.

A special court here on
Monday remanded Shiv
Sena leader Sanjay Raut to
the custody of
the
Enforcement Directorate
(ED) till August 4 in a
money laundering case.
The ED produced Raut
before the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) court judge MG
Deshpande and sought his
remand for eight days.
The ED, represented by
special public prosecutor
Hiten Venegaonkar, told
the court that Raut and his
family were direct beneficiaries of the proceeds of
crime. Senior advocate
Ashok Mundargi, appearing for Raut, submitted

own course’

Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut
after being produce before
a special PMLA court, in
Mumbai, Monday.
that the allegations are
vague and raised due to
political vendetta.
The ED arrested Raut
on Sunday midnight in
connection with alleged financial irregularities in
the redevelopment of a
‘chawl’ in Mumbai and related financial property

DAREDEVIL ACT

With the Opposition targeting the government in the
Rajya Sabha over the arrest
of Shiv Sena MP Sanjay
Raut, the ruling BJP said
Monday the government
does not interfere in the
work of enforcement agencies and that law will take its
own course.
“We are law-makers, not
law-breakers,” the Leader of
the House in Rajya Sabha
Piyush Goyal told reporters
amid disruption in the House
caused by the Opposition’s
protests over Raut’s arrest
and other issues.

transactions involving his
wife and alleged associates.

Air India has decided to
allow its pilots to fly till
they are 65, internal documents of the Tata Groupowned airline show, as it
works its fleet expansion
plans.
“DGCA
(Directorate General of
Civil Aviation) allows pilots to fly till the age of 65
years, compared to the
Air India retirement age
of 58 years. Allowing pilots to fly till the age of 65
is a practice followed by
most airlines in the industry,” the airline’s document dated July 29 stated.
mTata Group-owned Air
India is considering buying more than 200 new
planes with 70 per cent of
them being narrow-bod-

aviation industry sources.
The airline’s document
said that considering the
future expansion plans
for its fleet, it is imperative to meet the workforce
requirement. “To meet
our requirement, it is proposed to retain our current trained pilots at Air
India post-retirement on a
contractual basis for five
years extendable to 65
years,” it mentioned. It
said that a committee
comprising officials of
human resources department, operations department and flight safety department will be constituted to examine the eligibility of pilots retiring in
the next two years.

GOA BAR ROW

‘Irani, daughter not owners of cafe, bar’

 HC statement

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):

Price cut
New Delhi: Jet fuel (ATF)
prices on Monday were
cut by the steepest ever
12 per cent, the second
reduction in as many
weeks, on softening international oil prices amid
recessionary fears.
Aviation turbine fuel
(ATF) prices were cut by
Rs 16,232.36 per kilolitre,
or 11.75 per cent, to Rs
121,915.57 per kl in the
national capital, a price
notification of state-run
retailers showed.

Maha Guv
Koshyari
apologises

A fire eater performs as a traditional procession makes its way through the streets on the occasion of
Teej festival, in Jaipur, Monday.

The Delhi High Court
has said that Congress
leaders Jairam Ramesh,
Pawan Khera, Netta
D’Souza along with others
conspired to “launch a
tirade of false scathing
and belligerent personal
attacks” on BJP leader
Smriti Irani and her
daughter, who are neither
owners of the restaurant
in Goa nor have they ever
applied for the licence for
food and beverages at the
eatery, as alleged.
The high court said the
statement made by three
Congress leaders are in
the nature of slander and
seem to be bogus with ma-

licious intent,” to intentionally subject Irani to a
“great public ridicule and
“to injure the moral character and public image” of
the BJP leader and her
daughter.
The remarks were made
by the high court while perusing the documents
placed before it in a civil
defamation suit filed by

Irani, the Minister for
Women
and
Child
Development, against the
three Congress leaders.
The high court’s order,
in which it had on July 29
issued summonses to
three Congress leaders on
the civil defamation suit,
was uploaded on the
court’s
website
On
Monday.

Parl passes bill to
Eight killed in hospital fire ‘ED’s track record shows its
Include four patients
targeting only Oppn leaders’
ban funding of WMDs
Jabalpur (MP), Aug 01 (PTI):

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI) :
Parliament on Monday passed
a bill which seeks to ban funding of weapons of mass
destruction and also empowers
the Centre to freeze, seize or
attach financial assets and
economic resources of people
engaged in such activities.
The Weapons of Mass
Destruction and their Delivery
Systems
(Prohibition
of
Unlawful
Activities)
Amendment Bill, 2022, piloted
by External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar, was passed by the
Rajya Sabha with a voice vote
even as opposition parties continued their protest over various issues, including the arrest
of Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut in
a money laundering case. The
bill was approved by the Lok

Sabha in April. Replying to a
debate on the bill, Jaishankar
said all members who spoke on
the proposed legislation recognised that terrorism is a serious threat and so are weapons
of mass destruction (WMD).
He said that the current law
only covers trading and does
not cover financing of weapons
of mass destruction.
“This gap needs to be filled
because recommendation...of
the Financial Action Task Force
requires all countries, including us, to ensure that assets
financing for WMD-related
activities is prohibited.
“So keeping in mind this
lacunae of the current law we
have brought this amendment.
This is good for the security of
the country.

Eight people, including
four
patients,
were
charred to death and five
others injured in a major
fire that broke out at a private hospital here on
Monday afternoon, officials
said.
Jabalpur
Collector Dr Ilayaraja T
said four patients, a caregiver and three staffers of
the facility, housed in a
ground plus three-storey
building, died in the fire
which has been put out. Of
the five injured, he said,
two were in critical condition and admitted to the
ICU of the government
medical
college
in
Jabalpur. He said evacuation of patients and other

CM announces aid
Madhya
Pradesh
Chief
Minister
Shivraj
Singh
Chouhan expressed grief over
the tragedy and announced a
compensation of Rs 5 lakh
each to the family of the
deceased and Rs 50,000 per
injured person.

Smoke bellows after a
major fire broke out at the
Life
Multispeciality
Hospital at Damoh Naka,
in Jabalpur, Monday.
people from the 30-bed hospital was over and no one
was trapped in the build-

ing. The Collector said
there were 20 to 25 people
in the hospital when the
blaze started.
The fire erupted at New
Life
Multi-speciality
Hospital near Damoh
Naka under the Gohalpur
police station area of
Jabalpur around 2.30 pm,
Superintendent of Police
(SP) Siddharth Bahuguna
told PTI.

Raipur, Aug 01:

Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel on Monday said
the track record of the
Enforcement Directorate
in the last eight years
showed it was working for
political motives and was
only targeting leaders of
opposition
parties.
Reacting to a question on
the arrest of Shiv Sena MP
Sanjay Raut by the Central
probe agency, the CM told
reporters those who speak
against the Union government will face such action.
Raut was held by the ED
in the early hours of the
day after it searched his
bungalow in a Mumbai
suburb for several hours
and then questioned him

at the agency’s office in the
south of the metropolis.
“It is clear those who will
speak against the Centre
will face action. You can
see its examples (in the
past). If you see the eightyear track record of ED,
(you will find) only opposition leaders were targeted.
It means ED has been
working with political motives,” the CM said in a
veiled attack on the BJPled Centre.

Bhilai, Aug 01: Vajan
Tyohar (Weight Festival)
is being organised at
Aanganwadis across the
state during August 01 to
13 to examine the nutritional status of 0-06 year
old children. The weight
festival was launched on
Monday in the presence of
local public representatives, departmental officers, employees and parents of children in various
Anganwadi centers of the
district.
In the same line, other
children including about
01 lakh children of 0-06
years age group registered
in Anganwadi centers in
Durg district will also be
weighed and examined.
For this, a cluster has been
formed in each project
consisting of 05 to 06
Anganwadi centers and a
nodal officer is being ap-

pointed by the Collector
for each cluster.
These nodal officers will
visit each Anganwadi center and inspect the weight
festival to be organized on
the scheduled date. They

will send the information
in the prescribed format to
the Project Officer, Women
and Child Development
Department.
It needs to be mentioned
here that in view of the

guidelines issued by the
government for prevention of infection of Covid19, weight festival will be
organized
in
1502
Anganwadi centers of the
district on the cluster wise

26 officers appear in
departmental examination

scheduled date. Invitation
letters are being sent by
the concerned Anganwadi
workers to the parents of
all the children of 0-06
year age group whose
names are registered in

the Anganwadi centers.
The invitation will have
information about the date
and time of weighing the
children. During the
weight festival, all the staff
of the Department of

Women
and
Child
Development such as supervisors and project officers will inspect the
weight festival in their respective areas.
After taking the weight,
its online entry will be
done by the concerned
Anganwadi worker in the
weight festival software.
After the entry, information about the nutritional
level of the children will
also be received by the parents of the concerned children on their mobile numbers.
During this programme,
nutrition growth monitoring cards will be given to
each child, in which information about the nutritional level of the children
will be recorded by taking
the weight of the children
every month for the next
01 year. This work will be
done through the concerned Anganwadi work-

er.
Under the guidance of
Collector
Pushpendra
Kumar Meena, preparations have been completed
for organizing the weight
festival in the district.
Electronic weighing machine, salter machine,
adult weighing machine,
infantometer, stadiometer,
etc have been arranged for
all 1502 Anganwadi centers in the district.
Arrangements for community growth charts etc
have
been
ensured.
Collector has also directed
all the concerned departments to monitor the
weight festival and provide necessary support in
this work. Appealing to
the general public, he
urged all the parents to get
their children weighed by
visiting the Anganwadi
center on the scheduled
date to know the nutritional level of their kids.

Professor K Jayaprasad visits Bhilai Steel Plant

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai,
Aug
01:
D i v i s i o n a l
Commissioner Mahadev
Kavre visited BIT campus on Monday to inspect the departmental
examinations being organized
here.
The
D i v i s i o n a l
Commissioner monitored the arrangements
for the examination.
The officials informed
him that at present 26 officers are appearing in
the examination. Of
these, 7 officers are from
Revenue, 11 officers are
from Commercial Tax, 4
are from Excise and 4 officers are from Registry.
The
Divisional

Central Chronicle News

Commissioner took information about the system from the officials engaged in monitoring the
examination. Officials
said that there is no prob-

lem in the arrangements.
Timely examinations
are being organized as
per rules. The Divisional
Commissioner said that
like the previous years,

this year also the examination should be conducted according to the
rules. He asked them to
keep monitoring in a
strict manner.

Bhilai, Aug 01: Prof (Dr)
K
Jayaprasad,
Independent Director of
SAIL, visited SAIL-Bhilai
Steel Plant on MOnday. He
began his visit to the Plant
at Safety Excellence
Centre. After a detailed
Safety briefing he wit-

nessed the various activities in steel making operations in Bhilai's Modex
units; Coke making at
Coke Oven Battery # 11,
Hot metal at Blast Furnace
8 and conversion of Hot
metal into steel at Steel
Melting Shop 3. He also
visited the Bar and Rod
Mill where he saw the

rolling of structurals. The
final shop he visited was
the Universal Rail Mill in
Bhilai, where the world's
longest rails are rolled out.
He then attended an
overview presentation on
Bhilai Steel Plant and had
a meeting with Anirban
Dasgupta, Director I/c
(BSP) & Senior officers of

Plant at Ispat Bhavan. In
the afternoon he also visited Siyan Sadan and interacted with the residents. At Akshay Patra he
witnessed a detailed presentation on the activities
being carried out there at
Bhilai and also the role
that SAIL-BSP plays
in them.

Renal and urinary disease Devendra leads Kanwar Yatra to Deobaloda
screening camp on Aug 04
Central Chronicle News

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 01: A free
screening camp of renal
and urinary diseases has
been
organised
at
Aarogyam Super-speciality Hospital and Research
Centre
located
at
Kadambari Nagar on
Nehru Nagar - Anjora
Bypass road on August 04.
People can get them examined for kidney and urinary disorders during
10:00 hrs to 13:00 hrs on
this day.
While addressing media
persons here at Supela on
Monday, Dr RK Sahu (MD
Medicine
&
DM
Nephrology) informed
that swelling in feet and

body, trouble and pain in
urination, anemia, loss of
appetite, vomiting, breathlessness, increased frequency of urination, etc
are some common symptoms of renal diseases.
He added that the lack of
awareness, late diagnosis
and less accessibility to
treatment have led to in-

creased morbidity and
mortality in the country.
Diabetes and hypertension
are the major risk factors
for chronic kidney disease
in the seemingly 'healthy'
population.
Dr Sahu said that there
is a need for screening of
the population for asymptomatic renal diseases by
means of blood pressure
monitoring, blood and
urine pathological examination and other inexpensive tools for preventing
major renal diseases.
With the objective of creating more public awareness, the free screening
camp has been organised
by Aarogyam Hospital,
he said.

Bhilai, Aug 01: Jai
Hanuman Seva Vahini took
out a Kanwar Yatra on
Monday. The devotees
fetched water from River
Sheonath and marched to
Deobaloda in Charoda to
reach the ancient temple of
Lord Shiva. The devotees
performed jalabhishek and
offered prayers to Lord
Shiva at this temple.
Bhilai Nagar MLA
Devendra Yadav led this
Kanwar Yatra. The devotees prayed for the welfare
and development of the
people of Bhilai and the
entire Chhattisgarh. The
devotees raised slogans of
Jai-Jai Mahakal and Bol
Bam. Around 06:00 hrs,
devotees took a bath in the
holy Sheonath river at

Durg. They offered prayers
to Lord Shiva at the temple
situated on the banks of
Sheonath and took a
pledge
to
perform
Jalabhishek at the ancient
temple of Deobaloda. They

Mega placement drive to be
organized every three months
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 01: On the instructions
of
Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel,
initiatives have been taken
in the district to generate
large scale employment.
For this purpose, a mega
placement drive will be
conducted every quarter.
Under this initiative, mega
placement camps will be
organized.
Besides the local employers, the employers of other
states will also be contacted. Collector Pushpendra
Meena on Monday chaired
an important meeting regarding the employment
mission. Collector discussed the necessary strategy to provide employment
to the people on a large
scale
under
the
Employment Mission.
Meena said that there is
a need to remain in constant touch with the employers at the local level as
well as the employers in im-

portant cities providing
employment like Pune,
Bangalore, Hyderabad etc.
The NULM team will work
in coordination with the
Deputy
Director
of
Manpower Planning. The
placement committee of
colleges, polytechnics and
ITIs must actively look for
options and consider the
opportunities for employment outside as well as locally in all industries and
large institutions.
The Collector said that
last year Mercedes-Benz
Pune had recruited local
youths on a large scale.
Employers are also looking

for skilled youth. The administration has to identify
them and match them with
employers.
Deputy
Director
Manpower
Planning Rajkumar Kurre
was also present in the
meeting.
The Collector said that
due to Covid, placement
could not be done anywhere in the last two years.
Along with this, some
youth may have missed out.
Such people have to be
identified by the placement
agency of the educational
institutions. He asked the
NULM team to conduct a
comprehensive survey at

the local level as well. The
Collector said that there is
a need for skilled youth at
the local level too, but due
to lack of coordination,
there is no communication
between the employer and
the youth seeking employment. He asked the officials
to
contact
the
Commissioners of the civic
bodies and conduct a comprehensive investigation so
that both the talent pool
and the suitable place for
their potential can be
found.
Collector said that
Divyangs face a lot of problems in searching for work.
He asked the NULM officials to explore the tasks
that can be easily done by
Divyangs. He further asked
them to make a list of educated Divyangs and provide
work accordingly on priority basis.
Collector added that by
following the pattern of
placement agencies in NIT
Raipur, IITs and IIMs,

placements will be given
through quarterly camps.
Agencies can provide many
job opportunities for their
students. The training for
this pattern will be provided by the placement experts of these reputed institutions.
Collector said that rural
industrial areas will be developed for huge employment opportunities. Citing
the example of Sankara, he
said that the industrial
areas will be able to supply
goods to their surrounding
areas. The demand from
schools, hostels etc will be
fulfilled only through rural
industrial areas.
Collector said that creating employment and providing good opportunities
is a commendable job.
Those who conduct good
work in this field will be
honored. In the placement
fest, such officers will be
honored who have done
good work in the field of
employment generation.

collected water from the
river and marched towards Deobaloda. More
than one thousand women
also participated in the
Kanwar Yatra.
The Kanwar Yatra was

accorded a grand welcome
at different places across
the city. People showered
flower petals on the procession at Ganjpara Chowk
and distributed fruits and
juices. Devotees enthusias-

tically danced and marched
towards their destination
on the tunes of devotional
songs like Har Har
Mahadev and Mera Bhola
Hai Bhandari. A very attractive tableau was also a
part of this procession.
At Sector 9 Square, citizens of Muslim society, distinguished citizens and
common people gave a
grand welcome to the
Kanwar Yatra. They garlanded the devotees and
showered flower petals expressing brotherhood and
goodwill. The procession
was welcomed at Sector 5
Chowk, Sector 8, Sector 10,
Sector 2 and other places.
The devotees performed
Jalabhishek at the ancient
Deobaloda Temple and offered prayers and aarti to
Lord Shiva.

Women celebrate Hariyali Teej
Bhilai, Aug 01: Shri
Shri
Matrishakti
Mahila Mandal, Hudco
organised Hariyali teej
celebrations at Maa
Jagdamda Temple,
Hudco the other day.
The women enjoyed
and danced to the
tunes of Sawan Geet,
Kajri Geet, etc. They
recited poems and
staged dramas also. Urmila Awasthi, Anita Pandey and others were present.

Bar & Rod Mill creates new production record
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 01: Bhilai Steel
Plant's Modex Unit, Bar & Rod
Mill has once again created a
new monthly, daily record as
well as shift record.
Bhilai's Modex unit, Bar &
Rod Mill recorded its best ever
monthly production of 75212 T,
surpassing previous best of
72838 T in March 2022. BRM
also recorded its best ever
daily production of 3596 T on
31st July 2022, surpassing the
previous best of 3218 T on 25th
April 2022. A new shift record
was also created by BRM. As

many as 623
billets (1287
T) in 20MM
bars were
rolled in B
shift on 31st
July 2022.
Mukesh
Gupta, CGM
(BRM) cong ra t u l a t e d
the entire
BRM team
for
the
recordbreaking performance. The
senior management of BSP
has congratulated the entire

BRM team and its supporting
departments for the recordbreaking performance.
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‘JALABHISHEKH’

Names of Chandkhuri, Giraudpuri and
Sonakhan areas will be changed: CM
Issues instructions
Public representatives and localites
were demanding
change of names
for a long time
State Govt has
taken the decision
to honour the sentiments of localites
Raipur,
Aug
01:
Honouring the sentiments
of the localites, Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
has given instructions to
change the names of three
places in the state. As per
the instructions of Chief
Minister, Chandkhuri,
Giraudpuri and Sonakhan
will now be renamed after
the great personas and
spiritual figures of the
area. Chandkhuri will be

known as Mata Kaushalya
Dham
Chandkhuri,
Giraudpuri will be renamed as Baba Guru
Ghasidas
Dham
Giraudpuri and Sonakhan
will be called Shaheed
Veer Narayan Singh Dham
Sonakhan. Many public
representatives and localites have been demanding change of these names
in aforementioned way for
a
long
time.
State
Government would soon
publish notification regarding renaming of these
three places in gazette.
Today, Parliamentary
Secretaries Chandradev
Rai, Gurudayal Singh
Banjare,
Indershah
Mandavi, U.D. Minj and
MLAs Brihaspat Singh,
Gulab Singh Kamro and
Dr. Vinay Jaiswal had submitted their letter in this
regard to Chief Minister,
urging him to change the
names of Giraudpuri and

Sonakhan according to the
public
sentiments.
Rajeshri Dr. Mahant
Ramsunder
Das,
Chairman of Chhattisgarh
Gauseva Aayog, had also
written a letter to the Chief
Minister on July 28 i.e. on
the day of Hareli Tihaar,
requesting to rename
Chandkhuri as Mata
Kaushalyadham
Chandkhuri. Taking a
quick decision on these demands, Chief Minister has
given instructions for new
naming of these places.
The only Kaushalya
temple in the world is situated in Chandkhuri, adjacent to Raipur. There Lord
Shri Ram is seated in his
child form along with
Mata
Kaushalya.
Chhattisgarh is considered
to be the birthplace of
Mata Kaushalya and ‘nanihaal’ of Shri Ram. The
state government has renovated the Mata Kaushalya

temple, located in the middle of the pond, and has
also beautified the pond.
This
renovation
of
Chandkhuri, the center of
reverence for lakhs of people of the country and the
state, was renovated under
the project of Shri Ram
Van Gaman tourism circuit. A giant statue of Lord
Shri Ram has also been established here near the
pond.
Located in BalodabazarBhatapara
district,
Giroudpuri is the center of
faith for lakhs of followers
of Satnam Panth. This is
the birthplace and tapobhoomi of Baba Guru
Ghasidas. For a long time,
Satnami Samaj and the localites here have been demanding
to
rename
Giroudpuri as Baba Guru
Ghasidas
Dham
Giroudpuri.
Chief
Minister has fulfilled this
much awaited demand

Cong to stage protest, gherao
Guv’s house on Aug 5
p

Against increasing
price rise, unemployment

Raipur, Aug 01: In protest
against increasing inflation,
unemployment,
Agnipath yojana, GST on
essential commodities,
Congress workers and
leaders will stage massive
demonstration
at
Ambedkar Chowk in capital city and gherao
‘Rajbhavan’ on August 5 as
per nation-wide call. In
this PCC Chief Mohan
Markam and senior party
leaders will be present. It
is right from village-level
to district-level that the
elected representatives of
Congress would hold

demonstration in their
block and district headquarter’s and give court
arrest. In the Rajbhavan
gherao, all the MLAs, exMPs and senior party leaders will take part and
court arrest. Similarly the
LS and RS MPs would conduct march upto the
President’s house under

‘Rashtrapati Bhavan tak
chalo’
Abhiyan
and
regsiter protest against increasing price hike and
unemployment.
PCC Chief
Mohan
Markam charged that the
inflation has reached to its
record-high in the country.
The prices of petrol, LPG,
and other essential commodities like pulses, cooking oil, and others are skyrocketting and made it difficult for people to balance
their budget. Similarly by
imposing GST on prepackaged grains, flour,
honey, curt and others, the
prices have gone up and
posing problems for all the
middle class families. Set
aside this the unemployment percentage too has
gone high and be it urban

areas or rural areas, unemployment has assumed
proportions in organised
or unorganised sector.
In addition to this the
decisions taken in hurry
on schemes like ‘Agnipath’
have put lives of many on
risk and would in turn destroy the rich traditions
going on in the defence
forces and would destroy
the entire system and will
leave thousands of unemployed without jobs after
four years of working. It is
through such protest,
Congress is trying to rake
up anti-people policies and
issues like increasing
price rise, unemployment
and take it up from street
to central govenrment
level, so as to bring justice
to common men.

State Govt is committed for all round development of Divyangjan: Bhedia
Raipur, Aug 01: A delegation of Divyangjan
met Social Welfare
Minister Mrs Anila
Bhedia at her residence office in Forest
Colony in Raipur on
Tuesday and discussed
various issues. The delegation placed many
demands like pension,
loan waiver for the differently-abled in front
of Mrs. Bhedia.
The Social Welfare

Minister has assured to
consider their demands in good faith

and place them before
the Chief Minister.
Mrs. Bhedia also inter-

acted with Divyangjan
who came from different areas. Mrs. Bhedia
has said that the State
Government is committed to protect the
rights of Divyangjan
and their all-round development. The State
Government is making
constant efforts to include Divyangjan in
the
mainstream
through
various
schemes.

Make co-ordinated efforts to reduce
road accidents: Akbar
Raipur,
Aug
01:
Instructions were given in
the Chhattisgarh State Road
Safety Council (CSRSC)
meeting held under the
chairmanship of Transport
Minister Mohammed Akbar
to all the concerned departments to make co-ordinated
efforts to reduce the number
of road accidents and
streamline traffic system. It
was attended by PWD and
Home Minister Tamradhwaj
Sahu, Parliamentary secretary Chandradev Rai,
Chairman CHB Kuldeep
Juneja, MLA Arun Vora,
Principal Secretary Manoj
Pingua, Addl. DGP Pradeep
Gupta, Secretary Siddharth
Komal Pardeshi, Secretary
Shahla Nigar, Secretary Dr S
Bhartidasan,
Secretary
Topeshwar
Verma,
Commissioner Transport
Deepanshu Kabra and other
senior officers.
Holding discussions in the
CSRSC meeting, Minister
Mohammed Akbar directed
the departments to take firm
action against overloading,
those driving in high-speed,
against drunk-n-driving
cases, those riding without
helmet. For this the

Transport Department and
Traffic police were asked to
launch special campaign. In
the same way to carry out intensive checking of vehicles
and to install speed governor
to check speed of vehicles
and take strict action
against those found guilty of
drunk-n-driving case and involved in variety of stunts.
Transport
Minister
Mohammed Akbar also laid
emphasis on training to the
drivers for prevention of
road accidents and safe traffic. He also directed to identify black-spots and then take
action for improvement
there. Along with this, detailed discussions were held
for providing prompt treatment to people falling victim
of accident; condition of

trauma centres in state; inclusion of education material related to traffic in textbooks of schools; challan
against those violating traffic norms and strict adherence to traffic rules and
other subjects. In addition to
this he also directed the department to widen the service roads as per requirements in the state and remove all encroachments at
the junction of rural roads
joining the main road and
install all road-side warning
signals and boards for the
travellers. During this decision was taken for widening
of Dhaneli to Siltara service
road under Raipur- Bilaspur
NH. For assistance to road
victims in the road accidents, discussions were held

to hike the honorarium
amount of Rs 5000 to the
person
under
‘Good
Samatarian award grant yojana’.
In the meeting, InterDepartment Lead Agency
Road Safety and Joint
Transport Commissioner
Sanjay Sharma through
presentation gave information about the works being
done by different departments for road safety. He informed that in the vehicles
checked for overloading, a
recovery of Rs 15.96 cr for
2019; Rs 43.43 cr in 2020 and
now Rs 107 cr in 2021 as settlement amount. In the
meeting it was informed
that in 2021 a total of 12,375
accidents took place in the
state and in this, total 5371
persons died and 10,683 persons got injured. In first six
months of 2022, a total of
6981 accidents took place
and in this 3053 persons died
and 6441 persons suffered injuries. Keeping in mind the
death due to accidents due
emphasis was laid for prevention of road accidents by
all the concerned departments and training to drivers for capacity building.

today.
Sonakhan
area
in
Balodabazar-Bhatapara
district is known for the
valour of Shaheed Veer
Narayan Singh, the first
martyr of Chhattisgarh in
the first freedom struggle
of 1857. After his arrest by
the British, he was hanged
on 10 December 1857 at
Jaistambh Chowk in
Raipur. To honour the
struggle and sacrifices of
Shaheed Veer Narayan
Singh for the poor and oppressed, local public representatives had been demanding addition of
Shaheed Veer Narayan
Singh’s name to the name
of Sonakhan area for a
long time. Now, with the renaming of the area as per
public sentiments, the
valor and sacrifices of
Shaheed
Veernarayan
Singh of Binjhwar tribe
will always be remembered.

Bijli Mahotsav organized at
Sakti in Janjgir-Champa

Devotees performed ‘Jalabhishekh’ and other rituals at Lord Shiva temple on second
‘Sawan Somar’ here in one of the Lord Shiva’s temple in city.

Had looted him of
his truck and
loaded material
Central Chronicle News

tion and nabbed him.
The case is that of
Abhanpur thana, whereas one Santosh Baghel
was bringing iron and
‘gitti’ in his truck from
Jagdalpur to Raipur. Inbetween he met a person
named Naresh Verma,
working as conductor,
R/o Balodabazar and in
short time Naresh was

able to influence the driver and he agreed to accompany him to Raipur.
Naresh had already
planned to loot the truck
and in the name of shortcut he took Santosh on
different path and instead of reaching Raipur,
they went to Gariyaband.
From there they reached
Abhanpur and here he

attacked Santosh with
the knife used for chopping vegetables and ran
away with the truck and
goods.
Some persons passing
nearby help Santosh
lying in pool of blood
and took him to nearby
police station.
The looting person
Naresh wanted to take
the truck to Balodabazar,
but got confused in
Abhanpur area and some
time later the police patrolling team managed to
locate and nabbed him.
Driver Santosh was admitted in Govt Hospital
in Raipur and the police
has seized the truck and
is inquiring with the conductor, about his true intentions behind this incident.

Air NCC Training Camp concludes
Raipur, Aug 01: The
Combined
Annual
Training Camp of 3 CG
Air NCC concluded after a
series of cultural events
by the Cadets. The 10 day
camp was organised at
Shri
Shankaracharya
Institute of Professional
Management
and
Technology, Sejbahar and
a total of 480 cadets participated in the same. During
the camp various activities were conducted for
the Cadets and they put up
a great show in terms of
singing, dancing and musical instrument playing
towards culmination of
the camp. The cultural
programme commenced
with the arrival of the
Camp Commandant, Wing
Commander Rajat Gupta
who was welcomed by
Camp Training Officer,
Squadron Leader (Dr) VK
Choubey who briefed
everyone about the different activities and events
that took place during the
entire camp duration. All
Cadets in the camp were
given a good exposure in
firing of weapons, aeromodelling, flying, drill
and sports. Many guest
lectures by experts in the
fields
of
Disaster

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Aug 01: Chief
Minister
Bhupesh
Baghel participated in
the Mahasammelan of
Chhattisgarh Dhivar
Samaj (CDS) organized
at
Indira
Gandhi

Janjgir-Champa, Aug 01:
As a part of celebrations of
Azadi
ki
Amrit
Mahoschav, Bijli Mahotsav
celebrated at Shakti, on
July 31 under the theme
“Ujjwal Bharat, Ujjwal
bhavishya, Power @ 2047.
Ramkumar Yadav, MLA,
Chandrapur was the chief
guest. The programme
was started with ceremonial lamp lighting and
singing of Chhattisgarh
state song “Chhattisgarh
Mahatari”.
Various schemes of
Union ministry of Power
and Union ministry of
New and Renewable
Energy and Chhattisgarh
State Power distribution
company Limited was
show cased by exhibition
and display of short movie
on development happened
in the power sector. A
street play on the benefits
and development work
happened after invention

of electricity was staged.
At the onset of the programme, BK Jain, Supdt.
Engineer, CSPDCL readout the detailed report of
developmental work carried out in the Sakti division as well as janjgirChampa district in the
field of infrastructure development under different
Govt
schemes
like

Rotary Cosmo holds
meeting in Goa

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Aug 01: As part
of Rotary Cosmo directive
to hold one meeting of its
members’ every year outside Raipur, a meeting
was kept in Goa. In this
meeting about 36 members took part. The first
night was dedicated to
colourful cultural programme presented by the
local artists and also
Bharat Natyam. On the
next day in the meeting it

was discussed about the
main aim of Rotary and
how to serve the society
by remaining in public
life. The stress was also
given on personality development. On the last
day visit to different
places in Goa was organized. The new members
carried cherished memory with them and are prepared for the next meeting
outside India, informs
past president Raipur
Cosmo Raipur Kirti Vyas.

Saubhagya, Deendayal
Upadhyay Gramin Jyoti,
Chief Minister half Bijli
scheme. Speaking on this
occasion Chief Guest, Ram
Kumar
Yadav,
MLA,
Chandrapur presented a
comparative view of electricity from darkness to
bright LED Light sparkling
during night hour which
brought smile on the face

of electricity consumer.
Among other disgnitaries, Susma Dadu jaiswal, Chairman Nagarpalika
parishad, Sakti, BK Jain,
Superintendent Engineer,
CSPDCL, Janjgir-Champa.
BK Shukla, AE, CSPDCL,
Sakti and large number of
people and beneficiaries
were present on this occasion.

Raipur, Aug 01: The
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel, offered rich floral
tributes on the occasion of
the death anniversary of
the great freedom fighter,
thinker, and social reformer Bal Gangadhar
Tilak here on Monday. CM
said Tilak was the first to
raise the demand for complete independence. He
popularized the inspirational
motto
of
“Independence is my
birthright” which led to
the awareness of India’s
freedom among every citizen of the nation. He started the public celebration
of Ganesh Utsav and
Shivaji Utsav to unite the
countrymen so that they
stand up against injustice.
His contribution to the
struggle for India’s independence will always remain memorable.

Some part of the manual scavenging which has been banned by the SC can still be
seen here in cleaning of clogged drains full of waste and garbage, without use of
proper masks and gloves to avoid any infections from it.
Sheorinarayan:
CM
Bhupesh Baghel offered
obeisance to Lord Nar
Narayan
temple
in
Sheorinarayan and sought
blessings for peace and
prosperity of all in the
state. On this occasion
Chairman Chhattisgarh
Gou Sewa Aayoga Dr
Mahant Ramsunder Das
was also present.

DPS Raipur’s student rewarded by
conservation fellowship prog
Raipur, Aug 01: Trisha
Pandit and Aashita Singh
of Delhi Public School,
Raipur were selected to
undergo training at the
1st Youth Climate &
Conservation Fellowship
Programme of India organised at Guwahati,
funded by IUCN and CEC
(International union for
conservation of nature)
and the (Commission on
Education
and
Communication) who are
Climate Champions committed to raise awareness
in integrating the creativity of indigenous and local
community youth, as well
as in recognizing that
knowledge is only useful
in influencing conservation policies and actions.
From 10th to 15th July,
Assam based organization
‘Wild Roots Programme of
INDIA’, trained participants from 10 Indian
Schools, of which DPS,
Raipur was one of the
prominent schools. Here

the short listed participants, Trisha Pandit and
Aashita Singh, selected
out of 100 students across
the country on the basis of
winning a debate competition, were exposed to various pedagogies related to
conservation education
and were guided via environmental educational
task force to address local
& global environmental
connect with the local
communities. Now they
are ready to take up the re-

sponsibility to cascade the
learning outcomes with
their school mates to communities via ‘Action Plans’
related to environmental
awareness, sustainability
& conservation.
As anticipated, the
Principal,
Raghunath
Mukherjee and the faculty
of the Eco Club feel that
this training will certainly
go a long way in amplifying the collective reach to
engage new audiences to
connect with and fall in

love with nature, and ignite action for conservation. Considering their
conscientious approach
and interest towards green
and clean environment,
even the management
members of DPS, Raipur,
Chairman, Mr. Baldeo
Singh
Bhatia
and
Secretary, Mr. Vijay Shah,
feel proud of these amateur environmentalists
who are arching their way
to conform to the values of
the school.

Amity student bags
package of 17 lakh
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Aug 01: Alefiya
Sadduwala (B.Tech CSE,
2023 Batch) of Amity
University Chhattisgarh
got selected with a massive
package of 17 Lakh per
annum in Fastenal, a fortune #500 Company.
Ms. Alefiya says- “I am
very grateful to Amity
University Chhattisgarh
for giving me this opportunity to be part of the placement process (2022-2023). I
would also like to extend
my gratitude towards faculty members and CRC
TEAM for guiding me
throughout the process. I
am very excited to join
Fastenal, my dream
Company as a Software
Engineer”.
Every year Amity
University Chhattisgarh
welcomes 250+ companies
for placements. Few companies include PWC,
Amazon,
Accenture,
Capgemini, EY, IBM and
many more. Further many
companies like Nestle,

Berger Paints, Appcino,
SAP, Commvault had already conducted the placement drives in the month
of July for Batch 2023. Vice
Chancellor Prof. R K
Pandey congratulated the
student for her great
achievement and also
wished her for successful
career
ahead.
Prof.
Surendra Rahamatkar,
Director-Amity School of
Engineering
&
Technology was very
happy with the performance of Ms. Alefiya in her
first attempt in campus
drive and has personally
congratulated on her success.

Wonderful waterfalls in Abujhmad can make it potential tourist site
Main hindrance is
that it comes under
hyper Naxal sensitive area
Management,
Traffic
rules regulations, Fire
fighting, safety of wild animals and environment
conservation were covered for the benefit of
Cadets. The cultural programme was vibrantly
conducted with cadets
performing
various
Chhattisgarhi
Dance
forms, Group songs,
Motivational skits and
other regional dance performances. The prize winners in various events
during the camp are as follows, Drill- Bhilai Steel
Plant HSS, Sector-10,
Group song- Adarsh
Vidhyalay, Mowa, Group
DanceKendriya
Vidhyalay
Number-1,
National
Integration

Program- Govt HSS,
Mandir Hasoud.
The best cadet awards
in junior division was
given to Cadet Pratik
Kumar of BSP Sector-10
and Cadet Subrata Mehar
of Adarsh Vidhyalay,
Mowa. The best cadet
awards in senior division
was given to Cadet Under
Officer Ganga Sagar
Tiwari of Durga College
and Cadet Under Officer
Sana Kujur of Science
College. Director General
NCC, Lt Gen Gurbirpal
Singh AVSM VSM, during
his visit to Chhatisgarh
last month, had awarded
the DG’s appreciation and
medallions which were
also presented by Wing
Commander Rajat Gupta

to
Aeromodelling
Instructor Mr Deepak
Bhurle, Cadet Under
Officer Ganga Sagar
Tiwari and Cadet Warrant
Officer Sheik Mohammad
Imraj
respectively.
Squadron Leader (Dr) VK
Choubey apprised that the
objectives set for the said
camp were all achieved
and all Cadets successfully completed the camp
with no injuries.
The same would not
have been possible without the support of
Chairman, SSIPMT, PI
staff of the unit, all
Associated NCC officers
from the various institutions and of course the enthusiastic Cadets of 3 CG
Air NCC Raipur.

CM attends Mahasammelan of CDS
Organised at Indira
Gandhi Agricultural
University

MANUAL CLEANING OF DRAINS

Central Chronicle News

Conductor nabbed for attempt in
murder case of driver

Raipur, Aug 01: The
Raipur police on Monday
nabbed a conductor who
tried to kill the truck
driver. The conductor
acted violently against
the driver and cut his
throat and made many
attack with knife on his
face and body. Not only
this beating him badly he
threw the driver from the
truck and ran away
along with the goods in
the truck. He kept running the truck for quite
some time and then the
police identified his loca-

CM offer rich
tributes to Bal
Gangadhar Tilak

Agricultural University.
Agriculture Minister
Ravindra
Choubey,
Parliamentary Secretary
Vikas
Upadhyay,
Chhattisgarh Housing
Board
Chairman
Kuldeep Juneja, RMC
Mayor Aiyaz Dhebar,
Fishermen
Welfare
Board Chairman MR
Nishad and other guests
are present on this
occasion.

By Abhishekh Banerjee
Narayanpur, Aug 01:
With start of rainy season,
the attractive waterfalls of
Abhujhmad jungles too
starts attracting the
tourists, but the people are
unable to reach there as it
is inaccessible. There is
abundance of beauty lying
hidden in natural beauty
of Abhjuhmad and which
till date is still a mystery
for the people of the region as it comes under
Naxal sensitive area. The
Maoists have literally
acted as an eclipse to such
a beauty of region from
the
tourists.
The
Abhujhmad
of
Narayanpur district is
known the world-ove for
its special culture and to
which Central Chronicle
is regularly bringing updates to its readers. It is
the Maoists who are acting
as big hurdle in depriving
the region being developed
as one of the most attractive tourist spots in the
state and so far the administration has not taken any
initiative in this direction.
There are many big waterfall
in
Kacchapal,
Handawada, Harimraka
villages of Naryanpur district and just to have a
glimpse of which the people had to take lot of risk

and face difficulties in
reaching there. Two main
reasons are Maoists threat
and lack of amenities and
the most essential of all
the ‘roads’, which are not
there.
Beautiful Harimarka
waterfall:
There
is
Gram
Harimarka under Gram
Panchayat Kundala of
Janpad Panchayat Orcha.
This beautiful waterfall is
located about 90 kms from
Janpad hq’s Orcha and 26
kms from Narayanpur district hq’s. This waterfall is
known as ‘Murvismad’
water fall as well and it
originates
from
Pallakasha Murvismad
Chikalbandi area and it
passes
through
Harimarka
para,
Bhatbeda and ends into
Basing nullah. This lies in
highly sensitive naxal area
and there are huge trees of
‘teak’ and ‘Bamboo’ plantation in this area, which
resonate its beauty further.
Todgedmeta waterfall of
Kacchapal:
The Todgedmeta waterfall is located in Gram
Kacchapal of Abhujhmad
area of Narayanpur district and it originates from
Tadgedmeta hills. In order
to reach upto here, one has
to go to Kacchapal from
district Hq’s via Kutul.
From Gram Kacchapal
there is about 10 km uphill
nature trail and it is located about 42 kms from
Narayanpur district hq’s
and about 108 kms from

Janpad Hq’s Orcha. This
Todgemeta waterfall drops
to about 1 km in Gram
Kacchapal and forms into
one of the most beautiful
of all the waterfalls and it
remains active throughout
the season. This waterfall
is ends its journey in
Kukurnadi in Gram Becha
and this too comes under
hyper-sensitive Naxal belt
of the region.
One remains spellbound
on watching Etekachad
waterfall:
The river from Upa hills
on Kacchapal- Kutul road
passing through thick forest area of Abhujhmad
area,
results
into
Etekachad waterfall during monsoon season. It is
located about 50 kms from
district hq’s. The tribal
and
villagers
of
Abhujhmad know this
river trail as ‘Upal Nadi’ as
it originates from Upal
hills. According to ancestors of Abhujhmad, there
are lot of crabs found near
this river and therefore
they call it as ‘Etekachad’.

Nogovama waterfall is
full of natural beauty:
Filled with nature’s pristine beauty is the
‘Nogovama’ waterfall and
since it lies amidst uneven

and sharp stone area, it
has been kept away from

reach of common men.
This waterfall lies near
Gram
Panchayat
Farasgaon
on
Narayanpur- Orcha main
road. Since it comes under

Narayanpur district, it is
just about 20 kms from the

district headquarters. It is
one of the most scenic of
all waterfalls and can be
developed as potential
tourist site.
Handwada waterfall is

adventurous:
It is amidst the jungles

of
Abhujhmad
in
Narayanpur district that
this Handwada waterfall
exists.
Here the shooting of
well-known ‘Bahubali’
film was to be held and it
was the Maoists threat and
its geographical location
which acted as hindrance
in the shooting. It comes
under Orcha block hq’s
and is located about a distance of 52 kms from
Orcha and around 118 kms
from Abhujhmad to
Handwada- a small village.
This waterfall is aout 350
feet high and falls from
Dhara Dongari hills, about
4 mms from the hq’s.
There is Goyedar river on
top of Dhara Dongari hill
and it falls from height of
350 feet making it look
very beautiful and huge
waterfall.
Attractive Orcha
waterfall:
There are many small
and big waterfalls in
Orcha
block
of
Narayanpur district and
in this series is the Orcha

waterfalls, which is about
2 kms from block hq’s and
75 kms from district hq’s.
To reach upto this waterfall, one has to travel 73
kms from Narayanpur district hq’s to Orcha block
and then travel another 2
kms from the road behind
High School in Orcha.
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Naxal killed in encounter
with security forces
p

In forest

About the
incident

Central Chronicle News
Sukma, Aug 01: A Naxal
was killed in an encounter
with security forces in a
forest in Chhattisgarh's
Sukma
district
on
Monday, police said. The
gunfight took place this
morning in a forest near
Bhandar-padar village
under the Bhejji police
station limits when a team
of District Reserve Guard
(DRG) was out on an antiNaxal
operation,
Inspector General of
Police (Bastar Range)
Sundarraj P told PTI.
When the patrolling
team was advancing
through the forest at
around 7: 30 am, the exchange of fire broke out

between the two sides, he
said. After the gunfight
stopped, the body of an
ultra was recovered from
the spot, the IG said
adding that "prima facie
the deceased cadre has
been identified as Madvi
Hadma, a divisional committee member (DVC) of
Maoists". A search operation was underway in the
nearby areas, he added.

This is the third such incident in the last ten days
wherein a Naxal has been
gunned down in separate
encounters in the Sukma
district. An ultra, carrying a reward of Rs 5 lakh
on his head, was killed in
an encounter with police
near Bindrapani village
on July 29 and another
ultra was gunned down in
the Phulbagdi area.

The gunfight took
place on Monday morning in a forest near
Bhandarpadar village
under the Bhejji police
station limits when a
team
of
District
Reserve Guard (DRG)
was out on an antiNaxal operation.
After the gunfight
stopped, the body of an
ultra was recovered
from the spot, the IG
said adding that "prima
facie the deceased
cadre has been identified as Madvi Hadma, a
divisional committee
member (DVC) of
Maoists".
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Variety of competitions mark ‘hareli’
p
p

In SAGEMS School
in Vishrampuri
Children enjoyed
‘Gedi’ competition
the most

Central Chronicle News
Vishrampuri, Aug 01:
Variety of programmes
were organised on occasion of 'Hareli Festival' in
Swamy Atmanand Govt
English Medium School
and this included songs,
speech, fancy dress competition and long awaited
'Gedi' competition and others.
Through songs and
dance, the children expressed their views about
'Chhattisgarh Mahatari'
and explained abotu the
beauty, prosperity and
pains of farmers of the region. At the same times
the children danced enthusiastically on various
folk
songs
of

Central Chronicle News
Bijapur, Aug 01: On the
occasion of the completion of 75 years of independence, with the joint
efforts of the Union
Ministry of Power and
Chhattisgarh State Power
Distribution Company
Limited, major achievements of the power sector are being shown.
Under this, work is being
done to make aware the
various schemes of the
Electricity Department
running in the country to
the beneficiary. As per
the instructions of the
gover nment, a two-day
electricity festival program is being organized
in the district and praising the excellent work of
the
Electricity
Department, the Chief

Chhattisgarh in the dance
competition.
After the dance, was the
most favourable programme of children viz.
'Gedi' competition, which
is the special 'tihar' for
this
festival
in
Chhattisgarh. In this traditional sport, not only the
children taking part were
very much enthusiastic,
but others, watching the
same were equally thrilled
to witness the same.

In the end the young
children of the school
took part in the Fancy
Dress competition and in
this
children
came
dressed
as
farmer,
'Chhattisgarh mahatari'
and others and reflected
the rich art & culture of
Chhattisgarh.
It is notable here that all
these competitions were
held amidst lot of enthusiasm and was one of the
most memorable events of

To victims of
Dharampura
Satnami Samaj

Central Chronicle News

Guest, Shri Kamlesh
Karam,
District
Panchayat
Vice
President, said that the
officers and employees of
the
Electricity
Department are rendering their services in inaccessible
areas
like
Bijapur. Where electricity is not possible,
arrangements like highmast light, solar pump,
irrigation facility, and
street light are being operated by CREDA department through solar panels he said. CEO Zilla
Panchayat Ravi Kumar

Sahu, Nodal Officer
NTPC Sanjeev, Neeraj
Soni and Chief Executive
Officer of CSPDCL PR
Sahu also addressed the
meet. On this occasion,
Municipal
President
Benhur
Rawatiya,
District Panchayat member
Somaru
Ram
Kashyap , Sarita Chapa,
District In-Charge of
Creda
Department,
Manish Netam, District
President-Vice President
and officers-employees of
Electricity Department,
including
consumers
were present.

Kawardha, Aug 01: The
protestors fro Jila Satnami
Samaj (JSS), Kabirdhaam
were stopped mid-way to
Collector's gherao raising
slogans against the CM
and cabinet Minister and
demanding justice towards injustice being
meted out against the people of Satnami Samaj
Dharampura and lackadaisical an attitude on
part of the local administration towards them.
Prominent among the
demands of the rally by
the members of JSS under
leadership of Satnami
Samaj
president
Ramprasad Giri is to declare the FIR filed against

the victims of Satnami
Samaj Dharampur as 'zero'
and pass on justice in
favour of the victims.
They also demanded
transfer of controversial
nazul land of Jaitkham
area in favour of Satnami
Samaj and should be

Forest and tigers have a great role to
play for human civilization: Netam
Central Chronicle News
Mainpur, Aug 01: In
Udanti Sitanadi Tiger
Reserve, under the aegis of
Forest and Climate Change
Department and Wildlife
Trust of India, a program
was organized on the occasion of International Tiger
Day at Tehsil Headquarter
Mainpur and people were
informed about the tiger
population.
Sanjay Netam, Vice
President of District
Panchayat Gariaband,
presided over the program,
Sarpanch Sangh Mainpur
President Baldev Raj
Thakur, BJP District Vice
President Yogesh Sharma,
Dr. RP Mishra of WTI New
Delhi, Assistant Director
B.K Lakda, Nova Nature
Raipur's director M.Suraj,

Purandar Verma, Gulshan
Yadu were specially present. Dr. RP Mishra of WTI
gave a lecture based on
Tiger and a quiz program
was organized for school
children and prizes were
also distributed to the winners. He further said that
Tiger Day is celebrated on
29th July all over the
world; this day is celebrat-

ed to spread public awareness about the conservation of tigers, and information about tigers to the
general public. On this occasion M Suraj from Nova
Nature also gave information related to tiger. M.
Suraj, Director, Nova
Nature said that it is a matter of good fortune for all
of us that we live in the

Udanti Sitanadi Tiger
Reserve area, and many
wild animals are found
here. Conservation and
promotion in the forest is
being done in the rescue
center, the state animal forest and it is the heritage of
Chhattisgarh, whose protection and promotion is
being done by the administration, but it needs special

cooperation of the people
of the area.
On this occasion, mainly
Assistant Director RP Sori,
Forest Range Officer North
Udanti DN Soni, Forest
Range Officer South Udanti
Domar Singh Sahu, Forest
Range Officer Idagaon
Chandrabali Dhruv, Forest
Range Officer Taurenga
B.L. Sori., Mrs. Ramshila
Bai Dhruv, Tankeshwar
Devagan, Gunja Dhruv,
Hemsingh
Thakur,
Tukeshwar Yadu, Devdutt
Tiwari,
Daneshwar
Chandrakar, Manoj Kumar
Dhruv, Komal Bisen,
Bhojraj Sahu, Anuj Jangde,
Bhupendra,
Virendra
Dhruv,
Sudhaneshwar,
Verma, including hundreds
of forest employees, local
officers, rural students
were present.

granted permission to
hoist 'Palo' on Jaitkhambh
as per rituals and carry
out its colouring. They
also urged the administration to remove the 11 KV
HT line from atop the
Jaitkhambh.
Similary JSS member

demanded action against
the person who attacked
on members of Satnami
Samaj and ran away and
filed proper FIR against
him. JSS also demanded
filing of case against
Roshan Chandravanshi
and Vijay Thakur of

all for the school children.
At the same time, to make
this special and memorable, the children came
along with 'Thethari',
'Khurmi', 'Cheela roti' and
other Chhattisgarhi items
and enjoyed the same
along with their friends
and colleagues. In the end,
Principal of the School S
Soni addressed all those
present and extended
greetings to them on occasion of 'Hareli Festival'.

Central Chronicle News
Gaurela-Pendra-Marwahi,
Aug 01: The investigation of
irregular recruitment done
within the last 3 years in
Eklavya schools of Gourela
Pendra Marwahi (GPM) district is going on and the investigation is still not completed that the Assistant
Commissioner Tribal of the
district retiring after two
days.
The development department has once again made
arbitrarily appointments in
Eklavya Adarsh Vidyalayas
for the academic session
2022-23, and through transac-

advertisements issued.It is
to be known that in Eklavya
Vidyalaya, Dongria, Lata,
Nevsa the posts of daily
wage earner, cook, watchman, electrician, plumber,

staff nurse, music teacher,
sports teacher are also approved as per the government approved post structure. But the information
circulated by Assistant

Commissioner
Gourela
Pendra Marwahi does not
mention the recruitment of
these posts. The posts of
Staff Nurse, Music Teacher,
and Sports Teacher are also

Dharampur for using unconstitutional
word
'Harijan' against the
Satnami Samaj and its
deletion from the electronic media. The jawans who
attacked upon more than
50 members of Satnami
Samaj undergoing treatment in the hospital
should face departmental
inquiry.
At the same time the
delay on part of the
Piparia police to reach
the site of attack well on
time the TI of Piparia
thana should be line-attached and the FIR filed
against those trying to
save the sacred symbol
'Gurudwara' on 9, 27 Nov.
2020 should also be declared as 'zero'. JSS office
bearers demanded that
failing to complete their
demands, they will be
forced to take up Vidhan
Sabha-gherao and intensify their agitation.

Traffic Awareness
Workshop organized
Central Chronicle News
Dhamtari, Aug 01: As
per the instructions of
Superintendent of Police
Dhamtari
Prashant
Thakur, under the guidance of
Additional
Superintendent of Police
Megha
Tembhurkar
Sahu, traffic awareness
program is being run
continuously by the team
of
Deputy
Superintendent of Police
Traffic Mani Shankar
Chandra,
Defense
Inspector K.Deva Raju.
Under the awareness
campaign, a traffic
awareness program was
organized at Nutan
English Medium Higher
Secondary
School,
Maratha Para Dhamtari
on July 30, in which the

security inspector in
charge of traffic, Dev
Raju informed the students about the traffic
rules and told them to
travel safely.
Traffic rules have
been made for every
person, which is followed by very few people, if people travel in
the roads by following
the rules with the
same caution; they can
make life easier for
many people with
them, said security inspector in charge of
traffic, Dev Raju.
In the said workshop, school students
of Nutan English
Medium
Higher
Secondary
School,
Maratha
Para
Dhamtari, teachers

Irregular recruitment in Eklavya schools
tions, secretly selected candidates are being taken
charge without calling for
any objection, where unemployed candidates deprived
of appointment are in the
profession. It is noteworthy
that in Eklavya Vidyalaya
Lata, Nevsa and Dongria of
GPM district, irregularities
have been filled for the last
three
years
and
Commissioner
Tribal
Development, while giving
instructions
to
the
Commissioner Tribal and
Scheduled
Caste
Development Chhattisgarh
had directed that in relation
to the said recruitment
scam, an inquiry committee
should be set up. It is worth
mentioning here that in
Eklavya schools of the district, staff and guest teachers were being recruited arbitrarily by the principal,
with no press releases and

After expiry of
excise license

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI)

approved. But the information circulated by Assistant
Commissioner
Gourela

Pendra Marwahi does not
mention the recruitment of
these posts.

and traffic in-charge Shri
K.Devaraju, Souni RK
Sahu and traffic police
were present.

A BJP MP from West
Bengal holding picture of
Chief Minister Mamata
Benerjee stages a protest
against the state government, near the Gandhi
statue at Parliament
House complex during
ongoing
Monsoon
Session, in New Delhi,
Monday.

Arrested
Jaipur: A government
engineer was arrested
in Rajasthan’s
Chittorgarh district on
Monday for allegedly
taking a bribe of Rs
50,000 for clearing outstanding bills of a contractor, an official said.
Phoolchand Swami, a
junior engineer of the
Watershed
Development and Land
Conservation
Department in
Gangrar, had demanded a bribe of Rs 1 lakh
from the contractor for
clearing outstanding
bills amounting to Rs
48 lakh, a spokesperson
of the Anti-Corruption
Bureau (ACB) said.

Reshuffle
Kolkata: Trinamool
Congress on Monday
carried out a major
organisational reshuffle in the party and inducted several new
faces, including some
ministers with thrust
on toning up the party
ahead of next year’s
crucial panchayat
polls. The restructing
came amidst the ongoing political furore
over the arrest of suspended party leader
and Partha Chatterjee
in a school recruitment scam.

Tipplers had a hard time
on Monday as restaurants,
bars and hotels in the city
declined to serve liquor
after their excise licenses
expired on July 31.
Delhi Lt Governor VK
Saxena granted approval
to the extension of excise
licenses of hotels, bars
and restaurants to serve
liquor for a month after a
decision to this effect was
taken by the Delhi government on Sunday, sources
said.
The Excise department
will soon issue an official
order to this effect, they
added.
However,
although
restaurateurs said the
process for extension of li-

censes will be done online,
it will take at least a day or
two to complete the
process, which would
mean that people will have
to wait for their liquor.
On Monday, customers
walked into restaurants
and bars unknowingly and
asked for liquor but their
request were declined.
Earlier in the day, the
representatives of the
National
Restaurant
Association of India
(NRAI) met Excise department officials to urge
them to renew the existing
licenses.
In a memorandum, the
NRAI said the industry
had welcomed implementation of the new excise
policy from November
2021.
“However, piece meal
extensions have been
granted since then for payment of fees/license re-

newals, the last of which
expired on July 31. As
done in the past, the industry was expecting an order
for payment of fees before
July 31.
“This, however, has not
happened, and members
have received emails informing them about expiry of their excise licenses,” read the memorandum.
Noting that “such business disruption” is causing huge financial strain
on the industry, which is
just recovering from the
ill-effects of the Covid pandemic, they urged for “immediate intervention” in
issuing directions for payment of fees and renewal
of existing excise licenses
without interruption.
“It is reiterated that the
matter is most urgent and
we seek a resolution to
this issue in order to en-

p

Cops say ‘was not
behaving normally’
for 2 days

Jaipur, Aug 01 (PTI)
A minor girl allegedly
beheaded her nine-yearold niece Monday with a
sword at a village in the
tribal belt of Rajasthan’s
Dungarpur with the family saying the former was
“not behaving normally”
for two days, according to
police. They said the attack happened early
Monday morning when
the 15-year-old girl and her
family were performing
puja of Dasha Mata inside
a room at their home.
Suddenly, she went
berserk and pulled out a

sword kept in the room
and started moving violently, Chitari police station SHO Govind Singh
said.
“Since her parents were
in danger of being hurt,
they ran out quickly. The
girl then waving the heavy
sword entered another
room and beheaded nineyear-old Varsha, who was
her niece in relation,”
Singh said.
Sagwara Circle Officer
Narpat Singh said the
older girl is a Class 10 student and stays at a hostel.
She had come home for a
few days.
“The family said there
was a sudden change in
her behaviour. She was not
behaving normally and it
looks like she needs treatment.

Launch
Hyderabad: The
Telangana government would launch a
life insurance
scheme for handloom and power loom
weavers on August 7,
marking National
Handloom Day, that
is set to benefit
around 80,000 beneficiaries. The scheme
is aimed at providing
financial support to
the families of the
handloom and power
loom weavers, state
Industries Minister
K T Rama Rao said
on Monday.

Rescued
New Delhi: An
Indian rock python
was rescued by a
wildlife body after it
was found meandering its way on a footpath near Qutub
Minar Metro station
here, a statement said
on Monday.

sure business continuity
for the industry,” they further said.
Restaurateurs said they
were in the dark about
what is happening but said
they have learnt that an
extension will be granted
on the existing licenses for
at least a month, but an official order is yet to come.
Sources present in the
meeting indicated that the
excise department officials had assured that an
official order will be issued soon granting extension of licenses but said
the duration of extension
was not specified.
A restaurateur, on condition of anonymity, said,
“In anticipation of the situation, many of us had
stocked up liquor which
would last us for at least
two months but then since
our licenses have expired,
we cannot serve it.

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI)
A 21-year-old historysheeter allegedly intensified his criminal activities so that he could buy
an electric scooter for his
sister on the occasion of
Raksha Bandhan, police
said on Monday.
The accused, Tarun
alias Rohan, a resident of
Rohini, has been named
in the ‘bad character’ list
of Sultanpuri police station. He was arrested
from Vijay Vihar, they
said.
He was previously involved in 10 cases of robbery, Arms Act and theft,
police said.
With his arrest, police

DEVOTION AND FAITH

claimed to have solved six
criminal cases, and also
recovered three stolen
mobile phones and a motorcycle from him.
The matter came to
light when the complainant Surender reported about the theft at his
house
on
July
7,
police said, adding that a
case was registered accordingly.
Deputy Commissioner
of Police (Outer) Sameer
Sharma said the accused
mistakenly left his phone
at Surender’s house after
committing the crime.
“We analysed the accused’s mobile phone and
call detail records. But
during investigation, we

Kanwariyas and other devotees form a queue outside the Kashi Vishwanath temple
to perform Jalabhishek on the third Somwar (Monday) in the holy Shravan month, in
Varanasi, Monday.

Ahmedabad, Aug 01 (PTI)
The Gujarat High Court
on Monday refused to entertain a public interest litigation (PIL) filed by a
Bharatiya Tribal Party
MLA seeking its direction
to implement the PESA Act
in the state, saying he
should raise the issue in the
Assembly.
The PIL by Chhotu
Vasava, BTP MLA from
Jhagadia in Bharuch district, sought the implementation of the Panchayats
(Extension to the Scheduled
Areas) (PESA) Act in the
Scheduled Areas of the
state.
The Act provides for self
governance through traditional gram sabhas for people living in Scheduled
Areas identified by the Fifth
Schedule
of
the
Constitution of India.
The division bench of
Chief Justice Aravind
Kumar
and
Justice
Ashutosh Shastri dismissed
it as withdrawn and remarked that the petitioner,
being a representative of
the people, should raise the

issue in the state Assembly.
“Go and raise it in the
Assembly. We will not entertain the writ. You should
have done it as a representative of the people. Which is
the question you have
asked, whether it is a
starred or unstarred question, and in which
Assembly?” the court said.
The court said the intention behind the PIL may be
good, but the timing, manner and method was not so.
Seeking implementation
of the provisions of the
PESA Act in the state,
Vasava’s lawyer Zubin
Bharda told court that in
Gujarat, powers are vested
with taluka panchayats
rather than the gram sabhas. “The village panchayat
is there, but it is not vested
with the power (under the
Act). It is the taluka panchayat which has the power.
Whenever the panchayat
raises an objection and says
that provisions of PESA Act
should be applicable, the
government declines and
there is no mechanism to
protect such powers,” he
said.

found that the SIM card
was registered in some
vague identity. Thereafter,
other angles were also explored and subsequently
information was received
about the accused from
an informer,” he said.
“During interrogation,
Tarun disclosed that he
fell into bad company in
his early age and got addicted
to
drugs.
Thereafter, he left his
studies and started indulging in criminal activities. He said he intensified his criminal activities so that he could buy
an electric scooter for his
sister as a gift on Raksha
Bandhan,” the officer
added.

MP govt hikes DA of state
employees to 34 %
Bhopal, Aug 01 (PTI)
The Madhya Pradesh
government on Monday announced a hike in the
Dearness Allowance (DA)
for over 7.5 lakh government employees in the
state, taking it to 34 per
cent.
Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan in a statement said the hike will put
an additional burden of Rs
625 crore on the exchequer.
The government has decided to raise the DA of
state employees to 34 per
cent, which will be at par
with the Central government. This will put an additional burden of Rs 625
crore on the exchequer, but

it will benefit over 7.5 lakh
employees and improve
their lives, Chouhan said.
The government employees
were getting 31 per cent DA
after the state had hiked it
by 11 per cent at one go the
last time, he said. The enhanced DA will come to effect from the salary for the
month of August, which the
employees will receive in
September, the chief minister said.
Pensioners will be given
the benefit of the DA hike
after taking mandatory concurrence from the neighbouring Chhattisgarh government, as it was earlier
part of the undivided
Madhya Pradesh, it was
stated.

IITG sets up Centre of Excellence for medical research
Guwahati, Aug 01 (PTI)

HC dismisses PIL
by tribal MLA

Farmers harvest paddy at a field, in Thiruvananthapuram, Monday.

Man indulges in crime to buy
scooter for sister

Girl beheads minor niece in Raj

Red alert
Thiruvananthapuram:
As heavy rains continued to lash Kerala, the
India Meteorological
Department (IMD) on
Monday issued a red
alert in 7 districts of
the state for the day.
IMD issued red alerts
for Thiruvananthapuram,
Kollam,
Pathanamthitta,
Alappuzha, Kottayam,
Ernakulam and Idukki
districts. In view of the
development, Kerala
Chief Minister
Pinarayi Vijayan has
called a meeting of the
District Collectors to
assess rain damage
and coordinate relief
work, a release issued
by the Chief Minister’s
Office (CMO) said.

PADDY PLANTATION

Tipplers disappointed as bars,
hotels in Delhi refuse alcohol
p

‘Ujjwal Bharat Ujjwal Bhavishya’ JSS demands to declare FIR as ‘zero’ and grant justice
Energy @2047 celebrated
p

BRIEF

Indian Institute of
Technology, Guwahati
(IITG), has set up a medical research centre to
cater to the needs of rural
India with a focus on
healthcare delivery to the
last-mile population.
The multidisciplinary
initiative, in line with the
Centre’s
National
Education Policy, 2020 is a
single umbrella where professors, researchers, entrepreneurs, doctors, and students from multiple departments will work together for research and innovation in the domain of
healthcare innovation, an
official release issued by
the institute said on
Monday.

The centre is situated at
the
Centre
of
Nanotechnology and Jyoti
and Bhupat Mehta School
of Health Sciences and
Technology
of
IIT,
Guwahati.
The initiative has been
led by the Departments of
Chemistry,
Chemical
Engineering, Biosciences
and
Bioengineering,
Electronics and Electrical
Engineering, and Design
and Mathematics, among
others. Elaborating on the
Indian Council of Medical
Research and Department
of Health Research (ICMRDHR) Centre of Excellence
for Biomedical Device and
Diagnostics Innovation
and Commercialisation,
IITG Director Prof T G
Sitharam said it will work

towards realising the vision of Prime Minister
Narendra
Modi’s
Atmanirbhar Bharat’ in
the domain of healthcare
technology development.
The innovations proposed in the centre are expected to cater to the societal needs related to diagnostics and healthcare delivery, especially in rural
India, he said.
The key objectives of the
centre will be to detect biomarkers to detect various
non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such as
chronic kidney disorder,
post-diabetic complications, liver or pancreatic
malfunctions, cardiac illnesses, and urinary tract
infections. The centre will
also develop frugal point-

of-care diagnostic devices
for the collection, storage,
security, and analysis of
the data specific to rural
India, and develop three indigenous products in the
domain of healthcare that
can be commercially successful in the near future
and innovate indigenous
alternatives to healthcare
devices. In the next few
decades, especially keeping the post-pandemic scenario in perspective, the
focus of healthcare innovation would be to develop
frugal technologies to
cater to the needs of the
last mile population, Head
of Jyoti and Bhupat Mehta
School of Health Sciences
and Technology Prof
Dipankar Bandyopadhyay
said.

Sold thrice, raped many times, she
now hopes to start college
Kolkata, Aug 01:
Overcoming
severe
trauma, a woman has
cleared the higher secondary examination in West
Bengal much later than
usual and is eligible for
college education.
The reason for the delay
is she, as a teenager, was
sold thrice in various
states by human traffickers within four months
during which she was
raped by several men and
even forcibly married off
to a man 30 years older
than her, a CID officer of
West Bengal told PTI.
A POCSO court in
North 24 Parganas district
recently sentenced four
persons to 20 years in jail
and two others to 10 years
in connection with the
case of the woman who is
now 22 years old.
The CID officers arrested the six accused, including a woman and the victim’s “boyfriend” Rahul,
from Bihar, Uttar Pradesh

and Uttarakhand from
where she was finally rescued.
“By God’s grace, we got
back
our
daughter.
Whatever happened has
happened. We are happy
that those responsible for
her plight were punished,”
said her father who works
in a sari shop.
The family is now looking for a match for her, he
said.
Her ordeal started seven
years ago when she met a
man on a social media
platform, fell in love with
him, and fled home on the
pretext of going to school
in search of a new life.
On January 7, 2015, she
met the man near Science
City in Kolkata and he
took her to Babughat, over
10 kilometres away, to
catch a bus to Bihar, the officer of the state CID’s
Anti-Human Trafficking
Unit said.
Investigation revealed
that Rahul left the 15-yearold girl inside the bus

promising her to return
soon but he never did. It
was later found that he
had sold her to another
trafficker for ? 1.5 lakh.
A man, claiming to be
Rahul’s friend, took her
from the bus to the
Howrah station and travelled by train to Bihar. She
was again sold to another
man named Kamal who
took the minor to a
woman, Chitra, at Bijnor
in Uttar Pradesh, the officer who led the team that
rescued her said.
Chitra, who is the third
person to have purchased
her, forcibly “married”
her off to her 45-year-old
brother who left her with
the Bijnor woman after a
month. Then Chitra’s son
started raping the girl.
“It was at this time that
the victim got a chance to
telephone her mother
using Chitra’s mobile and
inform her about her location,” the officer said.
By that time, the police
in West Bengal had found

that the victim’s own mobile was last traced in
Bihar and from then on, it
was kept switched off. The
“boyfriend” was also arrested in Bihar.
Chitra got scared and
asked Kamal to take the
minor away. Kamal and
his aide Bhisham then
brought her to Kashipur
in Uttarakhand, the CID
officer said.
When the duo came to
know that Chitra and her
son Luv were arrested,
they got enraged, raped
the victim many times and
fled leaving her at
Kashipur Junction railway station.
The CID officer remembered how he and his team
found the traumatised girl
at one corner of the railway station. They rescued
her and brought her back
to West Bengal.
“She was unable to
speak because of trauma
and remained silent for
more than a month. We
had to take her to a psy-

chologist and after several
sessions of counselling,
she broke down and divulged details of her suffering,” he said.
It is heartening to see
that the girl, who was staying at a government home
since her rescue in May
2015, started studying and
is now eligible for college
education, the officer said.
He, however, lamented
that the force could not
trace the man who
brought the girl from the
bus and sold her to Kamal.
A POCSO court at
Barasat in North 24
Parganas district convicted the six. It sent Chitra
and “boyfriend” Rahul to
10 years in jail and the remaining four - Kamal,
Chitra’s brother, Luv and
Bhisham - to 20 years of
rigorous imprisonment on
July 28.
Additional
Public
Prosecutor of Barasat
court, Shyamal Dutta, said
he is very happy that the
girl got justice.
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Escalation panic

SC extends overseas travel ban on
Rajapaksa brothers till Aug 4
Colombo, Aug 1 (PTI)

Motorists wait next to a banner that says only those vehicles with QR codes will be given fuel at a fuel station in
Colombo,Monday.

Colombo, Aug 1 (PTI)
Sri Lanka’s Supreme
Court on Monday extended
until August 4 the overseas
travel ban on former prime
minister
Mahinda
Rajapaksa and his younger
brother and former finance
minister Basil Rajapaksa,
who are widely blamed for
the current economic crisis in the island nation.
A five judge bench of the
Supreme Court led by
Chief Justice Jayantha
Jayasuriya announced the
Monday’s decision in a pe-

Islamabad: At least
two people were killed
and 17 others were injured when two religious groups that
gathered on the occasion of the start of the
Islamic month of
Muharram clashed in
Gilgit Baltistan region, a Pakistani
media report said on
Monday. The incident
happened on Sunday
at Yadgar Chowk,
near Gilgit deputy
commissioner’s office, when a top Shia
leader of GilgitBaltistan was hoisting the flag of Hazrat
Imam Hussain at
Khomar Chowk at the
start of Muharram,
the Dawn newspaper
reported.

The Western Balkans
are an integral part of the
European Union and
Spain fully backs the region’s integration into the
27-member bloc, Spain’s
prime minister said on
Monday.
Pedro Sanchez was in
Albania’s capital Tirana
on Monday in the firstever trip by a Spanish
prime minister to the
country.
The stop in Albania was
the last leg of Sanchez’s
Western Balkan trip that
earlier took him to Serbia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Colombo: Sri Lanka
Navy has rescued six
distressed Indian fishermen who drifted
into the country’s waters north of
Talaimannar after
their trawler suffered
an engine failure, a
statement said on
Monday. The rescued
fishermen were provided humanitarian
assistance and handed over to another
Indian fishing trawler
at the International
Maritime Boundary
Line (IMBL),
Newsfirst Lanka
news portal cited the
Sri Lankan Navy
Media Unit as saying
in a statement.

France blaze
Paris: A weekend
wildfire in the southern French Gard region that injured four
firefighters has now
been contained, officials said Monday.
Firefighter spokesman
Col. Eric Agrinier told
French media that 370
hectares were burned
and two homes affected by the flames. But
he highlighted dozens
and dozens of houses
preserved and a
human toll of zero casualties among civilians. The fire was contained in the night of
Sunday with some 400
firefighters monitoring the blaze Monday
morning, according to
the civil protection
agency.

Montenegro and North
Macedonia.
The EU cannot be conceived
without
the
Balkans, Sanchez said at
the news conference with
Albanian counterpart Edi
Rama. Balkans’ incorporation will strengthen and
add EU members.
The 27-member bloc
agreed to launch the accession
talks
with
Albania
and
North
Macedonia late last
month, a long-delayed
step in the Balkan nations’ paths toward EU
membership that gained
momentum amid the war
in Ukraine.

It is not the right time
for Gotabaya Rajapaksa
to return to Sri Lanka as
his presence here could
inflame political tensions in the country
which is grappling with
the worst economic crisis in history, his successor
Ranil
Wickremesinghe has
said. Wickremesinghe
was elected as the president through a parliamentary vote on July 20
after
then-President
Rajapaksa fled to the
Maldives and then to
Singapore when antigovernment protesters
the people responsible for
the current economic crisis came up on Monday.
The petition claimed
that three persons — Basil,
Mahinda and former
Central Bank Governor
Ajith Nivard Cabraal —

stormed the President’s
House.
Wickremesinghe, who
remained in contact with
Rajapaksa to deal with
administrative handover
issues and other government business, said the
former president had not
indicated about his
planned return to Sri
Lanka soon.
I don’t believe it’s the
time for him to return,
7 3 - y e a r - o l d
Wickremesinghe said,
adding that the leader,
who escaped Sri Lanka
in the midst of the economic turmoil, had not
“indicated” of returning
soon.
were directly responsible
for the unsustainability of
Sri Lanka’s foreign debt,
its debt default and the current economic crisis leading to an acute shortage of
basic commodities such as
food, fuel, and medicines.

Dubai, Aug 1 (AP)
Kuwait on Monday announced the formation of
a new government to defuse a protracted political
feud blocking economic reforms in the oil-rich state.
Kuwait’s newly-appointed prime minister Sheikh
Ahmad Nawaf Al Sabah
will lead the 12-member
Cabinet until the dissolution of parliament ahead
of early elections, the
country’s state-run news
agency, KUNA, reported.
The date of the vote has
yet to be announced.
It represents Kuwait’s
fifth government in the

last two years, as the country’s
emir-appointed
Cabinet and elected parliament battle over powersharing.
Some ministers from
previous administrations
were reappointed to their
posts,
including
Abduwahab al-Rushaid,
the outspoken finance
minister known for his
criticism of the government’s fiscal policies. The
ministers will take over
from the caretaker government that had submitted
its resignation over three
months ago.
Unique among Gulf
Arab
sheikhdoms,

As the voting process
for the new Conservative
Party leader formally
opened with postal ballots
being mailed out to Tory
members from Monday,
Rishi Sunak vowed to cut
the basic rate of income
tax by 20 per cent in a few
years if he is elected
Britain’s Prime Minister.
The 42-year-old former
Chancellor, who is trailing his rival Liz Truss in
the opinion polls and
bookmaker’s odds, said
his “radical vision”
would mean a 20 per cent

tax reduction the “largest
cut to income tax in 30
years”.
Tax cuts have become
the dominant issue in the
election campaign and
while Truss has pledged
cuts from day one, Sunak
has sought to focus on a
more measured approach
in order to curb soaring
inflation.
“What I’m putting to
people today is a vision to
deliver the biggest income tax cut since (former
Tory
Prime
Minister)
Margaret
Thatcher’s government,”
said Sunak. “It is a radi-

cal vision but it is also a
realistic one and there are
some core principles that
I’m simply not prepared
to compromise on, whatever the prize, he said.
Under the proposals,
Sunak said he would
build on his previously
announced 1p cut to income tax in April 2024. A
further 3p off by the end
of the next Parliament,
around 2029, will be paid
for through economic
growth.
Sounding a warning
note and an indirect attack at his rival’s tax
pledges, the British

Australian Parliament considers
lifting euthanasia ban
Canberra, Aug 1 (AP)
A new bill was introduced in the Australian
Parliament on Monday
seeking to lift a 25-year ban
on doctor-assisted suicide
in two territories.
Australia’s sparsely populated Northern Territory
in 1995 became the first
place in the world to legalize voluntary euthanasia.
But the landmark law
was overturned by the
Australian Parliament two
years later after four terminally ill people had been
legally helped to die, leaving the Northern Territory
one of last parts of
Australia where doctor-assisted suicide remains
banned.
For too long Australians
living in the territories
have been treated as sec-

ond-class citizens, government lawmaker Luke
Gosling, who represents a
Northern Territory electorate, told Parliament.
He and fellow legislator
Alicia Payne introduced a
bill to the House of
Representatives that would
allow the legislatures of the
Northern Territory and
Australian
Capital
Territory to legalize assisted dying.
The two territories do not
have the same legal rights
as the six states, that have
each legislated euthanasia
laws in recent years.
The
Australian
Parliament does not have
the same constitutional
power to overturn state
laws as it does territory
laws. The two territories account for fewer than 1 million of Australia’s popula-

tion of 26 million people.
Payne, who represents an
electorate in the Australian
Capital Territory, which
comprises Canberra and
two villages, described her
bill as urgent. She described mercy killing of the
terminally ill an incredibly
important debate that we
are not allowed to have simply because of where we
live. Conservative government lawmaker Kevin
Andrews introduced the
bill in 1997 that banned the
territories from making assisted suicide laws. A conservative government was
again in power in 2018
when a bill failed to overturn the ban.
That bill fell two votes
short in the Senate.
Previous attempts also
failed in the Senate in 2008
and 2010.

Indian former minister
added: Firstly, I will never
get taxes down in a way
that just puts inflation up.
Secondly, I will never
make promises I can’t pay
for. And thirdly, I will always be honest about the
challenges we face.
“Because winning this
leadership contest without levelling with people
about what lies ahead
would not only be dishonest it would be an act of
self-sabotage that condemns our party to defeat
at the next general election and consigns us to a
long period in Opposition.

Kosovo’s authorities
early on Monday moved
to ease mounting ethnic
tensions in the country
by delaying a controversial order on vehicle license plates and identity
cards that triggered riots
by minority Serbs who
put up roadblocks, sounded air raid sirens and
fired their guns into the
air.
The Kosovo government accused neighbouring Serbia of instigating
the riots in order to destabilise the country that declared independence in
2008 after a NATO intervention that stopped
Serbia’s bloody crackdown against ethnic
Albanian separatists in
1999.
Officials in Kosovo had
earlier decided that as of
August 1 they would resume the practice of re-

Improve air quality

Sri Lanka’s economic
collapse big lessons for
Indian policy makers
rime Minister Narendra Modi said recently
that India is the fastest growing economy at the
moment. Statistics wise it may be true as other countries are doing badly. But the question to be asked is
India’s growth story a myth or reality? On the face of it
Indian economy may look reasonably good when
compared to many other countries. Particularly
after the Covid Pandemic the recovery seems to be
reasonably good and quick. But the question remains is
India on the right track and is it on the proper road to
recovery. It is difficult to say. The overall macroeconomic fundamentals of the Indian economy is not all
that bad but there are worrying signals and if correctives, some of them drastic, are not taken, the days are
not far when Indian economy could face serious problems. More than it being covid induced, the economic
woes are structural and some far reaching reforms are
needed as was done in 1991. BJP leader
Subramanian Swamy may be a maverick politician but
there is some truth in his views on the economy, after
all he has studied his economics in Harvard that too
under noble laureate Paul Samuelson. Swamy says
the economic woes started in 2016 beginning with demonetization, an ill-advised move. An economy
which was growing at over 8 per cent started slowing
down quarter after quarter, so much so that it fell close
to 4 per cent in the last quarter before covid pandemic
hit in 2019. The question that is often asked is will India
go the Sri Lanka way or for that matter Pakistan,
Nepal and to some extent Bangladesh way. The answer is certain no at the moment as there are several
positives in the Indian economy with exports picking
up indicating revival of economic activity. But inflation, depleting foreign exchange reserves, falling rupee,
spiraling crude oil prices are worrying and if structural correctives through right economic policies
are not taken, Indian economy could face difficulties.
India may not go the Sri Lanka or Pakistan way as
the economy is quite large and some of the developed
states are doing reasonably well. But there are warning
bells as according to recent Reserve Bank of India report, 10 states in India have unsustainable levels of
debt and high fiscal deficit. This is dangerous. Each
state is bigger than Sri Lanka and some of them are as
big as Pakistan. RBI has flagged the issue saying fiscal
risks seem moving sub-national. Some of the states
particularly Punjab, Rajasthan and Bihar spend 90 percent of the revenue they earn on expenditure like
salaries, debt servicing and other revenue expenditure.
Hence there is very little money left for developmental
activities and capital expenditure. The other states
spend more than 80 per cent of their revenue on the
seroutine expenditure of the state leaving not much
money for capital formation, Days are not far off when
they may have to start borrowing to meet their
revenue expenditure and debt servicing, which is dangerous. According to RBI report, Punjab, Rajasthan
and Bihar are expected to remain stressed with their
debt to GSDP (state GDP) ratio likely to exceed 35 per
cent by 2026-27.
The other states included West Bengal, Kerala,
Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh. The report said
“Risks to state government
finances arise
from
macroeconomic uncertainty, declining own tax revenue, re-launch of the old pension scheme by some of
the states, rising expenditure on non-merit freebies, expanding contingent liabilities and ballooning
overdue to discoms, warranting strategic corrective
measures.” According to revised estimate, debt-GSDP
of Punjab was the highest at 53.3 percent, followed by
Rajasthan at 39.5 per cent, Bihar 38.6 per cent, Kerala 37
per cent and West Bengal 34.4 per cent. According to
various scenarios built in the RBI report, if contingent
liabilities are fully invoked, Rajasthan will see additional 8.6 per cent debt in relation to GSDP, followed by
Punjab 5.3 per cent, Kerala 3.9 per cent, Bihar 3.4 per
cent and West Bengal, 0.9 per cent. The N.K. Singh led
finance commission and the fiscal
Responsibility
and
Budget Management committee suggested debtGSDP ceiling of 20 per cent to states. Financial restructuring or bailout to ailing state discoms will have
severe impact on the debt-GSDP ratios, the report said.
Before the pandemic the combined gross fiscal deficit
of state governments remained at modest 2.5 per cent,
much lower than FRBM ceiling of 3 per cent for states.
This is not a happy situation. The centre also needs
some serious economic policy reforms like massive efforts to push demand, remove supply constraints and
pumping in huge investments in infrastructure development to kick-start the economy as well as providing jobs to millions of people particularly in rural
areas. According to Subramanian Swamy the first two
or three things that the Modi government should do is
to abolish income tax, increase fixed deposit rates in
banks and reduce interest rates for borrowing. He is of
the view that if income tax is abolished, more money
will be put in the hands of the people to spur demand
apart from sizeable black money stashed abroad coming back to the India by way of investments in the
country. Already there are reports of asset bubbles
developing in many advanced economies. China too is
not doing well. There are reports of many Chinese
banks having huge and unsustainable levels of nonperforming assets. Many smaller Chinese banks at
district level are already moving towards bankruptcy.
So far the Chinese government has been able keep it
under wraps the imminent implosion of the banking
system because of its huge foreign exchange reserves
at over $3 trillion and strong macroeconomic fundamentals. But going forward the Chinese economy too
face bumpy road ahead. So overall it is not a happy
global economic situation. India may be the fastest
growing economy at the moment but going forward, it
could be very difficult and immediate and out of the
box correctives are needed to steer the economy out of
the woods. Right now the real economic situation in
the country is not all that rosyas being projected.
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Balloons fly over Bristol, ahead of the Bristol International Balloon Fiesta 2022, Monday.

‘Ex-Pakistan PM Abbasi received
kickbacks from an Indian firm’
Lahore, Aug 1 (PTI)
A senior Pakistani opposition leader has alleged
that former prime minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
received kickbacks from
an Indian company when
he was serving as the federal petroleum minister in
the cabinet of Premier
Nawaz Sharif five years
ago, media reports said on

Kuwait’s raucous elected
parliament wields genuine
power. But the political disputes have paralysed decision-making in the crucial
OPEC state, creating
major budgetary problems
during the low oil prices of
the coronavirus pandemic.
In a bid to break the deadlock and placate opposition lawmakers frustrated
with the prime minister
and the political paralysis,
Kuwaiti Crown Prince
Sheikh Meshal Al Ahmed
Al Jaber earlier this summer announced he would
dissolve parliament and
call snap legislative elections.

Monday.
Addressing a press conference here on Sunday,
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) leader Shahbaz Gill
alleged that Abbasi took
PKR 140 million as a bribe
from an Indian firm as
consultancy fees, the
Dawn newspaper reported.
Khaqan Abbasi received
Rs140 million from an

Indian company through
telegraphic
transfers
when was serving as federal petroleum minister in
2017, Pakistan Observer
newspaper quoted him as
saying, adding that he had
receipts of all transactions
made to Abbasi, now a senior vice-president of the
ruling Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N)
party.

1st ship carrying Ukrainian grain
leaves the port of Odesa
Kyiv, Aug 1 (AP)
The first ship carrying
Ukrainian grain set out
from the port of Odesa
on Monday under a deal
brokered by the United
Nations and Turkey that
is expected to release
large
stores
of
Ukrainian crops to foreign markets and ease a
growing food crisis.
The Sierra Leoneflagged
cargo
ship
Razoni left Odesa carrying over 26,000 tons of
corn
destined
for
Lebanon.
The first grain ship
since Russian aggression

has left port, said
Ukraine’s Minister of
Infrastructure
Oleksandr Kubrakov on
Twitter, posting a video
of the long vessel sounding its horn as its slowly
headed out to sea.
Posting separately on
Facebook, Kubrakov said
Ukraine is the fourthlargest corn exporter in
the world, so the possibility of exporting it via
ports is a colossal success in ensuring global
food security.”
Today Ukraine, together with partners, takes
another step to prevent
world hunger,” he added.

Talks between Pak tribal council
leaders and TTP end in deadlock
Islamabad, Aug 1 (PTI)
Talks between the 17member delegation of the
tribal council leaders
from Pakistan’s KhyberPakhtunkhwa province
and the outlawed Tehreeke-Taliban Pakistan (TTP)
being held in Afghanistan
ended in a deadlock, further complicating the
Pakistan’s government’s
efforts to end nearly two
decades of militancy in
the restive border region.
The latest impasse
comes after the outfit refused to back down from
its demand for the reversal of the merger of erst-

quiring vehicles that
enter from Serbia to replace Serbia license
plates with Kosovo ones.
For the past 11 years,
the reverse was required
by Serbia for vehicles
driving from Kosovo that
transit through Serbia.
Kosovo also is planning
to block its ethnic Serb
minority from only using
Serbian identity cards
when crossing the border,
the same approach that
Serbia uses for Kosovar
citizens.
After discussions with
European and US partners, the reciprocity license plate and identity
card plan was being postponed for a month, until
September 1, the Kosovo
government said.
EU Foreign Policy chief
Josep Borrell said he welcomed the move, adding
that he expected all roadblocks to be removed immediately.

while
Federally
Administered
Tribal
Areas with the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province,
the Express Tribune
newspaper reported on
Monday.
The outfit has also refused to lay down the
arms in case a peace deal
materialises, the report
said.
The delegation, which is
led
by
Barrister
Mohammad Ali Saif, special assistant to the
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
chief minister, reached
Kabul on Saturday.
The visit comes on the
heels of a team of

Pakistani religious scholars that returned home a
day
earlier
from
Afghanistan after meetings with the TTP leadership.
The second round of
talks comes as the
Pakistan government and
the TTP last month agreed
to extend a ceasefire indefinitely while continuing
negotiations to find an
end to the nearly two
decades of militancy.
The purpose of the delegation’s visit was to use
the goodwill of these religious clerics to persuade
the TTP to withdraw their
demands.

Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Our Ministry of Environment
and Forestry (MoEF) needs to act
quickly to comply with the WHO's
most recent revisions to its air
quality recommendations. The
reduction of airborne particulate
matter (PM), particularly PM 2.5,
is strongly advised by guidelines.
Even though the new regulations
make it harder to totally eradicate
PM2.5. Our MoEF should use new
technologies and research to
develop novel strategies for minimising the same. These particles
are primarily produced by vehicles
and other fuel combustion-related
activities like burning wood, oil, or
coal. Fine particles can fly for
miles in the air and are also created when gases or droplets react in
the atmosphere from sources like
thermal power plants. These
minute particles have the ability to
enter the bloodstream, travel far
into the lungs, and harm the cardiovascular and respiratory systems. According to reports, exposure to these tiny particles, particularly PM2.5, is mostly to blame
for thousands of premature deaths
in our country.
Vijaykumar H K, Raichur
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Kosovo delays measure stirring
tensions with minority Serbs
Pristina (Kosovo), Aug 1 (AP)

✍
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Kuwait announces formation of new
Cabinet to defuse crisis

British PM race: Rishi Sunak
tables radical tax vision
London, Aug 1 (PTI)

Fishermen rescued

tition filed against the
brothers
of
former
President
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa by a group including former Chairman
of the Ceylon Chamber of
Commerce
Chandra
Jayaratne, former Sri
Lanka swimming champion Julian Bolling, Jehan
Kanagaratna
and
T r a n s p a r e n c y
International Sri Lanka.
The direction was issued
when a motion related to
the petition requesting the
court to issue an order for
an investigation against

Spain backs Western Balkan
integration into EU
Madrid, Aug 1 (AP)

Religious clash

I-DAY PREPARATIONS
C E N T R A L

President Wickremesinghe believes ‘not
right time’ for Gotabaya to return

Iraqi protesters fill the
parliament building in
Baghdad, Iraq, Monday.
Baghdad: Iraqi security forces erected
concrete barriers as
panic took hold of
the Iraqi street
Monday ahead of
counter-protests
planned by Shiite political rivals that
many feared could
escalate to civil
strife. Calls for the
counter-protest came
from a political alliance of Iranbacked groups opposed to the openended sit-in inside
Iraq’s parliament by
followers of Shiite
cleric Muqtada alSadr. The prospect of
opposing demonstrations stirred fears of
a deepening political
crisis. Iraq’s political
sphere has been a
vacuum since federal elections in
October. The counter-protest was called
for by the
Coordination
Framework, an alliance lead by Shiite
parties close to Iran,
and is slated to take
place Monday afternoon.

BALLOON FIESTA

Workers sew Indian national flags from the lengths of printed tricolour cloth at the workshop of 'The Flag Company'
ahead of country's Independence Day celebrations at Naigaon in Palghar district of Maharashtra state.

Why people who are most-impacted by climate
disasters get subtracted from policy making?
BOBBY RAMAKANT

n important publication
A
launched at the opening
day of world’s largest AIDS conference puts spotlight on not
only the interlinkages between
climate justice, gender equality
and human rights, but also on
differential vulnerabilities to climate change of people in Asia
and the Pacific region. This publication “ARROW for Change:
Climate Justice in Planet A”
(English, Hindi) of Asian-Pacific
Resource and Research Centre
for Women (ARROW) looks into
the integration of women, girls
and LGBTQIAP+ people’s needs
in climate change action, with a
specific focus on health and climate change. It brings forth the
voices of youth and their intergenerational concerns, and documents success stories and advocacy strategies that have led to
just transitions in the AsiaPacific region.
Sivananthi Thanenthiran,
Executive Director of ARROW
said while launching the Hindi
translation of “ARROW For
Change: Climate Justice in
Planet A” at the 24th
International AIDS Conference
(AIDS 2022): “in these last two
years the world has been thrown
into disarray by the COVID-19

pandemic but simultaneously,
slowly in the background, the effect of climate change on our
world has also been unfolding.”
She further added that disruption of health services and deprioritization of sexual and reproductive health services
meant that health became inaccessible and HIV services, such
as voluntary counselling and
testing, access to lifesaving antiretroviral therapy, and referrals
to other needed services, also
were disrupted for all those who
were living in areas reeling
under extreme climate events,
such as floods.
When confronted with climate
disasters, communities adapt.
For some it meant walking further distances for food, water
and fuel. “Girls and boys face increased risk of violence of
which not only pregnancies but
sexually transmitted infections,
such as HIV, increased during
this time. Communities affected
by floods and drought often have
to migrate across boundaries or
borders which often see increase
in unsafe sex practices due to inaccessibility of commodities as
well as inability to negotiate sexual boundaries,” said Sivananthi
Thanenthiran. More importantly she pointed out how climate
change exacerbates the inequities felt by already marginalized communities such as sex
workers, gay men and other men
who have sex with men, and
transgender persons.
Menka Goundan, Executive
Director, Women’s Fund Fiji,
who is also part of ARROW’s
Programme
Advisory
Committee, said that “Pacific island countries have contributed
the least to greenhouse gas emis-

sions but face the worst wrath of
climate-induced disasters each
year. Most damage to the ecosystem, stratosphere and space, is
within the zone of the pacific
ocean. This is increasing the
heat waves, and increasing the
temperatures rapidly around the
pacific ocean. This has resulted
in sea level rise for many pacific
island countries. Small pacific island countries like Nauru and
Tuvalu are at the brink of being
fully immersed in the ocean.”
“Pacific women have been at
the forefront of climate justice
since the time of nuclear testing
in the pacific in the early 1980s
and 1990s. Pacific women have
led the conversation around climate and environmental justice
in the pacific. We still see
women’s experiences are not as
highlighted when it comes to climate justice work. We have been
systematically subtracted from
conversations and policy making around climate justice. Many
Pacific island countries are moving towards efforts around climate policies but are they taking
into account women’s sentiments and lived experiences is
another question,” she added.
Noted climate justice activist
Tetet-Nera
Lauron
from
Philippines said that “climate
crisis is impacting progress
made towards gender equality,
closing of gender wage gaps, maternal health, and sexual rights.
More disruptive disasters displace women and girls and damage physical infrastructure that
cater to their reproductive and
sexual health. Studies including
those made by ARROW, show
how the climate crisis increases
the incidence of gender-based violence related to the scarcity of

natural resources and how
women and girls travel farther
distances to secure food and
water.” She added: “we must not
accept business as usual as we
deserve more not just from the
climate negotiations but we deserve more from the institutions
of global governance that supposedly serve and uphold the interests of people and planet.”
Fithriyyah Iskandar, a doctor
of medicine and environment
youth activist called for more inclusion of young people in climate negotiations and policy
making. “Future generations
will experience the worst case of
the climate scenario. These undesirable climate conditions will
also result in depletion of natural resources and will have a significant societal impact such as
population migration and economic dislocation. So, youth who
are part of the future generation
should be heard and involved in
the decision making processes at
all levels.”
Shobha Shukla, founding
Executive Director of CNS
(Citizen News Service) said that,
“it is essentially a feminist response that can deliver on the
goals such as those of ending
AIDS, achieving gender equality,
and climate justice. The current
response often is not rooted in
principles of development justice. That is why we need a feminist model as it is about solidarity. The opposite of patriarchy is
not matriarchy but solidarity.
Patriarchy is about using power
and violence against other people in order to gain power. The
opposite of that is feminism using care and solidarity to
change systems and share/ redistribute power.”

Koshyari’s wrong
comment

Unable to understand, was it
necessary for the Maharashtra
Governor B S Koshyari to comment at a function that if Gujaratis
and Rajasthanis were excluded
from Mumbai, there would be no
money left in Mumbai and it
would cease to be India's financial
capital? In reality to please the
Rajasthani at a function in
Andheri to name a chowk after
Shantidevi Champalal Kothari,
who hailed from a family of entrepreneurs, Koshyari had made
such controversial statements, as
like earlier also, just like about
Mahatma Jyotiba Phule and
Savitribai Phule. Want to remind
the Governor that it’s not only
Gujrati or Rajasthani but he
should have also included the
state of UP, Bihar, Bengal and
other states for providing manpower for Mumbai which enabled
Mumbai to stand up on its feet.
The time has come to discard the
notion that Gujarati and Marwari
businesses bring prosperity for
Maharashtra, because more than
105 persons sacrificed their lives
in the Samyukta Maharashtra
movement. It was owing to
Marathi people that Mumbai
regained glory, not Koshyari’s
own thinking. Naturally, cutting
across party lines, leaders of the
rival Shiv Sena factions, BJP,
Congress, NCP and MNS criticised
and expressed their disapproval,
with Chief Minister (CM) Eknath
Shinde stating Koshyari ought to
have spoken more responsibly,
former CM Uddhav Thackeray
asking for Koshyari to be shown
"Kolhapuri chappals" (mind the
language) and deputy CM and BJP
leader Devendra Fadnavis noting
that no one could undermine the
contribution of the Marathi
'manoos.' As usual to save his
skin, Governor Koshyari was
forced to clarify that his remarks
had been misconstrued, which is
another plain lie. Hope in the
future Koshyari can control his
tongue.
Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee,
Faridabad

‘'Rashtrapatni’ remark-a thoughtful insult
of respected President Murmu
Vinod Chandrashekhar Dixit
reedom of speech is
being grossly misused
F
these days and nobody cares
about the adverse impact it can
leave. The ideology of freedom
of speech and expression is not
to build up hatred against each
other which we are witnessing
today. There are countless examples where the right to free
speech has been used to sow division, hate, or confusion.
There is no doubt that the
Freedom of Speech is one of
the greatest human rights any
person can have and yet it is
also one of the greatest to be
trampled on in the world today.
Don’t we think that freedom of
speech is a beautiful thing; a
great human right ? But it is
also dangerous and we need to
use it with responsibility.
The Union Minister has
rightly said that at a time the
entire country is rejoicing at
the selection of a self-made
woman from a tribal back-

ground as the President. The
conduct of the opposition is an
"insult" to Parliament and the
Constitution. Sonia Gandhi
has appointed Chowdhury as
the leader in Lok Sabha to
speak and he has insulted the
President of India. Sonia
Gandhi should come before the
nation and apologise to the
Rashtrapati and also to the entire country for the insult by
her own leader in Lok Sabha. A
tribal woman from a poor family who created history is being
continuously demeaned by the
Congress. Why ? Congress
leader
AdhirRanjan
Chowdhury has sparked a massive controversy by calling
President Draupadi Murmu
‘Rashtrapatni’. He himself has
admitted that it was his ‘mistake’ then why he was refusing
to apologize. In fact, he said
that the ruling party is trying
to make mountain out of a
molehill. It is nice that now the
congress leader in Lok Sabha
Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury has

apologised
to
President
Droupadi Murmu and stated
that he had mistakenly used an
incorrect word to describe the
post she held. The Supreme
Court had a stern message for
political leaders and stated that
that one should not insult top
constitutional functionaries
just because they are not from
your political party. People
must show respect to our

President of India and all Top
leaders. People should speak
with responsibility and not
misuse the freedom of speech.
Celebrities, politicians, authors, and the general public,
are exposed to cruel and perverted individuals who believe
that they can say whatever
they want, whenever they
want to say it no matter what
the consequences may be.
"Chalta Hai' attitude towards
such mud-slinging , in fact, encourages others too, to indulge
in this dirty game. This mudslinging game has taken away
very spirit of democracy. Our
Constitution while granting
the fundamental right of the
freedom of expression under
Article 19, deliberately did not
spell out what would be the exceptions because the makers
had full faith in the wisdom of
the people, the politicians included. Freedom of speech and
expression is a shadow of a
common man that follows it
from birth. It can also be

termed as a birthright of any
individual. Since childhood,
we are taught as to what to
speak and what not in front of
others.
The Indian Penal Code (IPC)
provides suitable punishment
for all such offences like abusing, insulting, annoying, defaming and criminally intimidating a person. Further, laws
under civil court's jurisdiction
also provide for damages, compensation etc. The courts in
India have quite often shown
their serious concern to uphold the privacy and personal
dignity of the people and punished severally the offenders.
What we need is to think before speaking; before typing.
We need to show empathy, see
past what we disagree with and
not hide behind our online profile. The right to free speech
does mean that people will say
unpleasant things. Those who
argue for strong human rights
protections need to acknowledge and own this fact.
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BRIEF
Chabahar Port

‘Heat wave also
pushed food inflation’
Expect CPI to come at 6.8 pc in FY23
Mumbai, Aug 01:

Mumbai: Chabahar
Port’s link in Iran
with the International
North-South
Transport Corridor
will enhance connectivity with Central
Asian countries, drive
investment and deepen cultural and political ties, Union minister Sarbananda
Sonowal said on
Sunday. The
International NorthSouth Transport
Corridor (INSTC) is
India’s vision and initiative to reduce the
time taken for EXIM
shipments to reach
Russia and Europe,
and enter the Central
Asian markets.

Living Lab
Bengaluru: IT services major Infosys on
Monday announced
the opening of its
Sydney Living Lab, a
high-tech co-creation
space for digital innovation, part of a network of over 20 established globally, including Melbourne. The
announcement was
made during the
Premier of New South
Wales (NSW),
Dominic Perrottet’s
visit to Infosys headquarters in
Bengaluru. “The
Premier toured the expansive 81-acre
Infosys Bengaluru
Campus, and immersed in digital experiences in the
Infosys Bengaluru
Living Lab”, an
Infosys statement
said. “This included
the Cybersecurity
Command Centre,
SUPRAP, Metaverse
Foundry and Digital
Twin experiences”.

Revision pact

New Delhi: CIL chairman Pramod Agrawal
said concluding a
wage revision pact
with coal workers is
the “highest priority”
and the public sector
enterprise is committed to reach a deal amicably at the earliest.
Wages of non-executive workers which account for over 90 per
cent of Coal India’s
(CIL) workforce are
revised every five
years. The latest wage
revision which would
benefit around 2.39
lakh non-executive
manpower of coal
India has been due
since July 1, 2021.

Pure Digital 2.0
New Delhi: Digitallydriven Aegon Life continues to focus on innovation and technology for business
growth even as the
profitability is 5-6
years away for the
decade-and-a-half old
life insurer. As a strategy, the company promoters decided to become a digital-only life
insurer even before
the outbreak of Covid,
which meant it would
not have any physical
touch-points,
and all the branches
were closed.

The heat wave in early
2022 was the key domestic
factor responsible for
pushing up food prices
this year, a Crisil Ratings
arm said on Monday. Crisil
Research pegged the headline consumer price inflation to come at 6.8 per cent
in FY23 - marginally higher than the Reserve Bank’s
6.7 per cent estimate - because of the pressures on
the food front, where the
increase in prices has
been double that of FY22.
The RBI has been blaming
the Russian invasion of
Ukraine and the consequent surge in commodity
prices for a bulk of the
surge in inflation, which
has consistently breached
the upper end of the tolerance band set for it by the
government. At present,
food commands 39 per cent
of the CPI basket. “The recent rise in food inflation

is mainly supply shortages-led, driven by both
global (geopolitical conflicts) and domestic (impact of heat wave) factors,” the Crisil Research
note said.
“Our forecast of CPI inflation at 6.8 per cent is
premised on food inflation
at 7.0 per cent, which is
double last fiscal’s,” it
added. Noting that the
monetary policy has a
“food inflation nightmare”, it said the heat
wave which took the average temperatures in northwest and central India to
the highest level in 122
years, spoilt the prospects
for the wheat crop,
groundnut, bajra and horticultural crops like
mango. “The heat wave
was the key domestic factor responsible for pushing up food prices this
year,” it said, pointing to a
2020 RBI study which said
macroeconomic impact of

CIL’s coal output
rises 11 pc in July
New Delhi, Aug 01: Stateowned CIL on Monday said
that it produced 47.3 million tonnes (MT) of coal
last month, registering a
growth of 11 per cent from
the year-ago period. The
production of domestic
coal usually dips during
monsoon every year due to
disruptions in mining activity. The company’s output in the corresponding
month of previous fiscal
was 42.6 million tonnes
(MT), the coal behemoth
said in a BSE filing. Coal
India Ltd (CIL) said it
maintained the doubledigit rising streak for four
consecutive months of the
current financial year. Coal
India accounts for over 80
per cent of domestic coal

production. The public sector enterprise produced
207.1 MT of coal in the first
four months of the ongoing
fiscal, registering a growth
of 24.3 per cent over 166.6
MT in the year-ago period.
In the wake of a surge in
demand from the power
sector, CIL supplied 199.4
MT of coal to this sector in
the April-July period of the
current fiscal, 19.2 per cent
more than 167.3 MT supplied in the year-ago period. The supply of dry fuel
to coal-fired plants during
April-July period was at
par with the projected increased requirement, it
said. Coal supply to power
plants by CIL went up by 19
per cent to 47 MT during
the last month.

climate change on food inflation has been statistically significant for India
over the past two decades.
It cited studies which
say the frequency of purchase of items rather than
their expenditure share is
what shapes inflation expectations. “So long as
food inflation continues to
rise or remains high, it
will be that much more difficult for monetary policy
to anchor inflation expectations,” it said, adding
that this underscores the
importance of deliberating the impact of climate
change on inflation and on
monetary policy. The RBI’s
rate-setting panel is meeting this week for the bimonthly review of the
monetary policy and its
outcome is scheduled to
come out on Friday, which
will have the rate decision
and also a review of the estimate on inflation trajectory from here on.

FY22 ITR filing:
Over 63.47 lakh
returns filed till
10 pm on last day
New Delhi, Aug 01: Over
63.47 lakh income tax returns were filed till 10 pm
on Sunday, the last day for
filing ITR for the 2021-22
fiscal by salaried individuals, the Income Tax department said.
The deadline for filing IT returns by those taxpayers who do not have to get
their accounts audited for
the fiscal that ended on
March 31, 2022 was
Sunday. Till July 30, more
than 5.1 crore tax returns
were filed.
Taking the 63.47 lakh returns filed on the last day,
the total number of ITRs
for the 2021-22 fiscal filed
till 10 pm went past 5.73
crore. ITR filing will go on
till midnight, after which
the tax-return filers will
have to pay a late fee for
delayed filing. Giving statistics of the Income Tax
Returns (ITR) filed on
Sunday, the I-T department tweeted: “63,47,054
#ITRs have been filed up
to 2200 hours today and
4,60,496 #ITRs filed in the
last 1 hr.”

Petrol, diesel sales fall
in July as monsoon sets in
New Delhi, Aug 01:
Petrol and diesel sales in the
country fell in July over the
previous month as the onset of
monsoon
chipped
away
demand in some sectors and
restricted mobility, preliminary
industry data showed. Diesel,
the most widely used fuel in
the country, saw consumption
drop 13.1 per cent to 6.44 million tonnes from 7.39 million
tonnes of demand in June.
The arrival and intensity of
monsoon weigh heavily on
diesel demand in the country
and consumption traditionally
is lower in July-September than
in April-June.
Rains restrict mobility and
demand from the farm sector,
which uses diesel in irrigation
pumps and trucking, also drops
with the onset of rains.
Diesel demand in July was,
however, 17.1 per cent higher
year-on-year, supported by
strong economic growth and a
relatively low baseline for the
same period in 2021 when the
second wave of COVID-19 had
impacted
the
economy.
Consumption of diesel was

Markets rally for 4th day;
Sensex reclaims 58,000-mark

Mumbai, Aug 01:
Equity
benchmark
Sensex extended its winning run to the fourth day
running on Monday and
reclaimed the 58,000-level,
tracking firm global trends

and fresh foreign fund inflows. Buying in index
major Reliance Industries
added to the momentum.
The 30-share BSE benchmark climbed 545.25 points
or 0.95 per cent to settle at
58,115.50. During the day, it

JLo feels Celebrate ‘Azadi ke Garv ka Mahaparv’ with KBC
more A
inspired
than ever
to make
music

jumped 600.42 points or 1
per cent to 58,170.67. The
broader NSE Nifty advanced 181.80 points or 1.06
per cent to 17,340.05.
Among the Sensex constituents, Mahindra &
Mahindra, NTPC, Reliance
Industries, Maruti Suzuki
India, Bharti Airtel, Kotak
Mahindra Bank, Power
Grid
and
UltraTech
Cement were the lead
gainers. However, Sun
Pharma,
Hindustan
Unilever, IndusInd Bank
and Nestle were among
the laggards. In Asia, markets in Seoul, Shanghai,
Tokyo and Hong Kong
ended higher. Bourses in
Europe were trading in
the green during mid-session deals.

32.4 per cent higher than the
4.84 million tonnes demand
during July 2020 and 5 per cent
more than the pre-COVID sale
of 6.11 million tonnes in July
2019, the data showed.
Petrol sales fell 5 per cent to
2.66 million tonnes in July
when compared to 2.8 million
tonnes of consumption in the
previous month. The consumption was, however, 12.2 per
cent higher than in July 2021
and 31.2 per cent more than
the same month in 2020.
It was 16.3 per cent more
than pre-COVID July 2019. Auto
fuel demand in June was supported by a surge in summer

S

inger-actress Jennifer Lopez has been
making "a lot of music". The 'On the
floor'Ahitmaker, who just tied the knot with
Hollywood star Ben Affleck, has never felt more
"inspired" and hinted there's more new music on
the way. Speaking to the latest issue of People
magazine, the 53-year-old singer-and-actress said:
"I've been very inspired for the first time in years and
writing in a way that I haven't in a long time. "It's been
one of the best experiences creatively in my life. I'm
excited about life in general and where it's going."
Jennifer hasn't released an album since 2014's 'A.K.A.'.
However, she has released a number of singles since then
and the recent 'Marry Me' movie soundtrack. Her last
solo single was 2020's 'In the Morning', reports aceshowbiz.com. Meanwhile, Jennifer recently said she is "happier than ever" as she posed nude on her 53rd birthday. The
pop superstar tied the knot with Ben in Las Vegas in July
and said that she feels "amazing" as she posed naked to
celebrate the launch of her skincare cream line JLo Body.
"I am the age I am, but I feel amazing and happier than
ever. I feel like I'm just at my halftime right now and just
getting started." JLo, who rekindled her relationship
with Ben back in 2021 after a break of almost 20 years,
explained that her new husband prefers it when she
has "nothing on" and ditches the make-up in favour of
a more natural look. "He is like, 'I like you when you
have nothing on. No hair on, no makeup on, just you
in your own skin'. He really appreciates that. And
that makes me feel really confident and beautiful."
"Someone can see the essence of who you
are and just the skin that you're in and
that I take care of that and that he
appreciates that. That makes me feel
really beautiful too," she added.

travel to colder areas of the
country to escape from the
heat and vacations during
annual breaks at educational
institutions. As the aviation
sector opens up, India’s overall
passenger traffic (both domestic and international) at airports inched closer to preCOVID-19 levels. Accordingly,
jet fuel (ATF) demand soared
by 79 per cent to 5,33,600
tonnes during July when compared year-on-year. It was
137.4 per cent higher than July
2020 but 14.1 per cent lower
than pre-COVID July 2019.
Month-on-month, sales fell
1.07 per cent.

ABCI to organise
60th Annual awards
Mumbai, Aug 01: Association
of Business Communicators
of India (ABCI) is proud that
they have, within reach, the
opportunity to surpass precedent, and set a new world
record among associations
involved in business communications - 60 years of successfully organizing annual
awards functions. No other
professional body engaged in
the field of communications
anywhere in the world has
ever held its 60th Awards
Function. And that is exactly
ABCI is poised to hold later
this year. Last date for submission for call of nomination
will be Monday, August 30th,
2022. Judging starts on
Friday, September 16th 2022.
ABCI after successfully
organising an event entitled

“Brand India Summit” are
now committed to presenting
a Mega Event entitled “Rural
Brand India Summit” The
proposed two-day event will
feature success stories of
rural india in all walks of life.
The Conference will also
cover
some
of
the
International case studies on
Rural Branding, emergence
of
Business
Brands,
Innovation in Rural India that
can benefit masses.

India’s largest producer
of iron ore, NMDC
launched the ‘Har Ghar
Tiranga campaign’ in line
with Government of
India’s ‘Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav’ initiative.
The mining major celebrated the courage of
Mahavir Chakra awardee
Colonel B Santosh Babu by
paying homage to his sacrifice for the country at the
Galwan Valley. NMDC invited the parents of Colonel
B Santosh Babu - Manjula
and Bikkumalla Upender
as Guests of Honour on the
occasion.
Under the aegis of ‘Har
Ghar Tiranga’, the guests
of honour handed the
National Flag to Sumit Deb,
CMD, NMDC and he reciprocated by handing over
the tri-colour to them.
Sumit Deb along with
NMDC’s Director (Finance)

least 35 bps to check inflation: Experts

Mumbai, Aug 01:

Amitava Mukherjee and
CVO B. Vishwanath (IRSS)
handed over the National
Flag to senior officers of
the company and encouraged everyone to hoist the
Tiranga at their homes during Aug -13th to 15th, 2022.
In her address, Manjula
shared stories of her son’s
valour and gallantry and
said, “I prepared my son for
supreme service to the nation. During his service,
when I expressed concern

for him and his family,
Babu would always say
‘Nation First’. On the same
note, Bikkumalla Upender
said, “My son was an extraordinary officer.
His honour has come
from his spirit to serve the
nation unto death and this
spirit must be taken forward to the youth of our
country.”
On this occasion, Sumit
Deb said, “It is the honour
of NMDC to celebrate ‘Har

Ghar Tiranga’ with the
family of Amar Jawan
Colonel B Santosh Babu.
He sacrificed his life for our
Tiranga. Our national flag
is hoisted everyday at
Khanij Bhavan. NMDC’s
iron-strong effort to mine
draws inspiration from saffron, our decades invested
for the community is motivated by white, and our
commitment towards nation building comes from
green.

Days after the US Fed
raised the interest rate, the
RBI may go in for its third
consecutive policy rate
hike by at least 35 basis
points to check high retail
inflation, experts said.
The central bank has already announced to gradually withdraw its accommodative monetary policy
stance. The Reserve Bank
of India’s rate-setting
panel — the Monetary
Policy Committee — will
meet for three days from
August 3 to deliberate on
the prevailing economic
situation and announce its
bi-monthly review on
Friday. With retail inflation ruling above 6 per cent
for six months continuously, the RBI had raised the
short-term borrowing rate
(repo) twice so far this fis-

cal — by 40 basis points in
May and 50 basis points in
June. The existing repo
rate of 4.9 per cent is still
below the pre-Covid level
of 5.15 per cent. The central bank sharply reduced
the benchmark rate in 2020
to tide over the crisis created by the pandemic.
Experts are of the view
that the RBI would raise
the benchmark rate to at
least the pre-pandemic
level this week and even
further in later months.
“We now expect the RBI
MPC to raise the policy
repo rate by 35 bps on
August 5 and change the
stance to calibrated tightening,” BofA Global
Research report said. The
possibility of an aggressive 50 bps and a measured
25 bps hike cannot be ruled
out either, it added. A research report by Bank of

Baroda said that while the
US Federal Reserve raised
the rate by 225 bps in CY22,
the RBI has hiked the repo
rate by 90 bps. An aggressive rate hike by the Fed is
feeding expectations that
the RBI may also front load
its rate hikes. However,
conditions in India do not
warrant an aggressive
stance by the RBI, it
added.“... in the absence of
any fresh shocks, India’s
inflation trajectory is likely to evolve in line with the
RBI’s projections. Hence,
we expect that the RBI may
hike rates by only 25 bps in
Aug’22, followed by another 25 bps rate hikes in the
next two meetings,” it said.
The government has
tasked the RBI to ensure
consumer price indexbased inflation remains at
4 per cent with a margin of
two per cent on either side.

Passenger vehicle sales on upward
India’s manufacturing activity touches
8-month high in July on new orders: Survey terrain driving on better chip supply track
New Delhi, Aug 01:
India’s manufacturing
sector activity hit the
highest level in eight
months in July, driven by
a significant rise in business orders, a monthly
survey said on Monday.
The seasonally adjusted
S&P
Global
India
M a n u f a c t u r i n g
Purchasing Managers’
Index rose from 53.9 in
June to 56.4 in July, reflecting the strongest improvement in the health
of the sector in eight
months.
The July PMI data
pointed to an improvement in overall operating
conditions for the 13th
straight month. In PMI
parlance, a print above 50
means expansion while a
score below 50 denotes

contraction. “The Indian
manufacturing industry
recorded a welcome combination of faster economic growth and softening inflation during
July,” Pollyanna De Lima,
Economics
Associate
Director at S&P Global
Market Intelligence, said.
Further, Lima said that
output expanded at the
fastest pace since last
November, a trend that
was matched by the more
forward-looking indicator of new orders.
“Although the upturn in
demand gained strength,
there were clear signs
that capacity pressures
remained mild as backlogs rose only marginally
and job creation remained subdued,” Lima
added. The aggregate
new order intakes rose

substantially in July, recovering the growth momentum lost in June. The
readings are based on a
monthly survey of businesses that are mainly
into manufacturing activities.
“The latest increase
was in fact the most pronounced
since
last
November, with quicker
expansions recorded in
all three broad areas of
the manufacturing industry,” as per the survey.
Despite the solid performance of the manufacturing industry, overall job creation remained
subdued. A vast majority
of firms (98 per cent)
opted to leave workforce
numbers
unchanged
amid a lack of pressure
on operating capacity, it
added.

New Delhi, Aug 01:
Improvement in semiconductor shortage issue
helped auto makers, including Maruti Suzuki,
Hyundai, Tata Motors and
Mahindra & Mahindra, report single to high doubledigit growth on Monday in
their domestic passenger
vehicles sales in July.
Other manufacturers, Kia
India, Toyota Kirloskar
Motor (TKM), Honda Cars
India, Skoda Auto India,
also reported robust
growth in their domestic
passenger vehicle sales
with the auto industry estimated to have achieved
the highest-ever passenger
vehicle wholesales in July
this year.
Maruti Suzuki India
said its domestic passenger vehicle sales rose 6.82

per cent last month to
1,42,850 units compared to
1,33,732 units in July 2021.
“The shortage of electronic components had a
minor impact on the production of vehicles, mainly in domestic models,”
the company said in a
statement.
The company’s sales
were driven mainly by

compact cars, including
Baleno, Celerio, Dzire,
Ignis, Swift, Tour S, and
WagonR, which rose to
84,818 units in July 2022
from 70,268 units in the
year-ago month. Sales of
mini cars — comprising
Alto and S-Presso — grew
to 20,333 units last month,
up from 19,685 units in
July 2021. However, sales

of utility vehicles — including Brezza, Ertiga, SCross and XL6 — were
lower at 23,272 units compared to 32,272 units. “The
overall industry sales
stood at over 3.42 lakh
units last month as compared with 2.94 lakh units
in July 2021. This is the
highest wholesale figure
we have ever seen in the
industry,” MSI India
Senior
Director
(Marketing and Sales)
Shashank Srivastava told
PTI. The previous best
wholesales stood at 3.34
lakh units in October 2020,
he said, adding, it has been
possible due to better production as chip shortage
eased a bit. The industry is
expected to cross 37 lakh
unit sales mark this fiscal,
which is going to be the
highest ever, he noted.

and Padma Bhushan recipient, Aamir Khan. Bringing
alive the pride and spirit of
India, the special episode will
commence with one of the
eight major forms of Indian
classical dance – Kathak
where the famous dance

o worship the Serpent God, the
Nag Devta, Nag Panchami is celT
ebrated across India with great zeal
and devotion during Sharavan
month. In sync with the festive spirit,
&TV artists talk about the signifi-

group Kathak Rockers will
beautifully amalgamate the
dance form in tune with the
evolving times. Adding a
tinge of music will also be
the Live 100 band who will
echo the sentiment of India
with their soulful voice.

The game will see Aamir
Khan joining Major D.P. Singh
and Col Mitali Madhumita
(Sena Medal Gallantry) on
the hotseat. Patriotic in all its
glory, both the respected
personalities will be seen
receiving a standing ovation

as they talk about their
respective journeys and how
proud they are to be Indians.
Viewers will also see MC
Mary
Kom
(Padma
Vibhushan) talk about how
her spirit to fight for her
dreams came from her family
and especially her husband
and Sunil Chhetri (Padma
Shri) will be showing Big B
some of his iconic football
moves which would amaze
everyone on set!
Both Major D.P. Singh and
Col Mitali Madhumita (Sena
Medal Gallantry) will be seen
donating their winning proceeds to the Army Central
Welfare Fund and MC Mary
Kom and Sunil Chhetri will be
donating their winning proceeds to Mary Kom Regional
Boxing Foundation, and The
Voice of Stray Dogs respectively.
Be sure to tune in to Kaun
Banega Crorepati – Season
14’s ‘Azadi ke Garv ka
Mahaparv’ on 7th August at
9:00 PM only on Sony
Entertainment Television.

Two years of
‘Lootcase’: Rasika
recalls attempting
comedy for the
first time

A

ctress Rasika Dugal, who is gearing up for 'Mirzapur 3' and 'Delhi
Crime' Season 2, has talked about attempting comedy for the first time as
her film 'Lootcase' clocked two years in
Hindi cinema. Directed by Rajesh
Krishnan and also starring Kunal
Kemmu, 'Lootcase' released on OTT
and was appreciated by critics and audience alike. Remembering the film,
Rasika says: "'Lootcase' marked many
firsts for me. It was one of the first
movies to directly stream on OTT, it
was my first brush with comedy and it
gave me the opportunity to do the
Bollywood-esque song-and-dance routine for the first time! She tagged the
film as a breath of fresh air for her. "As
I had come to it after playing some
fairly intense roles. Also, I was happy
that we were able to entertain people
at a time when everything appeared
bleak."
On the work front, Rasika will be
seen in her upcoming projects like
'Delhi Crime' Season 2, 'Spike',
Amazon Prime's 'Adhura' and
'Lord Curzon Ki Haveli'.

& TV artists share
significance of ‘Nag Panchmi’

NMDC joins the ‘Har Ghar Tiranga Campaign’ RBI likely to raise key policy rate by at
Hyderabad, Aug 01:

fter two hundred and
thirty-two days, the
nation’s most-loved ‘knowledge-based’ reality game
show, Kaun Banega Crorepati
is
back
on
Sony
Entertainment Television! In
its 14th season, KBC will
rejoice
75
years
of
Independence by celebrating
the passion and pride of
India. The special episode
which will air on Sunday, 7th
August at 9:00 PM will celebrate, ‘Azadi ke Garv ka
Mahaparv,’ in the presence of
very illustrious guests who
have made India proud.
Hosted by megastar Mr.
Amitabh Bachchan, the special episode will welcome the
respected ‘Protectors of
India’ - Major D.P. Singh
(Kargil War Veteran) and Col
Mitali Madhumita (Sena
Medal Gallantry) followed by
the illustrious ‘Sports Icon of
India’ - MC Mary Kom
(Padma Vibhushan) and Sunil
Chhetri (Padma Shri) and
last but not the least,
Bollywood’s
perfectionist

cance of Nag Panchmi and its celebrations in their hometowns. These
include Kapil Nirmal (Tarkasur, Baal
Shiv), Kamna Pathak (Rajesh Singh,
Happu Ki Ultan Paltan), and Soma
Rathod (Amma Ji, Bhabiji Ghar Par
Hai). "Kamna Pathak, Rajesh in
&TV’s Happu Ki Ultan Paltan, shares,
"I am fascinated with stories in
Indian mythology on snakes. During
Nag Panchami, women in my family
observe a fast, or vrat, where they abstain from food, signifying devotion,
and discipline. It lasts from sunrise to
sunset. Women also pray for the wellness of their brothers and family. On
this day, cobras and other snakes are
fed with milk and worshipped by
lighting lamps, decorating temples
with flowers, and offering sacrifices
and sweets.
In Indore, there is also some fun
Mela organized where several skits
are performed showcasing the tales
and significance of this festival. But
for me, this festival is my favourite
for one reason: Maa ke hath ki kheer.
She makes the yummiest dry fruitloaded kheer on this day to offer in
the temple, and I cannot wait for her
to retur n. I finish the remaining
prasad (laughs). To mark special celebrations, many people also prepare
Til Ke Laddu, Narayal Mithai, Dind,
Patholi with jaggery.”
Watch Baal Shiv at 8:00 pm,
Happu Ki Ultan Paltan at 10:00
pm, and Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai at
10:30 pm, airing every Monday to
Friday only on &TV!

Sikandar Kher doesn’t think twice
before pushing his boundaries
A

ctor Sikandar Kher, who
essayed the role of
Daulat in the OTT series
‘Aarya’, doesn’t shy away from
pushing his boundaries whenever he gets a meaty role. He
understands that certain
characters are written keeping particular actors in mind
but when those actors reject
the part, they go to the next
best lot and that’s where such
actors step in as performers.
Elaborating on the same,
Sikandar says, “I feel that
characters and roles are written with certain artists in
mind. Most of the time, the

team isn’t able to bring the
ideal actor (according to
them) on-board for their projects, but others still work out
and manage to impress the
audiences quite well - that’s
where we, as performers, step
in. He mentions that he is
always up for challenges and
to surprise himself and the
director with his craft, “When
it comes to pushing myself in
front of directors that I’d want
to work with, I don’t think
twice. I am always hungry for
being a part of content that
resonates with me and the
audiences and well, and I am

C R O S S WO R D

HOROSCOPE TUESDAY AUGUST 02
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

You probably should settle down a bit today
in the love and romance department,
Aquarius. Realize that your relationships
with others aren’t a show or stage act to
perform. This is a day when you should listen to feedback from your partner and
think about restructuring certain elements
of your relationship in order to make things
flow more smoothly.

Sit back and observe others’ behavior
today, Pisces. Take a look at the people
around you and figure out what makes
them tick. You’ll find that you can learn a
great deal from their actions and mistakes.
Consider your role models and people you
wish to emulate. Think about the traits that
attract you to certain people and work to
adopt those traits yourself.

Your love life might be a little fragile, and
you’ll find that your partner is more sensitive than usual, Aries. A more caring,
emotional approach to a situation will
help you form a better connection with
your partner. Today you’ll find that clear
boundaries need to be established in
order to keep things running smoothly
between you and your loved ones.

Things in the love and beauty department should be going rather well for
you now, Taurus, so it’s a good time to
make a move toward the object of your
desire. Make sure that you’re being
completely realistic in your actions.
Realize that you may need some discipline in this area. Maintain a healthy
structure within which you can work.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

Slow down and take a more reserved, sensitive, and calculated approach to things
today, Gemini, especially when it comes to
matters involving love and beauty. You’ll find
a greater level of sensuality waiting for you
when you’re willing to open up the door
even wider. Go after the object of your
desire, but make sure that your approach is
sensitive and disciplined.

You may be at a rather climactic point now
in the department of love and beauty,
Cancer. Your creative levels are peaking,
and you might feel a strong urge to create
something on a giant canvas. Realize that
discipline is needed to get those artistic
juices flowing. Don’t let fear stop you.
Initiate your dreams and let the details fall
into place later.

Pieces of your life that you’ve tried to avoid
for some time may come to the surface
today and cause you a bit of trouble, Leo.
That which isn’t organized or structured is
getting more and more chaotic just to teach
you a lesson. Take care of things now. Put
things in order and become more aware of
the ticking of the clock. There’s a reason you
need to take care of business.

Cupid has fired his arrow into your heart
today, Virgo, so snuggle up with the object
of your desire. You’ll feel more sensual and
romantic than usual. Gourmet foods and
fine wines should grace your plate tonight.
Realize that there may be an element of
restraint that needs to get worked into the
equation, but don’t let this stop you from
having a good time.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

You may feel a bit of a creative block
now, Libra, but don’t view this as a signal
to stop pursuing your artistic goals. The
truth of the matter is that discipline is all
that’s needed to manifest the things you
really want. Don’t let other people’s
energies get in the way of where you are
now and where you want to be. Get back
in the flow.

Today is an important day in which you
can breathe creative energy into a structured situation, Scorpio. You’ll find that
bolstering the aesthetics of your surroundings will help inspire you to be more
disciplined and eager to keep things neat
and tidy. Take your time and don’t let
other people’s anxiety cause you to rush
into anything you aren’t ready for.

Be a bit more selective in terms of where
you put your energy today, Sagittarius.
Don’t waste your time with situations that
aren’t healthy or conducive to your aims.
You may find it hard to get motivated, but
this is fine. This is a good day to lay low.
Your energy is apt to feel rather sluggish,
so be conservative with how you use it.
Pace yourself throughout the day.

Love and romance are coming your way
today, but it’s important to be practical,
Capricorn. Don’t take your relationships for
granted. Realize that love doesn’t necessarily mean that everything is perfect. Structure
and discipline are often required in order to
maintain a healthy partnership. You should
be able to incorporate these elements rather
well, so make the most of this energy.
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45. ____ Plaines, Illinois
46. Expires
47. Before, to Shakespeare
48. Aircraft with pontoons
50. ____ glance (2 wds.)
53. Massachusetts city
56. Small celestial body
58. Capital of Rhode Island
61. Encourage
62. Farm unit
63. Passion
64. Recipe instruction
65. At that time
66. Sail supports
67. Small pie

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Dog’s name
5. Strong metal
10. Omen
14. Daft
15. Rub out
16. Zone
17. Singing voice
18. Meat-filled pasta
20. Bone structure
22. Artist’s tripod
23. Sombrero, e.g.

24. Drove back
27. Crude mineral
28. Burn
29. Health resort
32. ____ acid (nutrient)
35. Medical “at once!”
36. Group of players
37. ____ water
39. Go back over
41. Irritates
42. Harness part
44. Actress ____ Hunt

more than ready to go an
extra mile to achieve these
roles/characters through their
directors.” As a mantra, he
feels that this should be an
approach that every actor
applies to get work in this
industry. “Well, chasing excellence requires one to constantly present themselves
with challenges,” he says.
Meanwhile on the work front,
Sikandar Kher will next be
seen playing a Gujarati shopkeeper in his next film, titled
‘Dukaan’. The film is being
directed by the duo Siddharth
Singh and Garima Wahl.

1. Cut
2. ____ dot
3. Eight musicians
4. Implement
5. Small sofa
6. Scout unit
7. Serious
8. CT time zone
9. Grant’s enemy
10. Lettuce dish
11. Eye part
12. Heredity carrier
13. Metal fastener
19. Sly glance
21. Blooper
25. Memorize
26. Not punctual
27. Till bills
29. Embossed emblem

30. Tempo
31. Prayer close
32. Among
33. Deep mud
34. Pen liquids
35. Snooze
36. Family chart
38. Pavarotti solo
40. Trio number
43. Oahu and Maui
46. ____ Moore of “A Few Good Men”
47. Comes in
48. Lucky dice roll
49. Formal necktie
50. Heart artery
51. Golfer ____ Woods
52. Highly skilled
53. Small quarrel
54. Curved doorway
55. Folk wisdom
57. Iron oxide
59. Beaver’s creation
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CWG Highlights

Sunayna defeats Lankan
opponent in plate quarter-finals

Indias Sunayna Kuruvilla in action against Sri Lankas
Chanithma Sinaly during the Squash Womens
Singles Plate QF match of the Commonwealth
Games 2022 (CWG), in Birmingham, UK, Monday.
Birmingham: Indian squash player Sunayna Sana
Kuruvilla defeated Sri Lanka’s Chanithma Sinaly in
the plate quarter-finals of the women’s singles of the
ongoing Commonwealth Games here on Monday. The
23-year-old from Kochi, Sunayna proved too strong for
her opponent, winning 11-3 11-2 11-2 in just 12 minutes. Sanayna will compete in the women’s singles
plate semi-finals, later tonight.

Lawn Bowls: Indian women ensure
historic first medal in ‘fours’ format

CWG: Weightlifter Ajay Singh
misses medal by a whisker
Birmingham, Aug 1 (PTI):
A low snatch total and a
fluffed clean and jerk lift
cost Ajay Singh (81kg)
dear as the Indian
weightlifter missed the
bronze medal by a whisker
in
his
maiden
Commonwealth Games
appearance, here on
Monday. The 25-year-old
managed a total effort of
319kg (143kg+176kg) to finish fourth best in the
men’s 81kg event.
To the crowd’s absolute
delight, home favourite
England’s Chris Murray
325kg
(144kg+181kg)
grabbed the gold in a sensational manner as he
broke the Games record in
total lift.
Australian lifter Kyle
Bruce (143kg+180kg) 323kg
clinched the silver while
Canada’s Nicholas Vachon
320kg (140kg+180kg) finished with a bronze.
“I tried my best but it
was simply not my day.
There were no negative
thoughts and coach (Vijay
Sharma) kept motivating
me, I gave my best but
could not make it,” Singh
said after the event.
“I had three clean lifts

Indias Ajay Singh reacts
after an unsuccessful
attempt during the mens
81kg category weightlifting event, at the
Commonwealth Games
2022 (CWG), in
Birmingham, UK, Monday.
(snatch) and at one point I
was ahead by one kilogram. I thought I would
give my best in clean jerk
in my last effort but that
did not happen,” he added.
Singh’s event was off to
a dodgy start as he initially struggled to gain balance in his opening snatch
lift. The Indian stopped
just short of the end of the
board with one out of the
three judges giving him a

red light but the 137kg lift
was eventually deemed
legit. He went on to heave
140kg and then 143kg, five
kilograms less than his
personal best and national
record, to be in joint-second position alongside
Bruce after the snatch section ended.
Asked why he didn’t attempt a higher snatch lift,
Singh blamed injuries.
“I had to undergo surgeries in my biceps, shoulders in 2020. I’m about 95
per cent fit. It will take
some time to recover fully.
Hope to come back
stronger by National
Games and the World
Championships.
“It’s cold here and I have
shoulder issues in such
weather. I was confident
but apprehensive and did
not want to take risk,” he
added.
In the clean and jerk,
Singh began with a 172kg
lift before increasing four
kilograms on the barbells
for 176kg, which required
a lot of effort for him to execute. There was a fourway fight for the top spot
between Singh, Bruce,
Murray and Vachon.

Swimmer McKeon becomes most
successful Commonwealth athlete
Birmingham, Aug 01 (AP):

Australian swimmer
Emma McKeon became
the
Commonwealth
Games’ most successful
athlete during a historymaking night in the
pool.
The
28-year-old
McKeon claimed her
11th career gold medal,
spread across editions
in Glasgow, the Gold
Coast and Birmingham,
to
set
a
new
Commonwealth Games
mark for most titles.
It was her third gold
in Birmingham, with
the other two coming in
the 4x100-meter freestyle
and 4x100-meter mixed
relays.
Australian swimming
celebrated again with a
world record later
Sunday when Maddie
Wilson, Kiah Helverton,
Mollie O’Callaghan and
Ariarne Titmus won the
women’s 4x200-meter
freestyle relay in 7 minutes, 39.29 seconds.
Titmus, a double
Olympic gold medalist
in Tokyo last year, anchored the relay with a

India TT squad courts controversy in
CWG as men’s coach sits for women’s tie
Birmingham, Aug 1 (PTI):

Birmingham: India lawn bowls team assured itself a
historic first ever Commonwealth Games medal after
defeating New Zealand 16-13 in the semi-final of the
women’s fours event, here on Monday. This will be
India’s maiden final appearance in the women’s fours
format of the competition. The women’s fours team
comprising Lovely Choubey (lead), Pinki (second),
Nayanmoni Saikia (third) and Rupa Rani Tirkey
(skip) will face South Africa in the gold medal clash
on Tuesday. Against New Zealand, after conceding a
0-5 lead after the second-end, the Indian team made a
strong back against the Kiwi team of Selina Goddard
(lead), Nicole Toomey (second), Tayle Bruce (third)
and Val Smith (skip). After end-9, they were tied 7-7
and after end-10, India took 10-7 lead. But it was a
close contest between the two sides, as New Zealand
was marginally 13-12 ahead after end-14. A brilliant
shot from Tirkey helped India seal the game with a 1613 scoreline.

Judo in CWG: Jasleen
bows out in semi-final
Birmingham: Judoka Jasleen Singh Saini will fight
for a bronze medal after losing the men’s 66kg semifinal to Scotland’s Finlay Allan at the Commonwealth
Games here Monday. Saini, who comfortably sailed
into the semis earlier in the day, lost after the Scot performed an ‘Ippon’ in a match that lasted a little less
than two and half minutes. Ippon is a move in which
a contestant throws his opponent to the mat with
“considerable force and speed” so that the opponent
lands on his back. An ippon is also awarded when a
contestant immobilizes his opponent with a grappling hold-down for 20 seconds, or when an opponent
gives up. The 24-year-old Saini, however, has a chance
to earn a podium finish as he will compete in the
bronze play-off against Australian Nathan Katz later
tonight. Meanwhile, Vijay Kumar Yadav also lost to
Joshua Katz of Australia in a hard-fought quarterfinal in men’s 60kg category. However, Yadav is still
alive in the event.

Dottin calls curtains
on West Indies career
Birmingham: Star all-rounder Deandra Dottin has
announced her retirement from West Indies women’s
cricket team, citing she was no longer able to “adhere
to the team culture and environment.” The 31-yearold, who is the fastest centurion in women’s T20
Internationals, took to Twitter to announce her retirement. “There have been many obstacles during
my cricket career that I have had to overcome however, the current climate and team environment has
been non-conductive to my ability to thrive and
reignite my passion,” Dottin said. “With much sadness but without regret, I realise that I am no longer
able to adhere to team culture and team environment
as it has undermined my ability to perform excellently,” she added.

CWG: Track and field
action begins Tuesday
Birmingham: Olympic champion Neeraj Chopra’s
withdrawal was a huge blow but the Indian athletics
team for the Commonwealth Games still has multiple
medal contenders who will vie for the top honours
when the blue-riband track and field events begin
here on Tuesday. Chopra will not be defending the
javelin throw title he had won in the last edition in
Gold Coast due to a groin strain he suffered during his
silver-winning feat at the World Championships in
USA last month. In his absence, the likes of long
jumper Murali Sreeshankar, steeplechaser Avinash
Sable, veteran discus thrower Seema Punia and
javelin thrower Annu Rani are expected to step up and
try to achieve glory in the multi-sporting spectacle.

The Indian table tennis
team has courted another
controversy and this time
it has surfaced in the middle
of
their
Commonwealth Games
campaign. India, who went
into the tournament as defending champions in the
women’s team event, were
stunned by the little known
Malaysian side in the quarterfinals.
Such was the contrast
between the two teams that
some of the Malaysian
players do not even feature
in the world rankings. The
designated women’s coach
of the Indian team,
Anindita Chakraborty, was
conspicuous by her ab-

Sinner rallies to
top Alcaraz in
Croatia Open final
Umag, Aug 01 (AP): Secondseeded Jannik Sinner rallied
from a set down in the final of
the Croatia Open to beat topseeded Carlos Alcaraz 6-7 (5),
6-1, 6-1 for his sixth career
ATP title. The 10th-ranked
Italian was playing his first
final of the year and eighth
overall as he prevented the
fifth-ranked Alcaraz from successfully defending his first
ATP title. Sinner dominated
after the 19-year-old Alcaraz
prevailed in the first-set
tiebreaker. I am obviously
very happy, Sinner said. I have
(had) a tough year until now, I
had
some
unfortunate
moments, but we worked
every time to play better, to
be a better player, to be a better person ... but I know that I
still have a lot of things to
improve.”

sence in the knock out fixture. Instead, men’s coach
S Raman sat on the courtside. “This should not have
happened, women’s coach
should have been guiding
the players in the match. I
will take this up with the
team,” said S D Mudgil,
member of the Committee
of Administrators running
the suspended Table
Tennis Federation of
India. Mudgil, who was
supposed to be the team
manager of the Indian
team in Birmingham, has
stayed back in India to accommodate the players’ request for sports psychologist Gayatri Vartak, who
joined the squad on
Monday. Raman, who happens to be the personal

coach of male player G
Sathiyan, was seen coaching Reeth Rishya as the
quarterfinal went down to
the wire.
After the shocking loss,
the Manika Batra-led
squad did not even stop for
the media interaction,
which is a standard protocol in all multi-sporting
events. “It was very close.
Combinations were totally
different for us. A defensive
player, a left hander and
right hander mix up was
little challenging for us.
The girls fought hard and it
was an off day,” said
Raman after the unexpected result. Malaysia have
reached the gold medal
clash. Ahead of the Games,
three India players had ap-

proached court against
their non selection in the
CWG squad. One of them,
Diya Chitale, got successful
and was included in the
team. Team sources confirmed to PTI that all is not
well in the camp. “The atmosphere in the team is
the not best, let’s just say
that. Women’s coach
should have been sitting
courtside since she knows
more about the players.
Don’t know why Raman decided to sit instead,” the
source said.
At the Tokyo Olympics
last year, star player Batra
had refused to take the help
of then team coach
Soumyadeep Roy after her
personal coach was not
given access to field of play.

Australias Kaylee
McKeon holds up
her gold as she
stands on the
podium during the
medal
ceremony for the
Womens 100m
Backstroke
swimming at the
Commonwealth
Games in
Sandwell Aquatics
Centre in
Birmingham.

time of 1:52.82, the
quickest split in a 4x200meter relay in history.
The 21-year-old Titmus
touched the wall more
than 12 seconds in front
of the silver medalists
Canada, with England
another five seconds behind in third.
McKeon’s gold was
part of an Australian
medal sweep in the
women’s 50 free.
She won in a time of
23.99 seconds, with
teammates Meg Harris
taking
silver
and
Shayna Jack claiming
the
bronze.
With
McKeon’s parents Ron

and Susie, both former
international
swimmers, sitting in the
stands, the five-time
Olympic gold medalist
surpassed fellow Aussie
swimmers Ian Thorpe,
Susie O’Neill and Leisel
Jones for most career
golds at the quadrennial
event.
It is a fun event for me,
the 50. I feel like I am a
lot more relaxed this
year than last year,
McKeon said. I have not
done as much work as I
had this time last year
but the place I am in
mentally is showing in
my performances.

CWG: Boxers Amit
Panghal, Mohammad
Hussamudin cruise into QFs
Birmingham, Aug 01 (PTI):
Indian boxer Amit Panghal
began his campaign at the
Commonwealth Games with a
facile win as he stormed into
the men’s flyweight (51kg)
quarterfinals here on Monday.
Panghal, a world championship
silver medallist, out-punched
Namri Berri of Vanuatu via an
unanimous verdict.
Featherweight
boxer
Mohammad Hussamudin made
it two out of two as he also
advanced to the quarterfinals
with a similar 5-0 win over
Mohammad Salim Hossain of
Bangladesh in the round of 16.
Panghal, who is participating in his first big tournament
after the disappointing show at
the Tokyo Olympics, looked in

control throughout the three
rounds. He used his combination of right and left punches
effectively and fought from a
distance, compelling Berri to
come forward and attack.
Panghal was quick to land a
flurry of punches in each of the
three rounds as Berri was no
match for the Indian.
With the opening two rounds
going in his favour, Panghal
was content with defending in
the final three minutes, saving
his energy for the tougher
challenges ahead.
He is now one win away
from securing his second CWG
medal. In the last edition in
Gold Coast he had clinched a
silver. He will face 20-year-old
Lennon Mulligan of Scotland.

Shushila Devi enters Messi, Neymar score in 4-0 win
final of women’ 48kg as PSG wins Champions Trophy
Birmingham, Aug 01 (PTI):
Indian judoka L Shushila
Devi assured the country of a
medal after progressing to the
women’s 48kg final, beating
Priscilla Morand of Mauritius
at the Commonwealth Games
here on Monday.
The
27-year-old
from
Manipur took down Morand
with an ‘Ippon’ to set up a gold
medal clash with Michaela
Whitebooi of South Africa.
Ippon is a move in which a
contestant throws his opponent to the mat with considerable force and speed so that
the opponent lands on his
back.
An ippon is also awarded
when a contestant immobilizes
his opponent with a grappling
hold-down for 20 seconds, or
when an opponent gives up. A

sub-inspector with Manipur
Police, Shushila had progressed to the quarterfinals
with a win over Harriet
Bonface of Malawi earlier in
the day.
In men’s 60kg repechage,
Vijay Kumar Yadav produced a
superb
performance
to
advance to the bronze medal
match with a win by ‘Waza Ari’
over Dylon Munro of Scotland.
A ‘waza-ari’ is awarded after
a player throws his opponent
with control and accuracy, but
not to the extent of an ippon.
The 26-year-old Yadav, who
has won the Commonwealth
Championships in 2018 and
2019, had lost to Joshua Katz of
Australia in the quarterfinal
but made amends in the
reprechage. He will face Petros
Christodoulides of Cyprus in
the bronze medal match.

Tel Aviv, Aug 01 (AP):
Lionel Messi opened the
scoring and Neymar
scored twice as French
champion Paris SaintGermain beat French Cup
winner Nantes 4-0 to win
the Champions Trophy.
Messi, the record seventime Ballon d’Or winner,
netted midway through the
first half. Taking a deflected pass from Neymar, he
went past goalkeeper
Alban Lafont before scoring with a fine finish.
Neymar expertly guided a
free kick into the top left
corner in first-half injury
time
to
put
coach
Christophe Galtier’s side 2-0
up at Bloomfield Stadium in
Tel Aviv, which hosted the
game for the second straight

PSGs Lionel Messi, right, controls the ball as PSGs
Neymar runs during the French Super Cup final soccer
match between Nantes and Paris Saint-Germain at
Bloomfield Stadium in Tel Aviv, Israe.
year. Veteran defender
Sergio Ramos made it 3-0 in
the 57th minute from close
range and Neymar convert-

ed a penalty in the 82nd
after being fouled by JeanCharles Castelletto, who
was sent off.

England beats Germany
SA crushes England by
in extra time to win Euro 2022 90 runs to win T20 series

London, Aug 01 (AP): Just
when it seemed England
might again be weighed
down by expectations and
history, Chloe Kelly made
the breakthrough. Kelly’s
goal in the second half of
extra time the first time
she had ever scored in a
competitive international
game
propelled
England to its first
major women’s
soccer title, beating Germany 21. By the time Kelly
scored, England
looked to be tiring,
even with the

boost of the home crowd,
and struggling to deal with
Germany’s fresh substitute
players. The game had finished 1-1 after 90 minutes at
Wembley Stadium with
Lina Magull for Germany
canceling out Ella Toone’s
goal for England.
Then Kelly prodded in a
loose ball at the second attempt in the 110th minute
after Germany failed to
clear a corner. Cue the celebrations,
chants
on
Trafalgar Square, and congratulations from the
queen. I always believed I’d
be here, but to be here and

score the winner, wow.
These girls are amazing,
said Kelly, who returned
from a serious knee injury
in April. This is amazing, I
just want to celebrate now.
Kelly took her shirt off to
celebrate her goal, earning
a yellow card but also a
shout-out from Brandi
Chastain, who celebrated in
similar style when her
penalty kick won the World
Cup for the U.S. in 1999.
Enjoy the free rounds of
pints and dinners for the
rest of your life from all of
England. Cheers! Chastain
wrote on Twitter.

Englands Chloe Kelly, top, celebrates with teammates after scoring her
sides second goal during the Womens Euro 2022 final soccer match between
England and Germany at Wembley stadium in London.

Southampton, Aug 01 (AP):

The new England captain Jos Buttler saw his
team lose by a crushing
90 runs to South Africa
on Sunday in their
Twenty20 international
decider to bring a difficult white-ball summer
to an end with another
low for the hosts.
Set 192 to win in the
third
T20
at
Southampton, England
was dismissed for 101
and suffered its jointbiggest defeat in this format.
England also went a
first home summer
since 2013 without win-

ning a limited-overs series. South Africa won
the series 2-1.
It continues the tough
start to life as England’s
white-ball captain for
Buttler, who replaced
Eoin Morgan in June
and saw trusted ally Ben
Stokes retire from 50over cricket a month
later.
Rilee Rossouw responded with an entertaining knock of 31 in 18
balls, which included
four boundaries off a
single over by Chris
Jordan, but was dismissed by Moeen Ali
after the first of two
small rain delays.
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More than One lakh children to be examined in Vajan Tyohar
Central Chronicle News

BRIEF

5G SPECTRUM AUCTION ENDS

Record Rs 1.5 lakh cr from sale

 Jio top bidder

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):

Scuba divers play a
game of chess underwater
during the ongoing 44th
International Chess
Olympiad, near Neelankarai
beach in Chennai.

Districts
Kolkata: West Bengal is
set to get seven new districts with the cabinet
giving its nod to the proposal, Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee said on
Monday. The new districts — Berhampore,
Kandi, Sunderbans,
Bashirhat, Ichamati,
Ranaghat and Bishnupur
— will take the total number to 30. “The state cabinet okayed the proposal
today, Banerjee told
reporters here.

Search
New Delhi: Tihar Jail
authorities on Monday
informed a Delhi court
that a wristwatch, which
is a prohibited item, was
found during a search of
the cell of Sharjeel Imam,
a JNU scholar and Delhi
communal riots accused,
on June 30. Imam is
accused of making
inflammatory speeches
against the government
on the issue of Citizenship
(Amendment) Act and the
National Register of
Citizens (NRC), particularly at Jamia Milia Islamia
University in December
2019, which allegedly led
to violence in the area
outside the university.

Charge
New Delhi: Senior Indian
Information Service officer Satyendra Prakash
assumed charge as the
head of the Press
Information Bureau (PIB)
on Monday. A 1988-batch
IIS officer, Prakash was
the principal DG, Central
Bureau of Communication
before being appointed
as the principal director
general of the PIB. The
head of the PIB is the
principal spokesperson of
the Government of India.

A record over Rs 1.5
lakh crore worth of 5G
telecom spectrum was
sold in a seven-day auction ending on Monday,
which saw billionaire
Mukesh Ambani’s Jio
emerging as the top bidder to consolidate its leadership position.
Sources with direct
knowledge of the matter
said provisional data puts
the total bids at Rs 1,50,173
crore.
The mop-up from the 5G
spectrum, capable of offering ultra-high speed
mobile internet connectivity, is almost double at Rs
77,815 crore worth 4G airwaves sold last year and
triple of Rs 50,968.37 crore
garnered from a 3G auction in 2010.
Reliance Jio was the top
bidder to the airwaves capable of offering speeds
about 10 times faster than
4G, lag-free connectivity,
and can enable billions of

connected devices to share
data in real-time. It was
followed by Bharti Airtel
and Vodafone Idea Ltd.
New entrant Adani
group is said to have
bought 26 Mhz spectrum
for setting up a private
telecom network.
The sources said details
of which company bought
how much spectrum
would be known once the
data from the auction is
fully compiled.
Both Bharti and Jio
have likely built a panIndia spectrum footprint
for 5G, with Vodafone

Idea’s selective participation. The government had
put on offer spectrum in
10 bands but received no
bids for airwaves in 600
MHz, 800 MHz and 2300
MHz bands. About twothirds of the bids were for
the 5G bands (3300 Mhz
and 26 GHz), while more
than a quarter of the demand came in the 700 Mhz
band - a band that had
gone unsold in the previous two auctions (2016 and
2021).
In the auction conducted last year - that had lasted two days - Reliance Jio

picked up spectrum worth
Rs 57,122.65 crore, Bharti
Airtel bid about Rs 18,699
crore, and Vodafone Idea
bought spectrum worth
Rs 1,993.40 crore.
This year, a total of 72
GHz (gigahertz) of radiowaves worth at least Rs
4.3 lakh crore was put on
the block. The auction was
held for spectrum in various low (600 MHz, 700
MHz, 800 MHz, 900 MHz,
1800 MHz, 2100 MHz, 2300
MHz, 2500 MHz), mid (3300
MHz) and high (26 GHz)
frequency bands.
In addition to powering
ultra-low latency connections, which allow downloading full-length highquality video or movie to a
mobile device in a matter
of seconds (even in crowded
areas),
Fifth
Generation or 5G would
enable solutions such as ehealth, connected vehicles, more-immersive augmented reality and metaverse experiences, life-saving use cases, and advanced mobile cloud gaming among others.

Reserved
New Delhi: The Delhi
High Court on Monday
reserved order on a plea
by former Haryana chief
minister Om Prakash
Chautala seeking suspension of the four-year sentence imposed on him in
a disproportionate assets
(DA) case.
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Mumbai: Maharashtra
Governor Bhagat Singh
Koshyari, facing flak over
his “Mumbai will have no
money if the Gujaratis and
Rajasthanis were to leave
remarks, on Monday apologised for the same.
Koshyari made the controversial comments during a
function to name a chowk
(intersection) in suburban
Andheri
on
Friday
evening. ‘I tell people here
that if Gujaratis and
Rajasthanis are removed
from Maharashtra, especially from Mumbai and
Thane, you will be left with
no money and Mumbai
will not be a financial capital,’ he had said. A statement issued by Raj Bhavan
on Monday evening quoted
Koshyari as saying that he
is confident that people of
Maharashtra will display
their large heart and forgive him for his recent remarks. Koshyari said he
may have committed a
mistake while speaking
about the contribution of
some members of society,
during
his
Andheri
speech.

Weightlifter Sheuli
bags third CWG gold
Brimingham, Aug 01 (PTI):

Weightlifter Achinta
Sheuli (73kg) lived up to
his top billing as he
clinched India’s third gold
in the Commonwealth
Games here. Favourite
to win the event,
debutant
Sheuli
heaved
313kg
(143kg+170kg) to
grab the gold at
NEC Hall here on
Sunday. Malaysia’s
Erry Hidayat Muhammad,
who gave Sheuli a tough
competition, ended as the
second best lifter in the
event. He had a best effort
of 303kg (138kg+165kg).
Canada’s Shad Darsigny
was third with a total lift of
298kg (135kg+163kg).
Sheuli, a junior world
championship
silver
medallist, executed three
clean lifts — 137kg, 140kg
and 143kg — in the snatch
section. His 143kg effort
helped him smash the
Games record and improve
his personal best. Heading
into clean an jerk with a
five kilogram advantage,

the Kolkata lifter started
with a 166kg lift, which he
hoisted easily. Sheuli then
faltered his 170kg attempt
only to heave the weight in
the third attempt and create a new Games record in
total lift (313kg). The
Indian lifter had to wait patiently towards the end to
find out what medal he’d
take
home
as
the
Malaysian attempted a
176kg lift in his last two attempts only to fail. With
the gold from Sheuli, the
Indian weightlifting contingent has bagged its
sixth medal of the Games.

NTR’s daughter Uma
Special court remands Raut to ED custody AI pilots to fly till 65
Maheswari found hanging  Till Aug 4
‘Law will take its
New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI): ied aircraft, according to

Hyderabad, Aug 01 (PTI)
Uma Maheswari, a daughter of legendary Telugu
actor and late TDP
founder and ex-Chief
Minister N T Rama Rao
(NTR), allegedly died of
suicide at her residence
here on Monday, police
said. She was 57. Citing
preliminary findings, police said ill-health and de-

 At H’bad home

Mumbai, Aug 01 ( PTI):

pression were suspected to
be the reasons for her allegedly taking the extreme
step. However, the observations were not conclusive,
they said.
A police official told PTI
that Uma Maheswari’s
younger daughter, son-inlaw and a woman relative
broke open the door of the
bedroom which was bolted
from inside after failing to
get a response from her.
They found her hanging
from the ceiling fan, he
said. A case under Section
174 of CrPC (suicide) was
registered at the Jubilee
Hills police station, police
said, adding the body was
sent for post mortem.

A special court here on
Monday remanded Shiv
Sena leader Sanjay Raut to
the custody of
the
Enforcement Directorate
(ED) till August 4 in a
money laundering case.
The ED produced Raut
before the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) court judge MG
Deshpande and sought his
remand for eight days.
The ED, represented by
special public prosecutor
Hiten Venegaonkar, told
the court that Raut and his
family were direct beneficiaries of the proceeds of
crime. Senior advocate
Ashok Mundargi, appearing for Raut, submitted

own course’

Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut
after being produce before
a special PMLA court, in
Mumbai, Monday.
that the allegations are
vague and raised due to
political vendetta.
The ED arrested Raut
on Sunday midnight in
connection with alleged financial irregularities in
the redevelopment of a
‘chawl’ in Mumbai and related financial property

DAREDEVIL ACT

With the Opposition targeting the government in the
Rajya Sabha over the arrest
of Shiv Sena MP Sanjay
Raut, the ruling BJP said
Monday the government
does not interfere in the
work of enforcement agencies and that law will take its
own course.
“We are law-makers, not
law-breakers,” the Leader of
the House in Rajya Sabha
Piyush Goyal told reporters
amid disruption in the House
caused by the Opposition’s
protests over Raut’s arrest
and other issues.

transactions involving his
wife and alleged associates.

Air India has decided to
allow its pilots to fly till
they are 65, internal documents of the Tata Groupowned airline show, as it
works its fleet expansion
plans.
“DGCA
(Directorate General of
Civil Aviation) allows pilots to fly till the age of 65
years, compared to the
Air India retirement age
of 58 years. Allowing pilots to fly till the age of 65
is a practice followed by
most airlines in the industry,” the airline’s document dated July 29 stated.
mTata Group-owned Air
India is considering buying more than 200 new
planes with 70 per cent of
them being narrow-bod-

aviation industry sources.
The airline’s document
said that considering the
future expansion plans
for its fleet, it is imperative to meet the workforce
requirement. “To meet
our requirement, it is proposed to retain our current trained pilots at Air
India post-retirement on a
contractual basis for five
years extendable to 65
years,” it mentioned. It
said that a committee
comprising officials of
human resources department, operations department and flight safety department will be constituted to examine the eligibility of pilots retiring in
the next two years.

GOA BAR ROW

‘Irani, daughter not owners of cafe, bar’

 HC statement

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):

Price cut
New Delhi: Jet fuel (ATF)
prices on Monday were
cut by the steepest ever
12 per cent, the second
reduction in as many
weeks, on softening international oil prices amid
recessionary fears.
Aviation turbine fuel
(ATF) prices were cut by
Rs 16,232.36 per kilolitre,
or 11.75 per cent, to Rs
121,915.57 per kl in the
national capital, a price
notification of state-run
retailers showed.

Maha Guv
Koshyari
apologises

A fire eater performs as a traditional procession makes its way through the streets on the occasion of
Teej festival, in Jaipur, Monday.

The Delhi High Court
has said that Congress
leaders Jairam Ramesh,
Pawan Khera, Netta
D’Souza along with others
conspired to “launch a
tirade of false scathing
and belligerent personal
attacks” on BJP leader
Smriti Irani and her
daughter, who are neither
owners of the restaurant
in Goa nor have they ever
applied for the licence for
food and beverages at the
eatery, as alleged.
The high court said the
statement made by three
Congress leaders are in
the nature of slander and
seem to be bogus with ma-

licious intent,” to intentionally subject Irani to a
“great public ridicule and
“to injure the moral character and public image” of
the BJP leader and her
daughter.
The remarks were made
by the high court while perusing the documents
placed before it in a civil
defamation suit filed by

Irani, the Minister for
Women
and
Child
Development, against the
three Congress leaders.
The high court’s order,
in which it had on July 29
issued summonses to
three Congress leaders on
the civil defamation suit,
was uploaded on the
court’s
website
On
Monday.

Parl passes bill to
Eight killed in hospital fire ‘ED’s track record shows its
Include four patients
targeting only Oppn leaders’
ban funding of WMDs
Jabalpur (MP), Aug 01 (PTI):

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI) :
Parliament on Monday passed
a bill which seeks to ban funding of weapons of mass
destruction and also empowers
the Centre to freeze, seize or
attach financial assets and
economic resources of people
engaged in such activities.
The Weapons of Mass
Destruction and their Delivery
Systems
(Prohibition
of
Unlawful
Activities)
Amendment Bill, 2022, piloted
by External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar, was passed by the
Rajya Sabha with a voice vote
even as opposition parties continued their protest over various issues, including the arrest
of Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut in
a money laundering case. The
bill was approved by the Lok

Sabha in April. Replying to a
debate on the bill, Jaishankar
said all members who spoke on
the proposed legislation recognised that terrorism is a serious threat and so are weapons
of mass destruction (WMD).
He said that the current law
only covers trading and does
not cover financing of weapons
of mass destruction.
“This gap needs to be filled
because recommendation...of
the Financial Action Task Force
requires all countries, including us, to ensure that assets
financing for WMD-related
activities is prohibited.
“So keeping in mind this
lacunae of the current law we
have brought this amendment.
This is good for the security of
the country.

Eight people, including
four
patients,
were
charred to death and five
others injured in a major
fire that broke out at a private hospital here on
Monday afternoon, officials
said.
Jabalpur
Collector Dr Ilayaraja T
said four patients, a caregiver and three staffers of
the facility, housed in a
ground plus three-storey
building, died in the fire
which has been put out. Of
the five injured, he said,
two were in critical condition and admitted to the
ICU of the government
medical
college
in
Jabalpur. He said evacuation of patients and other

CM announces aid
Madhya
Pradesh
Chief
Minister
Shivraj
Singh
Chouhan expressed grief over
the tragedy and announced a
compensation of Rs 5 lakh
each to the family of the
deceased and Rs 50,000 per
injured person.

Smoke bellows after a
major fire broke out at the
Life
Multispeciality
Hospital at Damoh Naka,
in Jabalpur, Monday.
people from the 30-bed hospital was over and no one
was trapped in the build-

ing. The Collector said
there were 20 to 25 people
in the hospital when the
blaze started.
The fire erupted at New
Life
Multi-speciality
Hospital near Damoh
Naka under the Gohalpur
police station area of
Jabalpur around 2.30 pm,
Superintendent of Police
(SP) Siddharth Bahuguna
told PTI.

Raipur, Aug 01:

Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel on Monday said
the track record of the
Enforcement Directorate
in the last eight years
showed it was working for
political motives and was
only targeting leaders of
opposition
parties.
Reacting to a question on
the arrest of Shiv Sena MP
Sanjay Raut by the Central
probe agency, the CM told
reporters those who speak
against the Union government will face such action.
Raut was held by the ED
in the early hours of the
day after it searched his
bungalow in a Mumbai
suburb for several hours
and then questioned him

at the agency’s office in the
south of the metropolis.
“It is clear those who will
speak against the Centre
will face action. You can
see its examples (in the
past). If you see the eightyear track record of ED,
(you will find) only opposition leaders were targeted.
It means ED has been
working with political motives,” the CM said in a
veiled attack on the BJPled Centre.

Bhilai, Aug 01: Vajan
Tyohar (Weight Festival)
is being organised at
Aanganwadis across the
state during August 01 to
13 to examine the nutritional status of 0-06 year
old children. The weight
festival was launched on
Monday in the presence of
local public representatives, departmental officers, employees and parents of children in various
Anganwadi centers of the
district.
In the same line, other
children including about
01 lakh children of 0-06
years age group registered
in Anganwadi centers in
Durg district will also be
weighed and examined.
For this, a cluster has been
formed in each project
consisting of 05 to 06
Anganwadi centers and a
nodal officer is being ap-

pointed by the Collector
for each cluster.
These nodal officers will
visit each Anganwadi center and inspect the weight
festival to be organized on
the scheduled date. They

will send the information
in the prescribed format to
the Project Officer, Women
and Child Development
Department.
It needs to be mentioned
here that in view of the

guidelines issued by the
government for prevention of infection of Covid19, weight festival will be
organized
in
1502
Anganwadi centers of the
district on the cluster wise

26 officers appear in
departmental examination

scheduled date. Invitation
letters are being sent by
the concerned Anganwadi
workers to the parents of
all the children of 0-06
year age group whose
names are registered in

the Anganwadi centers.
The invitation will have
information about the date
and time of weighing the
children. During the
weight festival, all the staff
of the Department of

Women
and
Child
Development such as supervisors and project officers will inspect the
weight festival in their respective areas.
After taking the weight,
its online entry will be
done by the concerned
Anganwadi worker in the
weight festival software.
After the entry, information about the nutritional
level of the children will
also be received by the parents of the concerned children on their mobile numbers.
During this programme,
nutrition growth monitoring cards will be given to
each child, in which information about the nutritional level of the children
will be recorded by taking
the weight of the children
every month for the next
01 year. This work will be
done through the concerned Anganwadi work-

er.
Under the guidance of
Collector
Pushpendra
Kumar Meena, preparations have been completed
for organizing the weight
festival in the district.
Electronic weighing machine, salter machine,
adult weighing machine,
infantometer, stadiometer,
etc have been arranged for
all 1502 Anganwadi centers in the district.
Arrangements for community growth charts etc
have
been
ensured.
Collector has also directed
all the concerned departments to monitor the
weight festival and provide necessary support in
this work. Appealing to
the general public, he
urged all the parents to get
their children weighed by
visiting the Anganwadi
center on the scheduled
date to know the nutritional level of their kids.

Professor K Jayaprasad visits Bhilai Steel Plant

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai,
Aug
01:
D i v i s i o n a l
Commissioner Mahadev
Kavre visited BIT campus on Monday to inspect the departmental
examinations being organized
here.
The
D i v i s i o n a l
Commissioner monitored the arrangements
for the examination.
The officials informed
him that at present 26 officers are appearing in
the examination. Of
these, 7 officers are from
Revenue, 11 officers are
from Commercial Tax, 4
are from Excise and 4 officers are from Registry.
The
Divisional

Central Chronicle News

Commissioner took information about the system from the officials engaged in monitoring the
examination. Officials
said that there is no prob-

lem in the arrangements.
Timely examinations
are being organized as
per rules. The Divisional
Commissioner said that
like the previous years,

this year also the examination should be conducted according to the
rules. He asked them to
keep monitoring in a
strict manner.

Bhilai, Aug 01: Prof (Dr)
K
Jayaprasad,
Independent Director of
SAIL, visited SAIL-Bhilai
Steel Plant on MOnday. He
began his visit to the Plant
at Safety Excellence
Centre. After a detailed
Safety briefing he wit-

nessed the various activities in steel making operations in Bhilai's Modex
units; Coke making at
Coke Oven Battery # 11,
Hot metal at Blast Furnace
8 and conversion of Hot
metal into steel at Steel
Melting Shop 3. He also
visited the Bar and Rod
Mill where he saw the

rolling of structurals. The
final shop he visited was
the Universal Rail Mill in
Bhilai, where the world's
longest rails are rolled out.
He then attended an
overview presentation on
Bhilai Steel Plant and had
a meeting with Anirban
Dasgupta, Director I/c
(BSP) & Senior officers of

Plant at Ispat Bhavan. In
the afternoon he also visited Siyan Sadan and interacted with the residents. At Akshay Patra he
witnessed a detailed presentation on the activities
being carried out there at
Bhilai and also the role
that SAIL-BSP plays
in them.

Renal and urinary disease Devendra leads Kanwar Yatra to Deobaloda
screening camp on Aug 04
Central Chronicle News

Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 01: A free
screening camp of renal
and urinary diseases has
been
organised
at
Aarogyam Super-speciality Hospital and Research
Centre
located
at
Kadambari Nagar on
Nehru Nagar - Anjora
Bypass road on August 04.
People can get them examined for kidney and urinary disorders during
10:00 hrs to 13:00 hrs on
this day.
While addressing media
persons here at Supela on
Monday, Dr RK Sahu (MD
Medicine
&
DM
Nephrology) informed
that swelling in feet and

body, trouble and pain in
urination, anemia, loss of
appetite, vomiting, breathlessness, increased frequency of urination, etc
are some common symptoms of renal diseases.
He added that the lack of
awareness, late diagnosis
and less accessibility to
treatment have led to in-

creased morbidity and
mortality in the country.
Diabetes and hypertension
are the major risk factors
for chronic kidney disease
in the seemingly 'healthy'
population.
Dr Sahu said that there
is a need for screening of
the population for asymptomatic renal diseases by
means of blood pressure
monitoring, blood and
urine pathological examination and other inexpensive tools for preventing
major renal diseases.
With the objective of creating more public awareness, the free screening
camp has been organised
by Aarogyam Hospital,
he said.

Bhilai, Aug 01: Jai
Hanuman Seva Vahini took
out a Kanwar Yatra on
Monday. The devotees
fetched water from River
Sheonath and marched to
Deobaloda in Charoda to
reach the ancient temple of
Lord Shiva. The devotees
performed jalabhishek and
offered prayers to Lord
Shiva at this temple.
Bhilai Nagar MLA
Devendra Yadav led this
Kanwar Yatra. The devotees prayed for the welfare
and development of the
people of Bhilai and the
entire Chhattisgarh. The
devotees raised slogans of
Jai-Jai Mahakal and Bol
Bam. Around 06:00 hrs,
devotees took a bath in the
holy Sheonath river at

Durg. They offered prayers
to Lord Shiva at the temple
situated on the banks of
Sheonath and took a
pledge
to
perform
Jalabhishek at the ancient
temple of Deobaloda. They

Mega placement drive to be
organized every three months
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 01: On the instructions
of
Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel,
initiatives have been taken
in the district to generate
large scale employment.
For this purpose, a mega
placement drive will be
conducted every quarter.
Under this initiative, mega
placement camps will be
organized.
Besides the local employers, the employers of other
states will also be contacted. Collector Pushpendra
Meena on Monday chaired
an important meeting regarding the employment
mission. Collector discussed the necessary strategy to provide employment
to the people on a large
scale
under
the
Employment Mission.
Meena said that there is
a need to remain in constant touch with the employers at the local level as
well as the employers in im-

portant cities providing
employment like Pune,
Bangalore, Hyderabad etc.
The NULM team will work
in coordination with the
Deputy
Director
of
Manpower Planning. The
placement committee of
colleges, polytechnics and
ITIs must actively look for
options and consider the
opportunities for employment outside as well as locally in all industries and
large institutions.
The Collector said that
last year Mercedes-Benz
Pune had recruited local
youths on a large scale.
Employers are also looking

for skilled youth. The administration has to identify
them and match them with
employers.
Deputy
Director
Manpower
Planning Rajkumar Kurre
was also present in the
meeting.
The Collector said that
due to Covid, placement
could not be done anywhere in the last two years.
Along with this, some
youth may have missed out.
Such people have to be
identified by the placement
agency of the educational
institutions. He asked the
NULM team to conduct a
comprehensive survey at

the local level as well. The
Collector said that there is
a need for skilled youth at
the local level too, but due
to lack of coordination,
there is no communication
between the employer and
the youth seeking employment. He asked the officials
to
contact
the
Commissioners of the civic
bodies and conduct a comprehensive investigation so
that both the talent pool
and the suitable place for
their potential can be
found.
Collector said that
Divyangs face a lot of problems in searching for work.
He asked the NULM officials to explore the tasks
that can be easily done by
Divyangs. He further asked
them to make a list of educated Divyangs and provide
work accordingly on priority basis.
Collector added that by
following the pattern of
placement agencies in NIT
Raipur, IITs and IIMs,

placements will be given
through quarterly camps.
Agencies can provide many
job opportunities for their
students. The training for
this pattern will be provided by the placement experts of these reputed institutions.
Collector said that rural
industrial areas will be developed for huge employment opportunities. Citing
the example of Sankara, he
said that the industrial
areas will be able to supply
goods to their surrounding
areas. The demand from
schools, hostels etc will be
fulfilled only through rural
industrial areas.
Collector said that creating employment and providing good opportunities
is a commendable job.
Those who conduct good
work in this field will be
honored. In the placement
fest, such officers will be
honored who have done
good work in the field of
employment generation.

collected water from the
river and marched towards Deobaloda. More
than one thousand women
also participated in the
Kanwar Yatra.
The Kanwar Yatra was

accorded a grand welcome
at different places across
the city. People showered
flower petals on the procession at Ganjpara Chowk
and distributed fruits and
juices. Devotees enthusias-

tically danced and marched
towards their destination
on the tunes of devotional
songs like Har Har
Mahadev and Mera Bhola
Hai Bhandari. A very attractive tableau was also a
part of this procession.
At Sector 9 Square, citizens of Muslim society, distinguished citizens and
common people gave a
grand welcome to the
Kanwar Yatra. They garlanded the devotees and
showered flower petals expressing brotherhood and
goodwill. The procession
was welcomed at Sector 5
Chowk, Sector 8, Sector 10,
Sector 2 and other places.
The devotees performed
Jalabhishek at the ancient
Deobaloda Temple and offered prayers and aarti to
Lord Shiva.

Women celebrate Hariyali Teej
Bhilai, Aug 01: Shri
Shri
Matrishakti
Mahila Mandal, Hudco
organised Hariyali teej
celebrations at Maa
Jagdamda Temple,
Hudco the other day.
The women enjoyed
and danced to the
tunes of Sawan Geet,
Kajri Geet, etc. They
recited poems and
staged dramas also. Urmila Awasthi, Anita Pandey and others were present.

Bar & Rod Mill creates new production record
Central Chronicle News
Bhilai, Aug 01: Bhilai Steel
Plant's Modex Unit, Bar & Rod
Mill has once again created a
new monthly, daily record as
well as shift record.
Bhilai's Modex unit, Bar &
Rod Mill recorded its best ever
monthly production of 75212 T,
surpassing previous best of
72838 T in March 2022. BRM
also recorded its best ever
daily production of 3596 T on
31st July 2022, surpassing the
previous best of 3218 T on 25th
April 2022. A new shift record
was also created by BRM. As

many as 623
billets (1287
T) in 20MM
bars were
rolled in B
shift on 31st
July 2022.
Mukesh
Gupta, CGM
(BRM) cong ra t u l a t e d
the entire
BRM team
for
the
recordbreaking performance. The
senior management of BSP
has congratulated the entire

BRM team and its supporting
departments for the recordbreaking performance.
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‘JALABHISHEKH’

Names of Chandkhuri, Giraudpuri and
Sonakhan areas will be changed: CM
Issues instructions
Public representatives and localites
were demanding
change of names
for a long time
State Govt has
taken the decision
to honour the sentiments of localites
Raipur,
Aug
01:
Honouring the sentiments
of the localites, Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
has given instructions to
change the names of three
places in the state. As per
the instructions of Chief
Minister, Chandkhuri,
Giraudpuri and Sonakhan
will now be renamed after
the great personas and
spiritual figures of the
area. Chandkhuri will be

known as Mata Kaushalya
Dham
Chandkhuri,
Giraudpuri will be renamed as Baba Guru
Ghasidas
Dham
Giraudpuri and Sonakhan
will be called Shaheed
Veer Narayan Singh Dham
Sonakhan. Many public
representatives and localites have been demanding change of these names
in aforementioned way for
a
long
time.
State
Government would soon
publish notification regarding renaming of these
three places in gazette.
Today, Parliamentary
Secretaries Chandradev
Rai, Gurudayal Singh
Banjare,
Indershah
Mandavi, U.D. Minj and
MLAs Brihaspat Singh,
Gulab Singh Kamro and
Dr. Vinay Jaiswal had submitted their letter in this
regard to Chief Minister,
urging him to change the
names of Giraudpuri and

Sonakhan according to the
public
sentiments.
Rajeshri Dr. Mahant
Ramsunder
Das,
Chairman of Chhattisgarh
Gauseva Aayog, had also
written a letter to the Chief
Minister on July 28 i.e. on
the day of Hareli Tihaar,
requesting to rename
Chandkhuri as Mata
Kaushalyadham
Chandkhuri. Taking a
quick decision on these demands, Chief Minister has
given instructions for new
naming of these places.
The only Kaushalya
temple in the world is situated in Chandkhuri, adjacent to Raipur. There Lord
Shri Ram is seated in his
child form along with
Mata
Kaushalya.
Chhattisgarh is considered
to be the birthplace of
Mata Kaushalya and ‘nanihaal’ of Shri Ram. The
state government has renovated the Mata Kaushalya

temple, located in the middle of the pond, and has
also beautified the pond.
This
renovation
of
Chandkhuri, the center of
reverence for lakhs of people of the country and the
state, was renovated under
the project of Shri Ram
Van Gaman tourism circuit. A giant statue of Lord
Shri Ram has also been established here near the
pond.
Located in BalodabazarBhatapara
district,
Giroudpuri is the center of
faith for lakhs of followers
of Satnam Panth. This is
the birthplace and tapobhoomi of Baba Guru
Ghasidas. For a long time,
Satnami Samaj and the localites here have been demanding
to
rename
Giroudpuri as Baba Guru
Ghasidas
Dham
Giroudpuri.
Chief
Minister has fulfilled this
much awaited demand

Cong to stage protest, gherao
Guv’s house on Aug 5
p

Against increasing
price rise, unemployment

Raipur, Aug 01: In protest
against increasing inflation,
unemployment,
Agnipath yojana, GST on
essential commodities,
Congress workers and
leaders will stage massive
demonstration
at
Ambedkar Chowk in capital city and gherao
‘Rajbhavan’ on August 5 as
per nation-wide call. In
this PCC Chief Mohan
Markam and senior party
leaders will be present. It
is right from village-level
to district-level that the
elected representatives of
Congress would hold

demonstration in their
block and district headquarter’s and give court
arrest. In the Rajbhavan
gherao, all the MLAs, exMPs and senior party leaders will take part and
court arrest. Similarly the
LS and RS MPs would conduct march upto the
President’s house under

‘Rashtrapati Bhavan tak
chalo’
Abhiyan
and
regsiter protest against increasing price hike and
unemployment.
PCC Chief
Mohan
Markam charged that the
inflation has reached to its
record-high in the country.
The prices of petrol, LPG,
and other essential commodities like pulses, cooking oil, and others are skyrocketting and made it difficult for people to balance
their budget. Similarly by
imposing GST on prepackaged grains, flour,
honey, curt and others, the
prices have gone up and
posing problems for all the
middle class families. Set
aside this the unemployment percentage too has
gone high and be it urban

areas or rural areas, unemployment has assumed
proportions in organised
or unorganised sector.
In addition to this the
decisions taken in hurry
on schemes like ‘Agnipath’
have put lives of many on
risk and would in turn destroy the rich traditions
going on in the defence
forces and would destroy
the entire system and will
leave thousands of unemployed without jobs after
four years of working. It is
through such protest,
Congress is trying to rake
up anti-people policies and
issues like increasing
price rise, unemployment
and take it up from street
to central govenrment
level, so as to bring justice
to common men.

State Govt is committed for all round development of Divyangjan: Bhedia
Raipur, Aug 01: A delegation of Divyangjan
met Social Welfare
Minister Mrs Anila
Bhedia at her residence office in Forest
Colony in Raipur on
Tuesday and discussed
various issues. The delegation placed many
demands like pension,
loan waiver for the differently-abled in front
of Mrs. Bhedia.
The Social Welfare

Minister has assured to
consider their demands in good faith

and place them before
the Chief Minister.
Mrs. Bhedia also inter-

acted with Divyangjan
who came from different areas. Mrs. Bhedia
has said that the State
Government is committed to protect the
rights of Divyangjan
and their all-round development. The State
Government is making
constant efforts to include Divyangjan in
the
mainstream
through
various
schemes.

Make co-ordinated efforts to reduce
road accidents: Akbar
Raipur,
Aug
01:
Instructions were given in
the Chhattisgarh State Road
Safety Council (CSRSC)
meeting held under the
chairmanship of Transport
Minister Mohammed Akbar
to all the concerned departments to make co-ordinated
efforts to reduce the number
of road accidents and
streamline traffic system. It
was attended by PWD and
Home Minister Tamradhwaj
Sahu, Parliamentary secretary Chandradev Rai,
Chairman CHB Kuldeep
Juneja, MLA Arun Vora,
Principal Secretary Manoj
Pingua, Addl. DGP Pradeep
Gupta, Secretary Siddharth
Komal Pardeshi, Secretary
Shahla Nigar, Secretary Dr S
Bhartidasan,
Secretary
Topeshwar
Verma,
Commissioner Transport
Deepanshu Kabra and other
senior officers.
Holding discussions in the
CSRSC meeting, Minister
Mohammed Akbar directed
the departments to take firm
action against overloading,
those driving in high-speed,
against drunk-n-driving
cases, those riding without
helmet. For this the

Transport Department and
Traffic police were asked to
launch special campaign. In
the same way to carry out intensive checking of vehicles
and to install speed governor
to check speed of vehicles
and take strict action
against those found guilty of
drunk-n-driving case and involved in variety of stunts.
Transport
Minister
Mohammed Akbar also laid
emphasis on training to the
drivers for prevention of
road accidents and safe traffic. He also directed to identify black-spots and then take
action for improvement
there. Along with this, detailed discussions were held
for providing prompt treatment to people falling victim
of accident; condition of

trauma centres in state; inclusion of education material related to traffic in textbooks of schools; challan
against those violating traffic norms and strict adherence to traffic rules and
other subjects. In addition to
this he also directed the department to widen the service roads as per requirements in the state and remove all encroachments at
the junction of rural roads
joining the main road and
install all road-side warning
signals and boards for the
travellers. During this decision was taken for widening
of Dhaneli to Siltara service
road under Raipur- Bilaspur
NH. For assistance to road
victims in the road accidents, discussions were held

to hike the honorarium
amount of Rs 5000 to the
person
under
‘Good
Samatarian award grant yojana’.
In the meeting, InterDepartment Lead Agency
Road Safety and Joint
Transport Commissioner
Sanjay Sharma through
presentation gave information about the works being
done by different departments for road safety. He informed that in the vehicles
checked for overloading, a
recovery of Rs 15.96 cr for
2019; Rs 43.43 cr in 2020 and
now Rs 107 cr in 2021 as settlement amount. In the
meeting it was informed
that in 2021 a total of 12,375
accidents took place in the
state and in this, total 5371
persons died and 10,683 persons got injured. In first six
months of 2022, a total of
6981 accidents took place
and in this 3053 persons died
and 6441 persons suffered injuries. Keeping in mind the
death due to accidents due
emphasis was laid for prevention of road accidents by
all the concerned departments and training to drivers for capacity building.

today.
Sonakhan
area
in
Balodabazar-Bhatapara
district is known for the
valour of Shaheed Veer
Narayan Singh, the first
martyr of Chhattisgarh in
the first freedom struggle
of 1857. After his arrest by
the British, he was hanged
on 10 December 1857 at
Jaistambh Chowk in
Raipur. To honour the
struggle and sacrifices of
Shaheed Veer Narayan
Singh for the poor and oppressed, local public representatives had been demanding addition of
Shaheed Veer Narayan
Singh’s name to the name
of Sonakhan area for a
long time. Now, with the renaming of the area as per
public sentiments, the
valor and sacrifices of
Shaheed
Veernarayan
Singh of Binjhwar tribe
will always be remembered.

Bijli Mahotsav organized at
Sakti in Janjgir-Champa

Devotees performed ‘Jalabhishekh’ and other rituals at Lord Shiva temple on second
‘Sawan Somar’ here in one of the Lord Shiva’s temple in city.

Had looted him of
his truck and
loaded material
Central Chronicle News

tion and nabbed him.
The case is that of
Abhanpur thana, whereas one Santosh Baghel
was bringing iron and
‘gitti’ in his truck from
Jagdalpur to Raipur. Inbetween he met a person
named Naresh Verma,
working as conductor,
R/o Balodabazar and in
short time Naresh was

able to influence the driver and he agreed to accompany him to Raipur.
Naresh had already
planned to loot the truck
and in the name of shortcut he took Santosh on
different path and instead of reaching Raipur,
they went to Gariyaband.
From there they reached
Abhanpur and here he

attacked Santosh with
the knife used for chopping vegetables and ran
away with the truck and
goods.
Some persons passing
nearby help Santosh
lying in pool of blood
and took him to nearby
police station.
The looting person
Naresh wanted to take
the truck to Balodabazar,
but got confused in
Abhanpur area and some
time later the police patrolling team managed to
locate and nabbed him.
Driver Santosh was admitted in Govt Hospital
in Raipur and the police
has seized the truck and
is inquiring with the conductor, about his true intentions behind this incident.

Air NCC Training Camp concludes
Raipur, Aug 01: The
Combined
Annual
Training Camp of 3 CG
Air NCC concluded after a
series of cultural events
by the Cadets. The 10 day
camp was organised at
Shri
Shankaracharya
Institute of Professional
Management
and
Technology, Sejbahar and
a total of 480 cadets participated in the same. During
the camp various activities were conducted for
the Cadets and they put up
a great show in terms of
singing, dancing and musical instrument playing
towards culmination of
the camp. The cultural
programme commenced
with the arrival of the
Camp Commandant, Wing
Commander Rajat Gupta
who was welcomed by
Camp Training Officer,
Squadron Leader (Dr) VK
Choubey who briefed
everyone about the different activities and events
that took place during the
entire camp duration. All
Cadets in the camp were
given a good exposure in
firing of weapons, aeromodelling, flying, drill
and sports. Many guest
lectures by experts in the
fields
of
Disaster

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Aug 01: Chief
Minister
Bhupesh
Baghel participated in
the Mahasammelan of
Chhattisgarh Dhivar
Samaj (CDS) organized
at
Indira
Gandhi

Janjgir-Champa, Aug 01:
As a part of celebrations of
Azadi
ki
Amrit
Mahoschav, Bijli Mahotsav
celebrated at Shakti, on
July 31 under the theme
“Ujjwal Bharat, Ujjwal
bhavishya, Power @ 2047.
Ramkumar Yadav, MLA,
Chandrapur was the chief
guest. The programme
was started with ceremonial lamp lighting and
singing of Chhattisgarh
state song “Chhattisgarh
Mahatari”.
Various schemes of
Union ministry of Power
and Union ministry of
New and Renewable
Energy and Chhattisgarh
State Power distribution
company Limited was
show cased by exhibition
and display of short movie
on development happened
in the power sector. A
street play on the benefits
and development work
happened after invention

of electricity was staged.
At the onset of the programme, BK Jain, Supdt.
Engineer, CSPDCL readout the detailed report of
developmental work carried out in the Sakti division as well as janjgirChampa district in the
field of infrastructure development under different
Govt
schemes
like

Rotary Cosmo holds
meeting in Goa

Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Aug 01: As part
of Rotary Cosmo directive
to hold one meeting of its
members’ every year outside Raipur, a meeting
was kept in Goa. In this
meeting about 36 members took part. The first
night was dedicated to
colourful cultural programme presented by the
local artists and also
Bharat Natyam. On the
next day in the meeting it

was discussed about the
main aim of Rotary and
how to serve the society
by remaining in public
life. The stress was also
given on personality development. On the last
day visit to different
places in Goa was organized. The new members
carried cherished memory with them and are prepared for the next meeting
outside India, informs
past president Raipur
Cosmo Raipur Kirti Vyas.

Saubhagya, Deendayal
Upadhyay Gramin Jyoti,
Chief Minister half Bijli
scheme. Speaking on this
occasion Chief Guest, Ram
Kumar
Yadav,
MLA,
Chandrapur presented a
comparative view of electricity from darkness to
bright LED Light sparkling
during night hour which
brought smile on the face

of electricity consumer.
Among other disgnitaries, Susma Dadu jaiswal, Chairman Nagarpalika
parishad, Sakti, BK Jain,
Superintendent Engineer,
CSPDCL, Janjgir-Champa.
BK Shukla, AE, CSPDCL,
Sakti and large number of
people and beneficiaries
were present on this occasion.

Raipur, Aug 01: The
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel, offered rich floral
tributes on the occasion of
the death anniversary of
the great freedom fighter,
thinker, and social reformer Bal Gangadhar
Tilak here on Monday. CM
said Tilak was the first to
raise the demand for complete independence. He
popularized the inspirational
motto
of
“Independence is my
birthright” which led to
the awareness of India’s
freedom among every citizen of the nation. He started the public celebration
of Ganesh Utsav and
Shivaji Utsav to unite the
countrymen so that they
stand up against injustice.
His contribution to the
struggle for India’s independence will always remain memorable.

Some part of the manual scavenging which has been banned by the SC can still be
seen here in cleaning of clogged drains full of waste and garbage, without use of
proper masks and gloves to avoid any infections from it.
Sheorinarayan:
CM
Bhupesh Baghel offered
obeisance to Lord Nar
Narayan
temple
in
Sheorinarayan and sought
blessings for peace and
prosperity of all in the
state. On this occasion
Chairman Chhattisgarh
Gou Sewa Aayoga Dr
Mahant Ramsunder Das
was also present.

DPS Raipur’s student rewarded by
conservation fellowship prog
Raipur, Aug 01: Trisha
Pandit and Aashita Singh
of Delhi Public School,
Raipur were selected to
undergo training at the
1st Youth Climate &
Conservation Fellowship
Programme of India organised at Guwahati,
funded by IUCN and CEC
(International union for
conservation of nature)
and the (Commission on
Education
and
Communication) who are
Climate Champions committed to raise awareness
in integrating the creativity of indigenous and local
community youth, as well
as in recognizing that
knowledge is only useful
in influencing conservation policies and actions.
From 10th to 15th July,
Assam based organization
‘Wild Roots Programme of
INDIA’, trained participants from 10 Indian
Schools, of which DPS,
Raipur was one of the
prominent schools. Here

the short listed participants, Trisha Pandit and
Aashita Singh, selected
out of 100 students across
the country on the basis of
winning a debate competition, were exposed to various pedagogies related to
conservation education
and were guided via environmental educational
task force to address local
& global environmental
connect with the local
communities. Now they
are ready to take up the re-

sponsibility to cascade the
learning outcomes with
their school mates to communities via ‘Action Plans’
related to environmental
awareness, sustainability
& conservation.
As anticipated, the
Principal,
Raghunath
Mukherjee and the faculty
of the Eco Club feel that
this training will certainly
go a long way in amplifying the collective reach to
engage new audiences to
connect with and fall in

love with nature, and ignite action for conservation. Considering their
conscientious approach
and interest towards green
and clean environment,
even the management
members of DPS, Raipur,
Chairman, Mr. Baldeo
Singh
Bhatia
and
Secretary, Mr. Vijay Shah,
feel proud of these amateur environmentalists
who are arching their way
to conform to the values of
the school.

Amity student bags
package of 17 lakh
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Aug 01: Alefiya
Sadduwala (B.Tech CSE,
2023 Batch) of Amity
University Chhattisgarh
got selected with a massive
package of 17 Lakh per
annum in Fastenal, a fortune #500 Company.
Ms. Alefiya says- “I am
very grateful to Amity
University Chhattisgarh
for giving me this opportunity to be part of the placement process (2022-2023). I
would also like to extend
my gratitude towards faculty members and CRC
TEAM for guiding me
throughout the process. I
am very excited to join
Fastenal, my dream
Company as a Software
Engineer”.
Every year Amity
University Chhattisgarh
welcomes 250+ companies
for placements. Few companies include PWC,
Amazon,
Accenture,
Capgemini, EY, IBM and
many more. Further many
companies like Nestle,

Berger Paints, Appcino,
SAP, Commvault had already conducted the placement drives in the month
of July for Batch 2023. Vice
Chancellor Prof. R K
Pandey congratulated the
student for her great
achievement and also
wished her for successful
career
ahead.
Prof.
Surendra Rahamatkar,
Director-Amity School of
Engineering
&
Technology was very
happy with the performance of Ms. Alefiya in her
first attempt in campus
drive and has personally
congratulated on her success.

Wonderful waterfalls in Abujhmad can make it potential tourist site
Main hindrance is
that it comes under
hyper Naxal sensitive area
Management,
Traffic
rules regulations, Fire
fighting, safety of wild animals and environment
conservation were covered for the benefit of
Cadets. The cultural programme was vibrantly
conducted with cadets
performing
various
Chhattisgarhi
Dance
forms, Group songs,
Motivational skits and
other regional dance performances. The prize winners in various events
during the camp are as follows, Drill- Bhilai Steel
Plant HSS, Sector-10,
Group song- Adarsh
Vidhyalay, Mowa, Group
DanceKendriya
Vidhyalay
Number-1,
National
Integration

Program- Govt HSS,
Mandir Hasoud.
The best cadet awards
in junior division was
given to Cadet Pratik
Kumar of BSP Sector-10
and Cadet Subrata Mehar
of Adarsh Vidhyalay,
Mowa. The best cadet
awards in senior division
was given to Cadet Under
Officer Ganga Sagar
Tiwari of Durga College
and Cadet Under Officer
Sana Kujur of Science
College. Director General
NCC, Lt Gen Gurbirpal
Singh AVSM VSM, during
his visit to Chhatisgarh
last month, had awarded
the DG’s appreciation and
medallions which were
also presented by Wing
Commander Rajat Gupta

to
Aeromodelling
Instructor Mr Deepak
Bhurle, Cadet Under
Officer Ganga Sagar
Tiwari and Cadet Warrant
Officer Sheik Mohammad
Imraj
respectively.
Squadron Leader (Dr) VK
Choubey apprised that the
objectives set for the said
camp were all achieved
and all Cadets successfully completed the camp
with no injuries.
The same would not
have been possible without the support of
Chairman, SSIPMT, PI
staff of the unit, all
Associated NCC officers
from the various institutions and of course the enthusiastic Cadets of 3 CG
Air NCC Raipur.

CM attends Mahasammelan of CDS
Organised at Indira
Gandhi Agricultural
University

MANUAL CLEANING OF DRAINS

Central Chronicle News

Conductor nabbed for attempt in
murder case of driver

Raipur, Aug 01: The
Raipur police on Monday
nabbed a conductor who
tried to kill the truck
driver. The conductor
acted violently against
the driver and cut his
throat and made many
attack with knife on his
face and body. Not only
this beating him badly he
threw the driver from the
truck and ran away
along with the goods in
the truck. He kept running the truck for quite
some time and then the
police identified his loca-

CM offer rich
tributes to Bal
Gangadhar Tilak

Agricultural University.
Agriculture Minister
Ravindra
Choubey,
Parliamentary Secretary
Vikas
Upadhyay,
Chhattisgarh Housing
Board
Chairman
Kuldeep Juneja, RMC
Mayor Aiyaz Dhebar,
Fishermen
Welfare
Board Chairman MR
Nishad and other guests
are present on this
occasion.

By Abhishekh Banerjee
Narayanpur, Aug 01:
With start of rainy season,
the attractive waterfalls of
Abhujhmad jungles too
starts attracting the
tourists, but the people are
unable to reach there as it
is inaccessible. There is
abundance of beauty lying
hidden in natural beauty
of Abhjuhmad and which
till date is still a mystery
for the people of the region as it comes under
Naxal sensitive area. The
Maoists have literally
acted as an eclipse to such
a beauty of region from
the
tourists.
The
Abhujhmad
of
Narayanpur district is
known the world-ove for
its special culture and to
which Central Chronicle
is regularly bringing updates to its readers. It is
the Maoists who are acting
as big hurdle in depriving
the region being developed
as one of the most attractive tourist spots in the
state and so far the administration has not taken any
initiative in this direction.
There are many big waterfall
in
Kacchapal,
Handawada, Harimraka
villages of Naryanpur district and just to have a
glimpse of which the people had to take lot of risk

and face difficulties in
reaching there. Two main
reasons are Maoists threat
and lack of amenities and
the most essential of all
the ‘roads’, which are not
there.
Beautiful Harimarka
waterfall:
There
is
Gram
Harimarka under Gram
Panchayat Kundala of
Janpad Panchayat Orcha.
This beautiful waterfall is
located about 90 kms from
Janpad hq’s Orcha and 26
kms from Narayanpur district hq’s. This waterfall is
known as ‘Murvismad’
water fall as well and it
originates
from
Pallakasha Murvismad
Chikalbandi area and it
passes
through
Harimarka
para,
Bhatbeda and ends into
Basing nullah. This lies in
highly sensitive naxal area
and there are huge trees of
‘teak’ and ‘Bamboo’ plantation in this area, which
resonate its beauty further.
Todgedmeta waterfall of
Kacchapal:
The Todgedmeta waterfall is located in Gram
Kacchapal of Abhujhmad
area of Narayanpur district and it originates from
Tadgedmeta hills. In order
to reach upto here, one has
to go to Kacchapal from
district Hq’s via Kutul.
From Gram Kacchapal
there is about 10 km uphill
nature trail and it is located about 42 kms from
Narayanpur district hq’s
and about 108 kms from

Janpad Hq’s Orcha. This
Todgemeta waterfall drops
to about 1 km in Gram
Kacchapal and forms into
one of the most beautiful
of all the waterfalls and it
remains active throughout
the season. This waterfall
is ends its journey in
Kukurnadi in Gram Becha
and this too comes under
hyper-sensitive Naxal belt
of the region.
One remains spellbound
on watching Etekachad
waterfall:
The river from Upa hills
on Kacchapal- Kutul road
passing through thick forest area of Abhujhmad
area,
results
into
Etekachad waterfall during monsoon season. It is
located about 50 kms from
district hq’s. The tribal
and
villagers
of
Abhujhmad know this
river trail as ‘Upal Nadi’ as
it originates from Upal
hills. According to ancestors of Abhujhmad, there
are lot of crabs found near
this river and therefore
they call it as ‘Etekachad’.

Nogovama waterfall is
full of natural beauty:
Filled with nature’s pristine beauty is the
‘Nogovama’ waterfall and
since it lies amidst uneven

and sharp stone area, it
has been kept away from

reach of common men.
This waterfall lies near
Gram
Panchayat
Farasgaon
on
Narayanpur- Orcha main
road. Since it comes under

Narayanpur district, it is
just about 20 kms from the

district headquarters. It is
one of the most scenic of
all waterfalls and can be
developed as potential
tourist site.
Handwada waterfall is

adventurous:
It is amidst the jungles

of
Abhujhmad
in
Narayanpur district that
this Handwada waterfall
exists.
Here the shooting of
well-known ‘Bahubali’
film was to be held and it
was the Maoists threat and
its geographical location
which acted as hindrance
in the shooting. It comes
under Orcha block hq’s
and is located about a distance of 52 kms from
Orcha and around 118 kms
from Abhujhmad to
Handwada- a small village.
This waterfall is aout 350
feet high and falls from
Dhara Dongari hills, about
4 mms from the hq’s.
There is Goyedar river on
top of Dhara Dongari hill
and it falls from height of
350 feet making it look
very beautiful and huge
waterfall.
Attractive Orcha
waterfall:
There are many small
and big waterfalls in
Orcha
block
of
Narayanpur district and
in this series is the Orcha

waterfalls, which is about
2 kms from block hq’s and
75 kms from district hq’s.
To reach upto this waterfall, one has to travel 73
kms from Narayanpur district hq’s to Orcha block
and then travel another 2
kms from the road behind
High School in Orcha.
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Naxal killed in encounter
with security forces
p

In forest

About the
incident

Central Chronicle News
Sukma, Aug 01: A Naxal
was killed in an encounter
with security forces in a
forest in Chhattisgarh's
Sukma
district
on
Monday, police said. The
gunfight took place this
morning in a forest near
Bhandar-padar village
under the Bhejji police
station limits when a team
of District Reserve Guard
(DRG) was out on an antiNaxal
operation,
Inspector General of
Police (Bastar Range)
Sundarraj P told PTI.
When the patrolling
team was advancing
through the forest at
around 7: 30 am, the exchange of fire broke out

between the two sides, he
said. After the gunfight
stopped, the body of an
ultra was recovered from
the spot, the IG said
adding that "prima facie
the deceased cadre has
been identified as Madvi
Hadma, a divisional committee member (DVC) of
Maoists". A search operation was underway in the
nearby areas, he added.

This is the third such incident in the last ten days
wherein a Naxal has been
gunned down in separate
encounters in the Sukma
district. An ultra, carrying a reward of Rs 5 lakh
on his head, was killed in
an encounter with police
near Bindrapani village
on July 29 and another
ultra was gunned down in
the Phulbagdi area.

The gunfight took
place on Monday morning in a forest near
Bhandarpadar village
under the Bhejji police
station limits when a
team
of
District
Reserve Guard (DRG)
was out on an antiNaxal operation.
After the gunfight
stopped, the body of an
ultra was recovered
from the spot, the IG
said adding that "prima
facie the deceased
cadre has been identified as Madvi Hadma, a
divisional committee
member (DVC) of
Maoists".
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Variety of competitions mark ‘hareli’
p
p

In SAGEMS School
in Vishrampuri
Children enjoyed
‘Gedi’ competition
the most

Central Chronicle News
Vishrampuri, Aug 01:
Variety of programmes
were organised on occasion of 'Hareli Festival' in
Swamy Atmanand Govt
English Medium School
and this included songs,
speech, fancy dress competition and long awaited
'Gedi' competition and others.
Through songs and
dance, the children expressed their views about
'Chhattisgarh Mahatari'
and explained abotu the
beauty, prosperity and
pains of farmers of the region. At the same times
the children danced enthusiastically on various
folk
songs
of

Central Chronicle News
Bijapur, Aug 01: On the
occasion of the completion of 75 years of independence, with the joint
efforts of the Union
Ministry of Power and
Chhattisgarh State Power
Distribution Company
Limited, major achievements of the power sector are being shown.
Under this, work is being
done to make aware the
various schemes of the
Electricity Department
running in the country to
the beneficiary. As per
the instructions of the
gover nment, a two-day
electricity festival program is being organized
in the district and praising the excellent work of
the
Electricity
Department, the Chief

Chhattisgarh in the dance
competition.
After the dance, was the
most favourable programme of children viz.
'Gedi' competition, which
is the special 'tihar' for
this
festival
in
Chhattisgarh. In this traditional sport, not only the
children taking part were
very much enthusiastic,
but others, watching the
same were equally thrilled
to witness the same.

In the end the young
children of the school
took part in the Fancy
Dress competition and in
this
children
came
dressed
as
farmer,
'Chhattisgarh mahatari'
and others and reflected
the rich art & culture of
Chhattisgarh.
It is notable here that all
these competitions were
held amidst lot of enthusiasm and was one of the
most memorable events of

To victims of
Dharampura
Satnami Samaj

Central Chronicle News

Guest, Shri Kamlesh
Karam,
District
Panchayat
Vice
President, said that the
officers and employees of
the
Electricity
Department are rendering their services in inaccessible
areas
like
Bijapur. Where electricity is not possible,
arrangements like highmast light, solar pump,
irrigation facility, and
street light are being operated by CREDA department through solar panels he said. CEO Zilla
Panchayat Ravi Kumar

Sahu, Nodal Officer
NTPC Sanjeev, Neeraj
Soni and Chief Executive
Officer of CSPDCL PR
Sahu also addressed the
meet. On this occasion,
Municipal
President
Benhur
Rawatiya,
District Panchayat member
Somaru
Ram
Kashyap , Sarita Chapa,
District In-Charge of
Creda
Department,
Manish Netam, District
President-Vice President
and officers-employees of
Electricity Department,
including
consumers
were present.

Kawardha, Aug 01: The
protestors fro Jila Satnami
Samaj (JSS), Kabirdhaam
were stopped mid-way to
Collector's gherao raising
slogans against the CM
and cabinet Minister and
demanding justice towards injustice being
meted out against the people of Satnami Samaj
Dharampura and lackadaisical an attitude on
part of the local administration towards them.
Prominent among the
demands of the rally by
the members of JSS under
leadership of Satnami
Samaj
president
Ramprasad Giri is to declare the FIR filed against

the victims of Satnami
Samaj Dharampur as 'zero'
and pass on justice in
favour of the victims.
They also demanded
transfer of controversial
nazul land of Jaitkham
area in favour of Satnami
Samaj and should be

Forest and tigers have a great role to
play for human civilization: Netam
Central Chronicle News
Mainpur, Aug 01: In
Udanti Sitanadi Tiger
Reserve, under the aegis of
Forest and Climate Change
Department and Wildlife
Trust of India, a program
was organized on the occasion of International Tiger
Day at Tehsil Headquarter
Mainpur and people were
informed about the tiger
population.
Sanjay Netam, Vice
President of District
Panchayat Gariaband,
presided over the program,
Sarpanch Sangh Mainpur
President Baldev Raj
Thakur, BJP District Vice
President Yogesh Sharma,
Dr. RP Mishra of WTI New
Delhi, Assistant Director
B.K Lakda, Nova Nature
Raipur's director M.Suraj,

Purandar Verma, Gulshan
Yadu were specially present. Dr. RP Mishra of WTI
gave a lecture based on
Tiger and a quiz program
was organized for school
children and prizes were
also distributed to the winners. He further said that
Tiger Day is celebrated on
29th July all over the
world; this day is celebrat-

Traffic Awareness
Workshop organized
Central Chronicle News
Dhamtari, Aug 01: As
per the instructions of
Superintendent of Police
Dhamtari
Prashant
Thakur, under the guidance
of
Additional
Superintendent of Police
Megha Tembhurkar Sahu,
traffic awareness program
is being run continuously
by the team of Deputy
Superintendent of Police
Traffic Mani Shankar
Chandra,
Defense
Inspector K.Deva Raju.
Under the awareness
campaign, a traffic awareness program was organized at Nutan English
Medium
Higher
Secondary
School,
Maratha Para Dhamtari
on July 30, in which the se-

curity inspector in charge
of traffic, Dev Raju informed the students about
the traffic rules and told
them to travel safely.
Traffic rules have been
made for every person,
which is followed by very
few people, if people travel
in the roads by following
the rules with the same
caution; they can make life
easier for many people
with them, said security
inspector in charge of traffic, Dev Raju.
In the said workshop,
school students of Nutan
English Medium Higher
Secondary
School,
Maratha Para Dhamtari,
teachers and traffic incharge Shri K.Devaraju,
Souni RK Sahu and traffic
police were present.

ed to spread public awareness about the conservation of tigers, and information about tigers to the
general public. On this occasion M Suraj from Nova
Nature also gave information related to tiger. M.
Suraj, Director, Nova
Nature said that it is a matter of good fortune for all
of us that we live in the

Udanti Sitanadi Tiger
Reserve area, and many
wild animals are found
here. Conservation and
promotion in the forest is
being done in the rescue
center, the state animal forest and it is the heritage of
Chhattisgarh, whose protection and promotion is
being done by the administration, but it needs special

cooperation of the people
of the area.
On this occasion, mainly
Assistant Director RP Sori,
Forest Range Officer North
Udanti DN Soni, Forest
Range Officer South Udanti
Domar Singh Sahu, Forest
Range Officer Idagaon
Chandrabali Dhruv, Forest
Range Officer Taurenga
B.L. Sori., Mrs. Ramshila
Bai Dhruv, Tankeshwar
Devagan, Gunja Dhruv,
Hemsingh
Thakur,
Tukeshwar Yadu, Devdutt
Tiwari,
Daneshwar
Chandrakar, Manoj Kumar
Dhruv, Komal Bisen,
Bhojraj Sahu, Anuj Jangde,
Bhupendra,
Virendra
Dhruv,
Sudhaneshwar,
Verma, including hundreds
of forest employees, local
officers, rural students
were present.

all for the school children.
At the same time, to make
this special and memorable, the children came
along with 'Thethari',
'Khurmi', 'Cheela roti' and
other Chhattisgarhi items
and enjoyed the same
along with their friends
and colleagues. In the end,
Principal of the School S
Soni addressed all those
present and extended
greetings to them on occasion of 'Hareli Festival'.

granted permission to
hoist 'Palo' on Jaitkhambh
as per rituals and carry
out its colouring. They
also urged the administration to remove the 11 KV
HT line from atop the
Jaitkhambh.
Similary JSS member

demanded action against
the person who attacked
on members of Satnami
Samaj and ran away and
filed proper FIR against
him. JSS also demanded
filing of case against
Roshan Chandravanshi
and Vijay Thakur of

Dharampur for using unconstitutional
word
'Harijan' against the
Satnami Samaj and its
deletion from the electronic media. The jawans who
attacked upon more than
50 members of Satnami
Samaj undergoing treatment in the hospital
should face departmental
inquiry.
At the same time the
delay on part of the
Piparia police to reach
the site of attack well on
time the TI of Piparia
thana should be line-attached and the FIR filed
against those trying to
save the sacred symbol
'Gurudwara' on 9, 27 Nov.
2020 should also be declared as 'zero'. JSS office
bearers demanded that
failing to complete their
demands, they will be
forced to take up Vidhan
Sabha-gherao and intensify their agitation.

Irregular recruitment
in Eklavya schools
Central Chronicle News
Gaurela-Pendra-Marwahi,
Aug 01: The investigation of
irregular recruitment done
within the last 3 years in
Eklavya schools of Gourela
Pendra Marwahi (GPM) district is going on and the investigation is still not completed that the Assistant
Commissioner Tribal of the
district retiring after two
days. The development department has once again
made arbitrarily appointments in Eklavya Adarsh
Vidyalayas for the academic
session 2022-23, and through
transactions, secretly selected candidates are being
taken charge without calling
for any objection, where unemployed candidates deprived of appointment are in
the profession. It is notewor-

thy that in
Eklavya
Vidyalaya Lata, Nevsa and
Dongria of GPM district, irregularities have been filled
for the last three years and
Commissioner
Tribal
Development, while giving
instructions
to
the
Commissioner Tribal and
Scheduled
Caste
Development Chhattisgarh
had directed that in relation
to the said recruitment
scam, an inquiry committee
should be set up. It is worth
mentioning here that in
Eklavya schools of the district, staff and guest teachers were being recruited ar-

bitrarily by the principal,
with no press releases and
advertisements issued.It is
to be known that in Eklavya
Vidyalaya, Dongria, Lata,
Nevsa the posts of daily
wage earner, cook, watchman, electrician, plumber,
staff nurse, music teacher,
sports teacher are also approved as per the government approved post structure. But the information
circulated by Assistant
Commissioner
Gourela
Pendra Marwahi does not
mention the recruitment of
these posts. The posts of
Staff Nurse, Music Teacher,
and Sports Teacher are also
approved. But the information circulated by Assistant
Commissioner
Gourela
Pendra Marwahi does not
mention the recruitment of
these posts.

Inter-school games and sports held at SSC
p

Of Allons Public
School, Bemetara

Central Chronicle News
Bemetara, Aug 01: An Inter-School
games and sports competition
held at Allons Public School,
Bemetara on July 30 to fulfill the
mission of Sarvepalli Sahodaya
Complex (SSC), Bemetara. It included Inter-School Chess (Girls &
Boys), Inter School Kabaddi (Girls
& Boys) and Inter School
Badminton (Girls & Boys).
160 players of the teams of Shri
Swami
Narayan
Gurukul
International School, Bemetara,
Shikhar Academy, Bemetara, D.A.V.
Mukhyamantri Janta, Bemetara and
Academic World School, Bemetara
participated in this competition. The
competition held in two groups
namely group A (Class VI to VIII)
and group B (Class IX to XII). This
competition was started with thespotative inspiration, Dr. Satyajit
Hota, President of Sarvepalli
Sahodaya Complex, Bemetara . This
competition created a team sprit

among the students of the cluster of
Sarvepalli Sahodaya Complex,
Bemetara. The games and sports
develop the power of concentration,
positive attitude, discipline and
moral values among the students.
They enable the students to face the
challenges bravely.
Dr. Satyajit Hota, Principal advised the students to participate in
the games and sports. They are the
essential parts of education according to him. He praised the students
who participated in this competition
and wished for their bright future.
Chess's Result
Chess competition taking part in

this Sarvepalli Sahodaya Complex,
Bemetara in which in junior section
that is from class VI to VIII boys. The
overall winner decided in 4 rounds in
which winner is Sushil of Allons
Public School, Bemetara defeated
the student of Shri Swami Narayan
Gurukul International School,
Bemetara and in final round he defeated the student of Academic
World School, Bemetara by 4-0. He
became the Grand Master of
Sahodaya Bemetara.
And in senior section that is from
class IX to XIII boys. The overall winner decided in 4 rounds in which
winner is Rupesh Kulmitra of Allons

After expiry of
excise license

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI)

Public School, Bemetara defeated
the student of Academic World
School, Bemetara by 1-0. He became the Grand Master.
Badminton's Result
1.
Neer Meshram of
Allons Public School, Bemetara defeated the student of Academic
World School, Bemetara by 20(sets) in junior section
2.
Suryank of Shri Swami
Narayan Gurukul International
School, Bemetara defeated the students of Allons Public School,
Bemetara by 2-0 (sets) in junior section
3.
Abhinav of Academic

World School, Bemetara defeated
the students of Allons Public School,
Bemetara by 2-0 (sets) in junior section
4.
Nikunk & Krishna - of
Shri Swami Narayan Gurukul
International School, Bemetara decided winner in doubles section and
winner of Senior section is
Academic World School, Bemetara
by 2-0
Kabaddi's Result
Winners of Kabaddi - VI to VIII
(Boys) of Allons Public School,
Bemetara defeated of the students
of Shri Swami Narayan Gurukul
International School by 35-0

Winners of Kabaddi - IX to XII
(Boys) of Allons Public School,
Bemetara defeated of the students
of DAV Mukhyamantri, Bemetara
by 69-20
Winners of Kabaddi - IX to XII
(Girls) of Allons Public School,
Bemetara defeated of the students
of DAV Mukhyamantri, Bemetara
by 42-21
Alphonso, Nancy form Academic
world, school, Gopi Dewangan from
Swami
Narayan
Gurukul
International School, Bemetara ,
Akhilesh Kumar, Govind Prasad
Sahu form DAV Mukhya Mantri
School, Bemetara, Kishan Mandle,
Yugendra Das , Arun Kumar Pal,
Rahul Solanki from Allons Public
School, Bemetara and Coach &
manager from Shikhar Academy
were the coaches for organizing
this competition.
Dr. Satyajit Hota, President,
Laxmi
Singh,
Secretary,
Raghunath, Treasure, Archana
Choudhary, Joint Secretary and
Lokesh Kumar Rathi , Coordinator
of Sarvepalli Sahodaya Complex,
Bemetara blessed the winner students on this occasion.

A BJP MP from West
Bengal holding picture of
Chief Minister Mamata
Benerjee stages a protest
against the state government, near the Gandhi
statue at Parliament
House complex during
ongoing
Monsoon
Session, in New Delhi,
Monday.

Arrested
Jaipur: A government
engineer was arrested
in Rajasthan’s
Chittorgarh district on
Monday for allegedly
taking a bribe of Rs
50,000 for clearing outstanding bills of a contractor, an official said.
Phoolchand Swami, a
junior engineer of the
Watershed
Development and Land
Conservation
Department in
Gangrar, had demanded a bribe of Rs 1 lakh
from the contractor for
clearing outstanding
bills amounting to Rs
48 lakh, a spokesperson
of the Anti-Corruption
Bureau (ACB) said.

Reshuffle
Kolkata: Trinamool
Congress on Monday
carried out a major
organisational reshuffle in the party and inducted several new
faces, including some
ministers with thrust
on toning up the party
ahead of next year’s
crucial panchayat
polls. The restructing
came amidst the ongoing political furore
over the arrest of suspended party leader
and Partha Chatterjee
in a school recruitment scam.

Tipplers had a hard time
on Monday as restaurants,
bars and hotels in the city
declined to serve liquor
after their excise licenses
expired on July 31.
Delhi Lt Governor VK
Saxena granted approval
to the extension of excise
licenses of hotels, bars
and restaurants to serve
liquor for a month after a
decision to this effect was
taken by the Delhi government on Sunday, sources
said.
The Excise department
will soon issue an official
order to this effect, they
added.
However,
although
restaurateurs said the
process for extension of li-

censes will be done online,
it will take at least a day or
two to complete the
process, which would
mean that people will have
to wait for their liquor.
On Monday, customers
walked into restaurants
and bars unknowingly and
asked for liquor but their
request were declined.
Earlier in the day, the
representatives of the
National
Restaurant
Association of India
(NRAI) met Excise department officials to urge
them to renew the existing
licenses.
In a memorandum, the
NRAI said the industry
had welcomed implementation of the new excise
policy from November
2021.
“However, piece meal
extensions have been
granted since then for payment of fees/license re-

newals, the last of which
expired on July 31. As
done in the past, the industry was expecting an order
for payment of fees before
July 31.
“This, however, has not
happened, and members
have received emails informing them about expiry of their excise licenses,” read the memorandum.
Noting that “such business disruption” is causing huge financial strain
on the industry, which is
just recovering from the
ill-effects of the Covid pandemic, they urged for “immediate intervention” in
issuing directions for payment of fees and renewal
of existing excise licenses
without interruption.
“It is reiterated that the
matter is most urgent and
we seek a resolution to
this issue in order to en-

p

Cops say ‘was not
behaving normally’
for 2 days

Jaipur, Aug 01 (PTI)
A minor girl allegedly
beheaded her nine-yearold niece Monday with a
sword at a village in the
tribal belt of Rajasthan’s
Dungarpur with the family saying the former was
“not behaving normally”
for two days, according to
police. They said the attack happened early
Monday morning when
the 15-year-old girl and her
family were performing
puja of Dasha Mata inside
a room at their home.
Suddenly, she went
berserk and pulled out a

sword kept in the room
and started moving violently, Chitari police station SHO Govind Singh
said.
“Since her parents were
in danger of being hurt,
they ran out quickly. The
girl then waving the heavy
sword entered another
room and beheaded nineyear-old Varsha, who was
her niece in relation,”
Singh said.
Sagwara Circle Officer
Narpat Singh said the
older girl is a Class 10 student and stays at a hostel.
She had come home for a
few days.
“The family said there
was a sudden change in
her behaviour. She was not
behaving normally and it
looks like she needs treatment.

Launch
Hyderabad: The
Telangana government would launch a
life insurance
scheme for handloom and power loom
weavers on August 7,
marking National
Handloom Day, that
is set to benefit
around 80,000 beneficiaries. The scheme
is aimed at providing
financial support to
the families of the
handloom and power
loom weavers, state
Industries Minister
K T Rama Rao said
on Monday.

Rescued
New Delhi: An
Indian rock python
was rescued by a
wildlife body after it
was found meandering its way on a footpath near Qutub
Minar Metro station
here, a statement said
on Monday.

sure business continuity
for the industry,” they further said.
Restaurateurs said they
were in the dark about
what is happening but said
they have learnt that an
extension will be granted
on the existing licenses for
at least a month, but an official order is yet to come.
Sources present in the
meeting indicated that the
excise department officials had assured that an
official order will be issued soon granting extension of licenses but said
the duration of extension
was not specified.
A restaurateur, on condition of anonymity, said,
“In anticipation of the situation, many of us had
stocked up liquor which
would last us for at least
two months but then since
our licenses have expired,
we cannot serve it.

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI)
A 21-year-old historysheeter allegedly intensified his criminal activities so that he could buy
an electric scooter for his
sister on the occasion of
Raksha Bandhan, police
said on Monday.
The accused, Tarun
alias Rohan, a resident of
Rohini, has been named
in the ‘bad character’ list
of Sultanpuri police station. He was arrested
from Vijay Vihar, they
said.
He was previously involved in 10 cases of robbery, Arms Act and theft,
police said.
With his arrest, police

DEVOTION AND FAITH

claimed to have solved six
criminal cases, and also
recovered three stolen
mobile phones and a motorcycle from him.
The matter came to
light when the complainant Surender reported about the theft at his
house
on
July
7,
police said, adding that a
case was registered accordingly.
Deputy Commissioner
of Police (Outer) Sameer
Sharma said the accused
mistakenly left his phone
at Surender’s house after
committing the crime.
“We analysed the accused’s mobile phone and
call detail records. But
during investigation, we

Kanwariyas and other devotees form a queue outside the Kashi Vishwanath temple
to perform Jalabhishek on the third Somwar (Monday) in the holy Shravan month, in
Varanasi, Monday.

Ahmedabad, Aug 01 (PTI)
The Gujarat High Court
on Monday refused to entertain a public interest litigation (PIL) filed by a
Bharatiya Tribal Party
MLA seeking its direction
to implement the PESA Act
in the state, saying he
should raise the issue in the
Assembly.
The PIL by Chhotu
Vasava, BTP MLA from
Jhagadia in Bharuch district, sought the implementation of the Panchayats
(Extension to the Scheduled
Areas) (PESA) Act in the
Scheduled Areas of the
state.
The Act provides for self
governance through traditional gram sabhas for people living in Scheduled
Areas identified by the Fifth
Schedule
of
the
Constitution of India.
The division bench of
Chief Justice Aravind
Kumar
and
Justice
Ashutosh Shastri dismissed
it as withdrawn and remarked that the petitioner,
being a representative of
the people, should raise the

issue in the state Assembly.
“Go and raise it in the
Assembly. We will not entertain the writ. You should
have done it as a representative of the people. Which is
the question you have
asked, whether it is a
starred or unstarred question, and in which
Assembly?” the court said.
The court said the intention behind the PIL may be
good, but the timing, manner and method was not so.
Seeking implementation
of the provisions of the
PESA Act in the state,
Vasava’s lawyer Zubin
Bharda told court that in
Gujarat, powers are vested
with taluka panchayats
rather than the gram sabhas. “The village panchayat
is there, but it is not vested
with the power (under the
Act). It is the taluka panchayat which has the power.
Whenever the panchayat
raises an objection and says
that provisions of PESA Act
should be applicable, the
government declines and
there is no mechanism to
protect such powers,” he
said.

found that the SIM card
was registered in some
vague identity. Thereafter,
other angles were also explored and subsequently
information was received
about the accused from
an informer,” he said.
“During interrogation,
Tarun disclosed that he
fell into bad company in
his early age and got addicted
to
drugs.
Thereafter, he left his
studies and started indulging in criminal activities. He said he intensified his criminal activities so that he could buy
an electric scooter for his
sister as a gift on Raksha
Bandhan,” the officer
added.

MP govt hikes DA of state
employees to 34 %
Bhopal, Aug 01 (PTI)
The Madhya Pradesh
government on Monday announced a hike in the
Dearness Allowance (DA)
for over 7.5 lakh government employees in the
state, taking it to 34 per
cent.
Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan in a statement said the hike will put
an additional burden of Rs
625 crore on the exchequer.
The government has decided to raise the DA of
state employees to 34 per
cent, which will be at par
with the Central government. This will put an additional burden of Rs 625
crore on the exchequer, but

it will benefit over 7.5 lakh
employees and improve
their lives, Chouhan said.
The government employees
were getting 31 per cent DA
after the state had hiked it
by 11 per cent at one go the
last time, he said. The enhanced DA will come to effect from the salary for the
month of August, which the
employees will receive in
September, the chief minister said.
Pensioners will be given
the benefit of the DA hike
after taking mandatory concurrence from the neighbouring Chhattisgarh government, as it was earlier
part of the undivided
Madhya Pradesh, it was
stated.

IITG sets up Centre of Excellence for medical research
Guwahati, Aug 01 (PTI)

HC dismisses PIL
by tribal MLA

Farmers harvest paddy at a field, in Thiruvananthapuram, Monday.

Man indulges in crime to buy
scooter for sister

Girl beheads minor niece in Raj

Red alert
Thiruvananthapuram:
As heavy rains continued to lash Kerala, the
India Meteorological
Department (IMD) on
Monday issued a red
alert in 7 districts of
the state for the day.
IMD issued red alerts
for Thiruvananthapuram,
Kollam,
Pathanamthitta,
Alappuzha, Kottayam,
Ernakulam and Idukki
districts. In view of the
development, Kerala
Chief Minister
Pinarayi Vijayan has
called a meeting of the
District Collectors to
assess rain damage
and coordinate relief
work, a release issued
by the Chief Minister’s
Office (CMO) said.

PADDY PLANTATION

Tipplers disappointed as bars,
hotels in Delhi refuse alcohol
p

‘Ujjwal Bharat Ujjwal Bhavishya’ JSS demands to declare FIR as ‘zero’ and grant justice
Energy @2047 celebrated
p

BRIEF

Indian Institute of
Technology, Guwahati
(IITG), has set up a medical research centre to
cater to the needs of rural
India with a focus on
healthcare delivery to the
last-mile population.
The multidisciplinary
initiative, in line with the
Centre’s
National
Education Policy, 2020 is a
single umbrella where professors, researchers, entrepreneurs, doctors, and students from multiple departments will work together for research and innovation in the domain of
healthcare innovation, an
official release issued by
the institute said on
Monday.

The centre is situated at
the
Centre
of
Nanotechnology and Jyoti
and Bhupat Mehta School
of Health Sciences and
Technology
of
IIT,
Guwahati.
The initiative has been
led by the Departments of
Chemistry,
Chemical
Engineering, Biosciences
and
Bioengineering,
Electronics and Electrical
Engineering, and Design
and Mathematics, among
others. Elaborating on the
Indian Council of Medical
Research and Department
of Health Research (ICMRDHR) Centre of Excellence
for Biomedical Device and
Diagnostics Innovation
and Commercialisation,
IITG Director Prof T G
Sitharam said it will work

towards realising the vision of Prime Minister
Narendra
Modi’s
Atmanirbhar Bharat’ in
the domain of healthcare
technology development.
The innovations proposed in the centre are expected to cater to the societal needs related to diagnostics and healthcare delivery, especially in rural
India, he said.
The key objectives of the
centre will be to detect biomarkers to detect various
non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such as
chronic kidney disorder,
post-diabetic complications, liver or pancreatic
malfunctions, cardiac illnesses, and urinary tract
infections. The centre will
also develop frugal point-

of-care diagnostic devices
for the collection, storage,
security, and analysis of
the data specific to rural
India, and develop three indigenous products in the
domain of healthcare that
can be commercially successful in the near future
and innovate indigenous
alternatives to healthcare
devices. In the next few
decades, especially keeping the post-pandemic scenario in perspective, the
focus of healthcare innovation would be to develop
frugal technologies to
cater to the needs of the
last mile population, Head
of Jyoti and Bhupat Mehta
School of Health Sciences
and Technology Prof
Dipankar Bandyopadhyay
said.

Sold thrice, raped many times, she
now hopes to start college
Kolkata, Aug 01:
Overcoming
severe
trauma, a woman has
cleared the higher secondary examination in West
Bengal much later than
usual and is eligible for
college education.
The reason for the delay
is she, as a teenager, was
sold thrice in various
states by human traffickers within four months
during which she was
raped by several men and
even forcibly married off
to a man 30 years older
than her, a CID officer of
West Bengal told PTI.
A POCSO court in
North 24 Parganas district
recently sentenced four
persons to 20 years in jail
and two others to 10 years
in connection with the
case of the woman who is
now 22 years old.
The CID officers arrested the six accused, including a woman and the victim’s “boyfriend” Rahul,
from Bihar, Uttar Pradesh

and Uttarakhand from
where she was finally rescued.
“By God’s grace, we got
back
our
daughter.
Whatever happened has
happened. We are happy
that those responsible for
her plight were punished,”
said her father who works
in a sari shop.
The family is now looking for a match for her, he
said.
Her ordeal started seven
years ago when she met a
man on a social media
platform, fell in love with
him, and fled home on the
pretext of going to school
in search of a new life.
On January 7, 2015, she
met the man near Science
City in Kolkata and he
took her to Babughat, over
10 kilometres away, to
catch a bus to Bihar, the officer of the state CID’s
Anti-Human Trafficking
Unit said.
Investigation revealed
that Rahul left the 15-yearold girl inside the bus

promising her to return
soon but he never did. It
was later found that he
had sold her to another
trafficker for ? 1.5 lakh.
A man, claiming to be
Rahul’s friend, took her
from the bus to the
Howrah station and travelled by train to Bihar. She
was again sold to another
man named Kamal who
took the minor to a
woman, Chitra, at Bijnor
in Uttar Pradesh, the officer who led the team that
rescued her said.
Chitra, who is the third
person to have purchased
her, forcibly “married”
her off to her 45-year-old
brother who left her with
the Bijnor woman after a
month. Then Chitra’s son
started raping the girl.
“It was at this time that
the victim got a chance to
telephone her mother
using Chitra’s mobile and
inform her about her location,” the officer said.
By that time, the police
in West Bengal had found

that the victim’s own mobile was last traced in
Bihar and from then on, it
was kept switched off. The
“boyfriend” was also arrested in Bihar.
Chitra got scared and
asked Kamal to take the
minor away. Kamal and
his aide Bhisham then
brought her to Kashipur
in Uttarakhand, the CID
officer said.
When the duo came to
know that Chitra and her
son Luv were arrested,
they got enraged, raped
the victim many times and
fled leaving her at
Kashipur Junction railway station.
The CID officer remembered how he and his team
found the traumatised girl
at one corner of the railway station. They rescued
her and brought her back
to West Bengal.
“She was unable to
speak because of trauma
and remained silent for
more than a month. We
had to take her to a psy-

chologist and after several
sessions of counselling,
she broke down and divulged details of her suffering,” he said.
It is heartening to see
that the girl, who was staying at a government home
since her rescue in May
2015, started studying and
is now eligible for college
education, the officer said.
He, however, lamented
that the force could not
trace the man who
brought the girl from the
bus and sold her to Kamal.
A POCSO court at
Barasat in North 24
Parganas district convicted the six. It sent Chitra
and “boyfriend” Rahul to
10 years in jail and the remaining four - Kamal,
Chitra’s brother, Luv and
Bhisham - to 20 years of
rigorous imprisonment on
July 28.
Additional
Public
Prosecutor of Barasat
court, Shyamal Dutta, said
he is very happy that the
girl got justice.
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Escalation panic

SC extends overseas travel ban on
Rajapaksa brothers till Aug 4
Colombo, Aug 1 (PTI)

Motorists wait next to a banner that says only those vehicles with QR codes will be given fuel at a fuel station in
Colombo,Monday.

Colombo, Aug 1 (PTI)
Sri Lanka’s Supreme
Court on Monday extended
until August 4 the overseas
travel ban on former prime
minister
Mahinda
Rajapaksa and his younger
brother and former finance
minister Basil Rajapaksa,
who are widely blamed for
the current economic crisis in the island nation.
A five judge bench of the
Supreme Court led by
Chief Justice Jayantha
Jayasuriya announced the
Monday’s decision in a pe-

Islamabad: At least
two people were killed
and 17 others were injured when two religious groups that
gathered on the occasion of the start of the
Islamic month of
Muharram clashed in
Gilgit Baltistan region, a Pakistani
media report said on
Monday. The incident
happened on Sunday
at Yadgar Chowk,
near Gilgit deputy
commissioner’s office, when a top Shia
leader of GilgitBaltistan was hoisting the flag of Hazrat
Imam Hussain at
Khomar Chowk at the
start of Muharram,
the Dawn newspaper
reported.

The Western Balkans
are an integral part of the
European Union and
Spain fully backs the region’s integration into the
27-member bloc, Spain’s
prime minister said on
Monday.
Pedro Sanchez was in
Albania’s capital Tirana
on Monday in the firstever trip by a Spanish
prime minister to the
country.
The stop in Albania was
the last leg of Sanchez’s
Western Balkan trip that
earlier took him to Serbia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Colombo: Sri Lanka
Navy has rescued six
distressed Indian fishermen who drifted
into the country’s waters north of
Talaimannar after
their trawler suffered
an engine failure, a
statement said on
Monday. The rescued
fishermen were provided humanitarian
assistance and handed over to another
Indian fishing trawler
at the International
Maritime Boundary
Line (IMBL),
Newsfirst Lanka
news portal cited the
Sri Lankan Navy
Media Unit as saying
in a statement.

France blaze
Paris: A weekend
wildfire in the southern French Gard region that injured four
firefighters has now
been contained, officials said Monday.
Firefighter spokesman
Col. Eric Agrinier told
French media that 370
hectares were burned
and two homes affected by the flames. But
he highlighted dozens
and dozens of houses
preserved and a
human toll of zero casualties among civilians. The fire was contained in the night of
Sunday with some 400
firefighters monitoring the blaze Monday
morning, according to
the civil protection
agency.

Montenegro and North
Macedonia.
The EU cannot be conceived
without
the
Balkans, Sanchez said at
the news conference with
Albanian counterpart Edi
Rama. Balkans’ incorporation will strengthen and
add EU members.
The 27-member bloc
agreed to launch the accession
talks
with
Albania
and
North
Macedonia late last
month, a long-delayed
step in the Balkan nations’ paths toward EU
membership that gained
momentum amid the war
in Ukraine.

It is not the right time
for Gotabaya Rajapaksa
to return to Sri Lanka as
his presence here could
inflame political tensions in the country
which is grappling with
the worst economic crisis in history, his successor
Ranil
Wickremesinghe has
said. Wickremesinghe
was elected as the president through a parliamentary vote on July 20
after
then-President
Rajapaksa fled to the
Maldives and then to
Singapore when antigovernment protesters
the people responsible for
the current economic crisis came up on Monday.
The petition claimed
that three persons — Basil,
Mahinda and former
Central Bank Governor
Ajith Nivard Cabraal —

stormed the President’s
House.
Wickremesinghe, who
remained in contact with
Rajapaksa to deal with
administrative handover
issues and other government business, said the
former president had not
indicated about his
planned return to Sri
Lanka soon.
I don’t believe it’s the
time for him to return,
7 3 - y e a r - o l d
Wickremesinghe said,
adding that the leader,
who escaped Sri Lanka
in the midst of the economic turmoil, had not
“indicated” of returning
soon.
were directly responsible
for the unsustainability of
Sri Lanka’s foreign debt,
its debt default and the current economic crisis leading to an acute shortage of
basic commodities such as
food, fuel, and medicines.

Dubai, Aug 1 (AP)
Kuwait on Monday announced the formation of
a new government to defuse a protracted political
feud blocking economic reforms in the oil-rich state.
Kuwait’s newly-appointed prime minister Sheikh
Ahmad Nawaf Al Sabah
will lead the 12-member
Cabinet until the dissolution of parliament ahead
of early elections, the
country’s state-run news
agency, KUNA, reported.
The date of the vote has
yet to be announced.
It represents Kuwait’s
fifth government in the

last two years, as the country’s
emir-appointed
Cabinet and elected parliament battle over powersharing.
Some ministers from
previous administrations
were reappointed to their
posts,
including
Abduwahab al-Rushaid,
the outspoken finance
minister known for his
criticism of the government’s fiscal policies. The
ministers will take over
from the caretaker government that had submitted
its resignation over three
months ago.
Unique among Gulf
Arab
sheikhdoms,

As the voting process
for the new Conservative
Party leader formally
opened with postal ballots
being mailed out to Tory
members from Monday,
Rishi Sunak vowed to cut
the basic rate of income
tax by 20 per cent in a few
years if he is elected
Britain’s Prime Minister.
The 42-year-old former
Chancellor, who is trailing his rival Liz Truss in
the opinion polls and
bookmaker’s odds, said
his “radical vision”
would mean a 20 per cent

tax reduction the “largest
cut to income tax in 30
years”.
Tax cuts have become
the dominant issue in the
election campaign and
while Truss has pledged
cuts from day one, Sunak
has sought to focus on a
more measured approach
in order to curb soaring
inflation.
“What I’m putting to
people today is a vision to
deliver the biggest income tax cut since (former
Tory
Prime
Minister)
Margaret
Thatcher’s government,”
said Sunak. “It is a radi-

cal vision but it is also a
realistic one and there are
some core principles that
I’m simply not prepared
to compromise on, whatever the prize, he said.
Under the proposals,
Sunak said he would
build on his previously
announced 1p cut to income tax in April 2024. A
further 3p off by the end
of the next Parliament,
around 2029, will be paid
for through economic
growth.
Sounding a warning
note and an indirect attack at his rival’s tax
pledges, the British

Australian Parliament considers
lifting euthanasia ban
Canberra, Aug 1 (AP)
A new bill was introduced in the Australian
Parliament on Monday
seeking to lift a 25-year ban
on doctor-assisted suicide
in two territories.
Australia’s sparsely populated Northern Territory
in 1995 became the first
place in the world to legalize voluntary euthanasia.
But the landmark law
was overturned by the
Australian Parliament two
years later after four terminally ill people had been
legally helped to die, leaving the Northern Territory
one of last parts of
Australia where doctor-assisted suicide remains
banned.
For too long Australians
living in the territories
have been treated as sec-

ond-class citizens, government lawmaker Luke
Gosling, who represents a
Northern Territory electorate, told Parliament.
He and fellow legislator
Alicia Payne introduced a
bill to the House of
Representatives that would
allow the legislatures of the
Northern Territory and
Australian
Capital
Territory to legalize assisted dying.
The two territories do not
have the same legal rights
as the six states, that have
each legislated euthanasia
laws in recent years.
The
Australian
Parliament does not have
the same constitutional
power to overturn state
laws as it does territory
laws. The two territories account for fewer than 1 million of Australia’s popula-

tion of 26 million people.
Payne, who represents an
electorate in the Australian
Capital Territory, which
comprises Canberra and
two villages, described her
bill as urgent. She described mercy killing of the
terminally ill an incredibly
important debate that we
are not allowed to have simply because of where we
live. Conservative government lawmaker Kevin
Andrews introduced the
bill in 1997 that banned the
territories from making assisted suicide laws. A conservative government was
again in power in 2018
when a bill failed to overturn the ban.
That bill fell two votes
short in the Senate.
Previous attempts also
failed in the Senate in 2008
and 2010.

Indian former minister
added: Firstly, I will never
get taxes down in a way
that just puts inflation up.
Secondly, I will never
make promises I can’t pay
for. And thirdly, I will always be honest about the
challenges we face.
“Because winning this
leadership contest without levelling with people
about what lies ahead
would not only be dishonest it would be an act of
self-sabotage that condemns our party to defeat
at the next general election and consigns us to a
long period in Opposition.

Pristina (Kosovo), Aug 1 (AP)

Improve air quality

Sri Lanka’s economic
collapse big lessons for
Indian policy makers
rime Minister Narendra Modi said recently
that India is the fastest growing economy at the
moment. Statistics wise it may be true as other countries are doing badly. But the question to be asked is
India’s growth story a myth or reality? On the face of it
Indian economy may look reasonably good when
compared to many other countries. Particularly
after the Covid Pandemic the recovery seems to be
reasonably good and quick. But the question remains is
India on the right track and is it on the proper road to
recovery. It is difficult to say. The overall macroeconomic fundamentals of the Indian economy is not all
that bad but there are worrying signals and if correctives, some of them drastic, are not taken, the days are
not far when Indian economy could face serious problems. More than it being covid induced, the economic
woes are structural and some far reaching reforms are
needed as was done in 1991. BJP leader
Subramanian Swamy may be a maverick politician but
there is some truth in his views on the economy, after
all he has studied his economics in Harvard that too
under noble laureate Paul Samuelson. Swamy says
the economic woes started in 2016 beginning with demonetization, an ill-advised move. An economy
which was growing at over 8 per cent started slowing
down quarter after quarter, so much so that it fell close
to 4 per cent in the last quarter before covid pandemic
hit in 2019. The question that is often asked is will India
go the Sri Lanka way or for that matter Pakistan,
Nepal and to some extent Bangladesh way. The answer is certain no at the moment as there are several
positives in the Indian economy with exports picking
up indicating revival of economic activity. But inflation, depleting foreign exchange reserves, falling rupee,
spiraling crude oil prices are worrying and if structural correctives through right economic policies
are not taken, Indian economy could face difficulties.
India may not go the Sri Lanka or Pakistan way as
the economy is quite large and some of the developed
states are doing reasonably well. But there are warning
bells as according to recent Reserve Bank of India report, 10 states in India have unsustainable levels of
debt and high fiscal deficit. This is dangerous. Each
state is bigger than Sri Lanka and some of them are as
big as Pakistan. RBI has flagged the issue saying fiscal
risks seem moving sub-national. Some of the states
particularly Punjab, Rajasthan and Bihar spend 90 percent of the revenue they earn on expenditure like
salaries, debt servicing and other revenue expenditure.
Hence there is very little money left for developmental
activities and capital expenditure. The other states
spend more than 80 per cent of their revenue on the
seroutine expenditure of the state leaving not much
money for capital formation, Days are not far off when
they may have to start borrowing to meet their
revenue expenditure and debt servicing, which is dangerous. According to RBI report, Punjab, Rajasthan
and Bihar are expected to remain stressed with their
debt to GSDP (state GDP) ratio likely to exceed 35 per
cent by 2026-27.
The other states included West Bengal, Kerala,
Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh. The report said
“Risks to state government
finances arise
from
macroeconomic uncertainty, declining own tax revenue, re-launch of the old pension scheme by some of
the states, rising expenditure on non-merit freebies, expanding contingent liabilities and ballooning
overdue to discoms, warranting strategic corrective
measures.” According to revised estimate, debt-GSDP
of Punjab was the highest at 53.3 percent, followed by
Rajasthan at 39.5 per cent, Bihar 38.6 per cent, Kerala 37
per cent and West Bengal 34.4 per cent. According to
various scenarios built in the RBI report, if contingent
liabilities are fully invoked, Rajasthan will see additional 8.6 per cent debt in relation to GSDP, followed by
Punjab 5.3 per cent, Kerala 3.9 per cent, Bihar 3.4 per
cent and West Bengal, 0.9 per cent. The N.K. Singh led
finance commission and the fiscal
Responsibility
and
Budget Management committee suggested debtGSDP ceiling of 20 per cent to states. Financial restructuring or bailout to ailing state discoms will have
severe impact on the debt-GSDP ratios, the report said.
Before the pandemic the combined gross fiscal deficit
of state governments remained at modest 2.5 per cent,
much lower than FRBM ceiling of 3 per cent for states.
This is not a happy situation. The centre also needs
some serious economic policy reforms like massive efforts to push demand, remove supply constraints and
pumping in huge investments in infrastructure development to kick-start the economy as well as providing jobs to millions of people particularly in rural
areas. According to Subramanian Swamy the first two
or three things that the Modi government should do is
to abolish income tax, increase fixed deposit rates in
banks and reduce interest rates for borrowing. He is of
the view that if income tax is abolished, more money
will be put in the hands of the people to spur demand
apart from sizeable black money stashed abroad coming back to the India by way of investments in the
country. Already there are reports of asset bubbles
developing in many advanced economies. China too is
not doing well. There are reports of many Chinese
banks having huge and unsustainable levels of nonperforming assets. Many smaller Chinese banks at
district level are already moving towards bankruptcy.
So far the Chinese government has been able keep it
under wraps the imminent implosion of the banking
system because of its huge foreign exchange reserves
at over $3 trillion and strong macroeconomic fundamentals. But going forward the Chinese economy too
face bumpy road ahead. So overall it is not a happy
global economic situation. India may be the fastest
growing economy at the moment but going forward, it
could be very difficult and immediate and out of the
box correctives are needed to steer the economy out of
the woods. Right now the real economic situation in
the country is not all that rosyas being projected.
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Balloons fly over Bristol, ahead of the Bristol International Balloon Fiesta 2022, Monday.

‘Ex-Pakistan PM Abbasi received
kickbacks from an Indian firm’
Lahore, Aug 1 (PTI)
A senior Pakistani opposition leader has alleged
that former prime minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
received kickbacks from
an Indian company when
he was serving as the federal petroleum minister in
the cabinet of Premier
Nawaz Sharif five years
ago, media reports said on

Kuwait’s raucous elected
parliament wields genuine
power. But the political disputes have paralysed decision-making in the crucial
OPEC state, creating
major budgetary problems
during the low oil prices of
the coronavirus pandemic.
In a bid to break the deadlock and placate opposition lawmakers frustrated
with the prime minister
and the political paralysis,
Kuwaiti Crown Prince
Sheikh Meshal Al Ahmed
Al Jaber earlier this summer announced he would
dissolve parliament and
call snap legislative elections.

Monday.
Addressing a press conference here on Sunday,
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) leader Shahbaz Gill
alleged that Abbasi took
PKR 140 million as a bribe
from an Indian firm as
consultancy fees, the
Dawn newspaper reported.
Khaqan Abbasi received
Rs140 million from an

Indian company through
telegraphic
transfers
when was serving as federal petroleum minister in
2017, Pakistan Observer
newspaper quoted him as
saying, adding that he had
receipts of all transactions
made to Abbasi, now a senior vice-president of the
ruling Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N)
party.

1st ship carrying Ukrainian grain
leaves the port of Odesa
Kyiv, Aug 1 (AP)
The first ship carrying
Ukrainian grain set out
from the port of Odesa
on Monday under a deal
brokered by the United
Nations and Turkey that
is expected to release
large
stores
of
Ukrainian crops to foreign markets and ease a
growing food crisis.
The Sierra Leoneflagged
cargo
ship
Razoni left Odesa carrying over 26,000 tons of
corn
destined
for
Lebanon.
The first grain ship
since Russian aggression

has left port, said
Ukraine’s Minister of
Infrastructure
Oleksandr Kubrakov on
Twitter, posting a video
of the long vessel sounding its horn as its slowly
headed out to sea.
Posting separately on
Facebook, Kubrakov said
Ukraine is the fourthlargest corn exporter in
the world, so the possibility of exporting it via
ports is a colossal success in ensuring global
food security.”
Today Ukraine, together with partners, takes
another step to prevent
world hunger,” he added.

Talks between Pak tribal council
leaders and TTP end in deadlock
Islamabad, Aug 1 (PTI)
Talks between the 17member delegation of the
tribal council leaders
from Pakistan’s KhyberPakhtunkhwa province
and the outlawed Tehreeke-Taliban Pakistan (TTP)
being held in Afghanistan
ended in a deadlock, further complicating the
Pakistan’s government’s
efforts to end nearly two
decades of militancy in
the restive border region.
The latest impasse
comes after the outfit refused to back down from
its demand for the reversal of the merger of erst-

quiring vehicles that
enter from Serbia to replace Serbia license
plates with Kosovo ones.
For the past 11 years,
the reverse was required
by Serbia for vehicles
driving from Kosovo that
transit through Serbia.
Kosovo also is planning
to block its ethnic Serb
minority from only using
Serbian identity cards
when crossing the border,
the same approach that
Serbia uses for Kosovar
citizens.
After discussions with
European and US partners, the reciprocity license plate and identity
card plan was being postponed for a month, until
September 1, the Kosovo
government said.
EU Foreign Policy chief
Josep Borrell said he welcomed the move, adding
that he expected all roadblocks to be removed immediately.

while
Federally
Administered
Tribal
Areas with the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province,
the Express Tribune
newspaper reported on
Monday.
The outfit has also refused to lay down the
arms in case a peace deal
materialises, the report
said.
The delegation, which is
led
by
Barrister
Mohammad Ali Saif, special assistant to the
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
chief minister, reached
Kabul on Saturday.
The visit comes on the
heels of a team of

Pakistani religious scholars that returned home a
day
earlier
from
Afghanistan after meetings with the TTP leadership.
The second round of
talks comes as the
Pakistan government and
the TTP last month agreed
to extend a ceasefire indefinitely while continuing
negotiations to find an
end to the nearly two
decades of militancy.
The purpose of the delegation’s visit was to use
the goodwill of these religious clerics to persuade
the TTP to withdraw their
demands.

Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
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Our Ministry of Environment
and Forestry (MoEF) needs to act
quickly to comply with the WHO's
most recent revisions to its air
quality recommendations. The
reduction of airborne particulate
matter (PM), particularly PM 2.5,
is strongly advised by guidelines.
Even though the new regulations
make it harder to totally eradicate
PM2.5. Our MoEF should use new
technologies and research to
develop novel strategies for minimising the same. These particles
are primarily produced by vehicles
and other fuel combustion-related
activities like burning wood, oil, or
coal. Fine particles can fly for
miles in the air and are also created when gases or droplets react in
the atmosphere from sources like
thermal power plants. These
minute particles have the ability to
enter the bloodstream, travel far
into the lungs, and harm the cardiovascular and respiratory systems. According to reports, exposure to these tiny particles, particularly PM2.5, is mostly to blame
for thousands of premature deaths
in our country.
Vijaykumar H K, Raichur
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Kosovo delays measure stirring
tensions with minority Serbs
Kosovo’s authorities
early on Monday moved
to ease mounting ethnic
tensions in the country
by delaying a controversial order on vehicle license plates and identity
cards that triggered riots
by minority Serbs who
put up roadblocks, sounded air raid sirens and
fired their guns into the
air.
The Kosovo government accused neighbouring Serbia of instigating
the riots in order to destabilise the country that declared independence in
2008 after a NATO intervention that stopped
Serbia’s bloody crackdown against ethnic
Albanian separatists in
1999.
Officials in Kosovo had
earlier decided that as of
August 1 they would resume the practice of re-
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Kuwait announces formation of new
Cabinet to defuse crisis

British PM race: Rishi Sunak
tables radical tax vision
London, Aug 1 (PTI)

Fishermen rescued

tition filed against the
brothers
of
former
President
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa by a group including former Chairman
of the Ceylon Chamber of
Commerce
Chandra
Jayaratne, former Sri
Lanka swimming champion Julian Bolling, Jehan
Kanagaratna
and
T r a n s p a r e n c y
International Sri Lanka.
The direction was issued
when a motion related to
the petition requesting the
court to issue an order for
an investigation against

Spain backs Western Balkan
integration into EU
Madrid, Aug 1 (AP)

Religious clash

I-DAY PREPARATIONS
C E N T R A L

President Wickremesinghe believes ‘not
right time’ for Gotabaya to return

Iraqi protesters fill the
parliament building in
Baghdad, Iraq, Monday.
Baghdad: Iraqi security forces erected
concrete barriers as
panic took hold of
the Iraqi street
Monday ahead of
counter-protests
planned by Shiite political rivals that
many feared could
escalate to civil
strife. Calls for the
counter-protest came
from a political alliance of Iranbacked groups opposed to the openended sit-in inside
Iraq’s parliament by
followers of Shiite
cleric Muqtada alSadr. The prospect of
opposing demonstrations stirred fears of
a deepening political
crisis. Iraq’s political
sphere has been a
vacuum since federal elections in
October. The counter-protest was called
for by the
Coordination
Framework, an alliance lead by Shiite
parties close to Iran,
and is slated to take
place Monday afternoon.

BALLOON FIESTA

Workers sew Indian national flags from the lengths of printed tricolour cloth at the workshop of 'The Flag Company'
ahead of country's Independence Day celebrations at Naigaon in Palghar district of Maharashtra state.

Why people who are most-impacted by climate
disasters get subtracted from policy making?
BOBBY RAMAKANT

n important publication
A
launched at the opening
day of world’s largest AIDS conference puts spotlight on not
only the interlinkages between
climate justice, gender equality
and human rights, but also on
differential vulnerabilities to climate change of people in Asia
and the Pacific region. This publication “ARROW for Change:
Climate Justice in Planet A”
(English, Hindi) of Asian-Pacific
Resource and Research Centre
for Women (ARROW) looks into
the integration of women, girls
and LGBTQIAP+ people’s needs
in climate change action, with a
specific focus on health and climate change. It brings forth the
voices of youth and their intergenerational concerns, and documents success stories and advocacy strategies that have led to
just transitions in the AsiaPacific region.
Sivananthi Thanenthiran,
Executive Director of ARROW
said while launching the Hindi
translation of “ARROW For
Change: Climate Justice in
Planet A” at the 24th
International AIDS Conference
(AIDS 2022): “in these last two
years the world has been thrown
into disarray by the COVID-19

pandemic but simultaneously,
slowly in the background, the effect of climate change on our
world has also been unfolding.”
She further added that disruption of health services and deprioritization of sexual and reproductive health services
meant that health became inaccessible and HIV services, such
as voluntary counselling and
testing, access to lifesaving antiretroviral therapy, and referrals
to other needed services, also
were disrupted for all those who
were living in areas reeling
under extreme climate events,
such as floods.
When confronted with climate
disasters, communities adapt.
For some it meant walking further distances for food, water
and fuel. “Girls and boys face increased risk of violence of
which not only pregnancies but
sexually transmitted infections,
such as HIV, increased during
this time. Communities affected
by floods and drought often have
to migrate across boundaries or
borders which often see increase
in unsafe sex practices due to inaccessibility of commodities as
well as inability to negotiate sexual boundaries,” said Sivananthi
Thanenthiran. More importantly she pointed out how climate
change exacerbates the inequities felt by already marginalized communities such as sex
workers, gay men and other men
who have sex with men, and
transgender persons.
Menka Goundan, Executive
Director, Women’s Fund Fiji,
who is also part of ARROW’s
Programme
Advisory
Committee, said that “Pacific island countries have contributed
the least to greenhouse gas emis-

sions but face the worst wrath of
climate-induced disasters each
year. Most damage to the ecosystem, stratosphere and space, is
within the zone of the pacific
ocean. This is increasing the
heat waves, and increasing the
temperatures rapidly around the
pacific ocean. This has resulted
in sea level rise for many pacific
island countries. Small pacific island countries like Nauru and
Tuvalu are at the brink of being
fully immersed in the ocean.”
“Pacific women have been at
the forefront of climate justice
since the time of nuclear testing
in the pacific in the early 1980s
and 1990s. Pacific women have
led the conversation around climate and environmental justice
in the pacific. We still see
women’s experiences are not as
highlighted when it comes to climate justice work. We have been
systematically subtracted from
conversations and policy making around climate justice. Many
Pacific island countries are moving towards efforts around climate policies but are they taking
into account women’s sentiments and lived experiences is
another question,” she added.
Noted climate justice activist
Tetet-Nera
Lauron
from
Philippines said that “climate
crisis is impacting progress
made towards gender equality,
closing of gender wage gaps, maternal health, and sexual rights.
More disruptive disasters displace women and girls and damage physical infrastructure that
cater to their reproductive and
sexual health. Studies including
those made by ARROW, show
how the climate crisis increases
the incidence of gender-based violence related to the scarcity of

natural resources and how
women and girls travel farther
distances to secure food and
water.” She added: “we must not
accept business as usual as we
deserve more not just from the
climate negotiations but we deserve more from the institutions
of global governance that supposedly serve and uphold the interests of people and planet.”
Fithriyyah Iskandar, a doctor
of medicine and environment
youth activist called for more inclusion of young people in climate negotiations and policy
making. “Future generations
will experience the worst case of
the climate scenario. These undesirable climate conditions will
also result in depletion of natural resources and will have a significant societal impact such as
population migration and economic dislocation. So, youth who
are part of the future generation
should be heard and involved in
the decision making processes at
all levels.”
Shobha Shukla, founding
Executive Director of CNS
(Citizen News Service) said that,
“it is essentially a feminist response that can deliver on the
goals such as those of ending
AIDS, achieving gender equality,
and climate justice. The current
response often is not rooted in
principles of development justice. That is why we need a feminist model as it is about solidarity. The opposite of patriarchy is
not matriarchy but solidarity.
Patriarchy is about using power
and violence against other people in order to gain power. The
opposite of that is feminism using care and solidarity to
change systems and share/ redistribute power.”

Koshyari’s wrong
comment

Unable to understand, was it
necessary for the Maharashtra
Governor B S Koshyari to comment at a function that if Gujaratis
and Rajasthanis were excluded
from Mumbai, there would be no
money left in Mumbai and it
would cease to be India's financial
capital? In reality to please the
Rajasthani at a function in
Andheri to name a chowk after
Shantidevi Champalal Kothari,
who hailed from a family of entrepreneurs, Koshyari had made
such controversial statements, as
like earlier also, just like about
Mahatma Jyotiba Phule and
Savitribai Phule. Want to remind
the Governor that it’s not only
Gujrati or Rajasthani but he
should have also included the
state of UP, Bihar, Bengal and
other states for providing manpower for Mumbai which enabled
Mumbai to stand up on its feet.
The time has come to discard the
notion that Gujarati and Marwari
businesses bring prosperity for
Maharashtra, because more than
105 persons sacrificed their lives
in the Samyukta Maharashtra
movement. It was owing to
Marathi people that Mumbai
regained glory, not Koshyari’s
own thinking. Naturally, cutting
across party lines, leaders of the
rival Shiv Sena factions, BJP,
Congress, NCP and MNS criticised
and expressed their disapproval,
with Chief Minister (CM) Eknath
Shinde stating Koshyari ought to
have spoken more responsibly,
former CM Uddhav Thackeray
asking for Koshyari to be shown
"Kolhapuri chappals" (mind the
language) and deputy CM and BJP
leader Devendra Fadnavis noting
that no one could undermine the
contribution of the Marathi
'manoos.' As usual to save his
skin, Governor Koshyari was
forced to clarify that his remarks
had been misconstrued, which is
another plain lie. Hope in the
future Koshyari can control his
tongue.
Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee,
Faridabad

‘'Rashtrapatni’ remark-a thoughtful insult
of respected President Murmu
Vinod Chandrashekhar Dixit
reedom of speech is
being grossly misused
F
these days and nobody cares
about the adverse impact it can
leave. The ideology of freedom
of speech and expression is not
to build up hatred against each
other which we are witnessing
today. There are countless examples where the right to free
speech has been used to sow division, hate, or confusion.
There is no doubt that the
Freedom of Speech is one of
the greatest human rights any
person can have and yet it is
also one of the greatest to be
trampled on in the world today.
Don’t we think that freedom of
speech is a beautiful thing; a
great human right ? But it is
also dangerous and we need to
use it with responsibility.
The Union Minister has
rightly said that at a time the
entire country is rejoicing at
the selection of a self-made
woman from a tribal back-

ground as the President. The
conduct of the opposition is an
"insult" to Parliament and the
Constitution. Sonia Gandhi
has appointed Chowdhury as
the leader in Lok Sabha to
speak and he has insulted the
President of India. Sonia
Gandhi should come before the
nation and apologise to the
Rashtrapati and also to the entire country for the insult by
her own leader in Lok Sabha. A
tribal woman from a poor family who created history is being
continuously demeaned by the
Congress. Why ? Congress
leader
AdhirRanjan
Chowdhury has sparked a massive controversy by calling
President Draupadi Murmu
‘Rashtrapatni’. He himself has
admitted that it was his ‘mistake’ then why he was refusing
to apologize. In fact, he said
that the ruling party is trying
to make mountain out of a
molehill. It is nice that now the
congress leader in Lok Sabha
Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury has

apologised
to
President
Droupadi Murmu and stated
that he had mistakenly used an
incorrect word to describe the
post she held. The Supreme
Court had a stern message for
political leaders and stated that
that one should not insult top
constitutional functionaries
just because they are not from
your political party. People
must show respect to our

President of India and all Top
leaders. People should speak
with responsibility and not
misuse the freedom of speech.
Celebrities, politicians, authors, and the general public,
are exposed to cruel and perverted individuals who believe
that they can say whatever
they want, whenever they
want to say it no matter what
the consequences may be.
"Chalta Hai' attitude towards
such mud-slinging , in fact, encourages others too, to indulge
in this dirty game. This mudslinging game has taken away
very spirit of democracy. Our
Constitution while granting
the fundamental right of the
freedom of expression under
Article 19, deliberately did not
spell out what would be the exceptions because the makers
had full faith in the wisdom of
the people, the politicians included. Freedom of speech and
expression is a shadow of a
common man that follows it
from birth. It can also be

termed as a birthright of any
individual. Since childhood,
we are taught as to what to
speak and what not in front of
others.
The Indian Penal Code (IPC)
provides suitable punishment
for all such offences like abusing, insulting, annoying, defaming and criminally intimidating a person. Further, laws
under civil court's jurisdiction
also provide for damages, compensation etc. The courts in
India have quite often shown
their serious concern to uphold the privacy and personal
dignity of the people and punished severally the offenders.
What we need is to think before speaking; before typing.
We need to show empathy, see
past what we disagree with and
not hide behind our online profile. The right to free speech
does mean that people will say
unpleasant things. Those who
argue for strong human rights
protections need to acknowledge and own this fact.
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BRIEF
Chabahar Port

‘Heat wave also
pushed food inflation’
Expect CPI to come at 6.8 pc in FY23
Mumbai, Aug 01:

Mumbai: Chabahar
Port’s link in Iran
with the International
North-South
Transport Corridor
will enhance connectivity with Central
Asian countries, drive
investment and deepen cultural and political ties, Union minister Sarbananda
Sonowal said on
Sunday. The
International NorthSouth Transport
Corridor (INSTC) is
India’s vision and initiative to reduce the
time taken for EXIM
shipments to reach
Russia and Europe,
and enter the Central
Asian markets.

Living Lab
Bengaluru: IT services major Infosys on
Monday announced
the opening of its
Sydney Living Lab, a
high-tech co-creation
space for digital innovation, part of a network of over 20 established globally, including Melbourne. The
announcement was
made during the
Premier of New South
Wales (NSW),
Dominic Perrottet’s
visit to Infosys headquarters in
Bengaluru. “The
Premier toured the expansive 81-acre
Infosys Bengaluru
Campus, and immersed in digital experiences in the
Infosys Bengaluru
Living Lab”, an
Infosys statement
said. “This included
the Cybersecurity
Command Centre,
SUPRAP, Metaverse
Foundry and Digital
Twin experiences”.

Revision pact

New Delhi: CIL chairman Pramod Agrawal
said concluding a
wage revision pact
with coal workers is
the “highest priority”
and the public sector
enterprise is committed to reach a deal amicably at the earliest.
Wages of non-executive workers which account for over 90 per
cent of Coal India’s
(CIL) workforce are
revised every five
years. The latest wage
revision which would
benefit around 2.39
lakh non-executive
manpower of coal
India has been due
since July 1, 2021.

Pure Digital 2.0
New Delhi: Digitallydriven Aegon Life continues to focus on innovation and technology for business
growth even as the
profitability is 5-6
years away for the
decade-and-a-half old
life insurer. As a strategy, the company promoters decided to become a digital-only life
insurer even before
the outbreak of Covid,
which meant it would
not have any physical
touch-points,
and all the branches
were closed.

The heat wave in early
2022 was the key domestic
factor responsible for
pushing up food prices
this year, a Crisil Ratings
arm said on Monday. Crisil
Research pegged the headline consumer price inflation to come at 6.8 per cent
in FY23 - marginally higher than the Reserve Bank’s
6.7 per cent estimate - because of the pressures on
the food front, where the
increase in prices has
been double that of FY22.
The RBI has been blaming
the Russian invasion of
Ukraine and the consequent surge in commodity
prices for a bulk of the
surge in inflation, which
has consistently breached
the upper end of the tolerance band set for it by the
government. At present,
food commands 39 per cent
of the CPI basket. “The recent rise in food inflation

is mainly supply shortages-led, driven by both
global (geopolitical conflicts) and domestic (impact of heat wave) factors,” the Crisil Research
note said.
“Our forecast of CPI inflation at 6.8 per cent is
premised on food inflation
at 7.0 per cent, which is
double last fiscal’s,” it
added. Noting that the
monetary policy has a
“food inflation nightmare”, it said the heat
wave which took the average temperatures in northwest and central India to
the highest level in 122
years, spoilt the prospects
for the wheat crop,
groundnut, bajra and horticultural crops like
mango. “The heat wave
was the key domestic factor responsible for pushing up food prices this
year,” it said, pointing to a
2020 RBI study which said
macroeconomic impact of

CIL’s coal output
rises 11 pc in July
New Delhi, Aug 01: Stateowned CIL on Monday said
that it produced 47.3 million tonnes (MT) of coal
last month, registering a
growth of 11 per cent from
the year-ago period. The
production of domestic
coal usually dips during
monsoon every year due to
disruptions in mining activity. The company’s output in the corresponding
month of previous fiscal
was 42.6 million tonnes
(MT), the coal behemoth
said in a BSE filing. Coal
India Ltd (CIL) said it
maintained the doubledigit rising streak for four
consecutive months of the
current financial year. Coal
India accounts for over 80
per cent of domestic coal

production. The public sector enterprise produced
207.1 MT of coal in the first
four months of the ongoing
fiscal, registering a growth
of 24.3 per cent over 166.6
MT in the year-ago period.
In the wake of a surge in
demand from the power
sector, CIL supplied 199.4
MT of coal to this sector in
the April-July period of the
current fiscal, 19.2 per cent
more than 167.3 MT supplied in the year-ago period. The supply of dry fuel
to coal-fired plants during
April-July period was at
par with the projected increased requirement, it
said. Coal supply to power
plants by CIL went up by 19
per cent to 47 MT during
the last month.

climate change on food inflation has been statistically significant for India
over the past two decades.
It cited studies which
say the frequency of purchase of items rather than
their expenditure share is
what shapes inflation expectations. “So long as
food inflation continues to
rise or remains high, it
will be that much more difficult for monetary policy
to anchor inflation expectations,” it said, adding
that this underscores the
importance of deliberating the impact of climate
change on inflation and on
monetary policy. The RBI’s
rate-setting panel is meeting this week for the bimonthly review of the
monetary policy and its
outcome is scheduled to
come out on Friday, which
will have the rate decision
and also a review of the estimate on inflation trajectory from here on.

FY22 ITR filing:
Over 63.47 lakh
returns filed till
10 pm on last day
New Delhi, Aug 01: Over
63.47 lakh income tax returns were filed till 10 pm
on Sunday, the last day for
filing ITR for the 2021-22
fiscal by salaried individuals, the Income Tax department said.
The deadline for filing IT returns by those taxpayers who do not have to get
their accounts audited for
the fiscal that ended on
March 31, 2022 was
Sunday. Till July 30, more
than 5.1 crore tax returns
were filed.
Taking the 63.47 lakh returns filed on the last day,
the total number of ITRs
for the 2021-22 fiscal filed
till 10 pm went past 5.73
crore. ITR filing will go on
till midnight, after which
the tax-return filers will
have to pay a late fee for
delayed filing. Giving statistics of the Income Tax
Returns (ITR) filed on
Sunday, the I-T department tweeted: “63,47,054
#ITRs have been filed up
to 2200 hours today and
4,60,496 #ITRs filed in the
last 1 hr.”

Petrol, diesel sales fall
in July as monsoon sets in
New Delhi, Aug 01:
Petrol and diesel sales in the
country fell in July over the
previous month as the onset of
monsoon
chipped
away
demand in some sectors and
restricted mobility, preliminary
industry data showed. Diesel,
the most widely used fuel in
the country, saw consumption
drop 13.1 per cent to 6.44 million tonnes from 7.39 million
tonnes of demand in June.
The arrival and intensity of
monsoon weigh heavily on
diesel demand in the country
and consumption traditionally
is lower in July-September than
in April-June.
Rains restrict mobility and
demand from the farm sector,
which uses diesel in irrigation
pumps and trucking, also drops
with the onset of rains.
Diesel demand in July was,
however, 17.1 per cent higher
year-on-year, supported by
strong economic growth and a
relatively low baseline for the
same period in 2021 when the
second wave of COVID-19 had
impacted
the
economy.
Consumption of diesel was

Markets rally for 4th day;
Sensex reclaims 58,000-mark

Mumbai, Aug 01:
Equity
benchmark
Sensex extended its winning run to the fourth day
running on Monday and
reclaimed the 58,000-level,
tracking firm global trends

and fresh foreign fund inflows. Buying in index
major Reliance Industries
added to the momentum.
The 30-share BSE benchmark climbed 545.25 points
or 0.95 per cent to settle at
58,115.50. During the day, it

JLo feels Celebrate ‘Azadi ke Garv ka Mahaparv’ with KBC
more A
inspired
than ever
to make
music

jumped 600.42 points or 1
per cent to 58,170.67. The
broader NSE Nifty advanced 181.80 points or 1.06
per cent to 17,340.05.
Among the Sensex constituents, Mahindra &
Mahindra, NTPC, Reliance
Industries, Maruti Suzuki
India, Bharti Airtel, Kotak
Mahindra Bank, Power
Grid
and
UltraTech
Cement were the lead
gainers. However, Sun
Pharma,
Hindustan
Unilever, IndusInd Bank
and Nestle were among
the laggards. In Asia, markets in Seoul, Shanghai,
Tokyo and Hong Kong
ended higher. Bourses in
Europe were trading in
the green during mid-session deals.

32.4 per cent higher than the
4.84 million tonnes demand
during July 2020 and 5 per cent
more than the pre-COVID sale
of 6.11 million tonnes in July
2019, the data showed.
Petrol sales fell 5 per cent to
2.66 million tonnes in July
when compared to 2.8 million
tonnes of consumption in the
previous month. The consumption was, however, 12.2 per
cent higher than in July 2021
and 31.2 per cent more than
the same month in 2020.
It was 16.3 per cent more
than pre-COVID July 2019. Auto
fuel demand in June was supported by a surge in summer

S

inger-actress Jennifer Lopez has been
making "a lot of music". The 'On the
floor'Ahitmaker, who just tied the knot with
Hollywood star Ben Affleck, has never felt more
"inspired" and hinted there's more new music on
the way. Speaking to the latest issue of People
magazine, the 53-year-old singer-and-actress said:
"I've been very inspired for the first time in years and
writing in a way that I haven't in a long time. "It's been
one of the best experiences creatively in my life. I'm
excited about life in general and where it's going."
Jennifer hasn't released an album since 2014's 'A.K.A.'.
However, she has released a number of singles since then
and the recent 'Marry Me' movie soundtrack. Her last
solo single was 2020's 'In the Morning', reports aceshowbiz.com. Meanwhile, Jennifer recently said she is "happier than ever" as she posed nude on her 53rd birthday. The
pop superstar tied the knot with Ben in Las Vegas in July
and said that she feels "amazing" as she posed naked to
celebrate the launch of her skincare cream line JLo Body.
"I am the age I am, but I feel amazing and happier than
ever. I feel like I'm just at my halftime right now and just
getting started." JLo, who rekindled her relationship
with Ben back in 2021 after a break of almost 20 years,
explained that her new husband prefers it when she
has "nothing on" and ditches the make-up in favour of
a more natural look. "He is like, 'I like you when you
have nothing on. No hair on, no makeup on, just you
in your own skin'. He really appreciates that. And
that makes me feel really confident and beautiful."
"Someone can see the essence of who you
are and just the skin that you're in and
that I take care of that and that he
appreciates that. That makes me feel
really beautiful too," she added.

travel to colder areas of the
country to escape from the
heat and vacations during
annual breaks at educational
institutions. As the aviation
sector opens up, India’s overall
passenger traffic (both domestic and international) at airports inched closer to preCOVID-19 levels. Accordingly,
jet fuel (ATF) demand soared
by 79 per cent to 5,33,600
tonnes during July when compared year-on-year. It was
137.4 per cent higher than July
2020 but 14.1 per cent lower
than pre-COVID July 2019.
Month-on-month, sales fell
1.07 per cent.

ABCI to organise
60th Annual awards
Mumbai, Aug 01: Association
of Business Communicators
of India (ABCI) is proud that
they have, within reach, the
opportunity to surpass precedent, and set a new world
record among associations
involved in business communications - 60 years of successfully organizing annual
awards functions. No other
professional body engaged in
the field of communications
anywhere in the world has
ever held its 60th Awards
Function. And that is exactly
ABCI is poised to hold later
this year. Last date for submission for call of nomination
will be Monday, August 30th,
2022. Judging starts on
Friday, September 16th 2022.
ABCI after successfully
organising an event entitled

“Brand India Summit” are
now committed to presenting
a Mega Event entitled “Rural
Brand India Summit” The
proposed two-day event will
feature success stories of
rural india in all walks of life.
The Conference will also
cover
some
of
the
International case studies on
Rural Branding, emergence
of
Business
Brands,
Innovation in Rural India that
can benefit masses.

India’s largest producer
of iron ore, NMDC
launched the ‘Har Ghar
Tiranga campaign’ in line
with Government of
India’s ‘Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav’ initiative.
The mining major celebrated the courage of
Mahavir Chakra awardee
Colonel B Santosh Babu by
paying homage to his sacrifice for the country at the
Galwan Valley. NMDC invited the parents of Colonel
B Santosh Babu - Manjula
and Bikkumalla Upender
as Guests of Honour on the
occasion.
Under the aegis of ‘Har
Ghar Tiranga’, the guests
of honour handed the
National Flag to Sumit Deb,
CMD, NMDC and he reciprocated by handing over
the tri-colour to them.
Sumit Deb along with
NMDC’s Director (Finance)

least 35 bps to check inflation: Experts

Mumbai, Aug 01:

Amitava Mukherjee and
CVO B. Vishwanath (IRSS)
handed over the National
Flag to senior officers of
the company and encouraged everyone to hoist the
Tiranga at their homes during Aug -13th to 15th, 2022.
In her address, Manjula
shared stories of her son’s
valour and gallantry and
said, “I prepared my son for
supreme service to the nation. During his service,
when I expressed concern

for him and his family,
Babu would always say
‘Nation First’. On the same
note, Bikkumalla Upender
said, “My son was an extraordinary officer.
His honour has come
from his spirit to serve the
nation unto death and this
spirit must be taken forward to the youth of our
country.”
On this occasion, Sumit
Deb said, “It is the honour
of NMDC to celebrate ‘Har

Ghar Tiranga’ with the
family of Amar Jawan
Colonel B Santosh Babu.
He sacrificed his life for our
Tiranga. Our national flag
is hoisted everyday at
Khanij Bhavan. NMDC’s
iron-strong effort to mine
draws inspiration from saffron, our decades invested
for the community is motivated by white, and our
commitment towards nation building comes from
green.

Days after the US Fed
raised the interest rate, the
RBI may go in for its third
consecutive policy rate
hike by at least 35 basis
points to check high retail
inflation, experts said.
The central bank has already announced to gradually withdraw its accommodative monetary policy
stance. The Reserve Bank
of India’s rate-setting
panel — the Monetary
Policy Committee — will
meet for three days from
August 3 to deliberate on
the prevailing economic
situation and announce its
bi-monthly review on
Friday. With retail inflation ruling above 6 per cent
for six months continuously, the RBI had raised the
short-term borrowing rate
(repo) twice so far this fis-

cal — by 40 basis points in
May and 50 basis points in
June. The existing repo
rate of 4.9 per cent is still
below the pre-Covid level
of 5.15 per cent. The central bank sharply reduced
the benchmark rate in 2020
to tide over the crisis created by the pandemic.
Experts are of the view
that the RBI would raise
the benchmark rate to at
least the pre-pandemic
level this week and even
further in later months.
“We now expect the RBI
MPC to raise the policy
repo rate by 35 bps on
August 5 and change the
stance to calibrated tightening,” BofA Global
Research report said. The
possibility of an aggressive 50 bps and a measured
25 bps hike cannot be ruled
out either, it added. A research report by Bank of

Baroda said that while the
US Federal Reserve raised
the rate by 225 bps in CY22,
the RBI has hiked the repo
rate by 90 bps. An aggressive rate hike by the Fed is
feeding expectations that
the RBI may also front load
its rate hikes. However,
conditions in India do not
warrant an aggressive
stance by the RBI, it
added.“... in the absence of
any fresh shocks, India’s
inflation trajectory is likely to evolve in line with the
RBI’s projections. Hence,
we expect that the RBI may
hike rates by only 25 bps in
Aug’22, followed by another 25 bps rate hikes in the
next two meetings,” it said.
The government has
tasked the RBI to ensure
consumer price indexbased inflation remains at
4 per cent with a margin of
two per cent on either side.

Passenger vehicle sales on upward
India’s manufacturing activity touches
8-month high in July on new orders: Survey terrain driving on better chip supply track
New Delhi, Aug 01:
India’s manufacturing
sector activity hit the
highest level in eight
months in July, driven by
a significant rise in business orders, a monthly
survey said on Monday.
The seasonally adjusted
S&P
Global
India
M a n u f a c t u r i n g
Purchasing Managers’
Index rose from 53.9 in
June to 56.4 in July, reflecting the strongest improvement in the health
of the sector in eight
months.
The July PMI data
pointed to an improvement in overall operating
conditions for the 13th
straight month. In PMI
parlance, a print above 50
means expansion while a
score below 50 denotes

contraction. “The Indian
manufacturing industry
recorded a welcome combination of faster economic growth and softening inflation during
July,” Pollyanna De Lima,
Economics
Associate
Director at S&P Global
Market Intelligence, said.
Further, Lima said that
output expanded at the
fastest pace since last
November, a trend that
was matched by the more
forward-looking indicator of new orders.
“Although the upturn in
demand gained strength,
there were clear signs
that capacity pressures
remained mild as backlogs rose only marginally
and job creation remained subdued,” Lima
added. The aggregate
new order intakes rose

substantially in July, recovering the growth momentum lost in June. The
readings are based on a
monthly survey of businesses that are mainly
into manufacturing activities.
“The latest increase
was in fact the most pronounced
since
last
November, with quicker
expansions recorded in
all three broad areas of
the manufacturing industry,” as per the survey.
Despite the solid performance of the manufacturing industry, overall job creation remained
subdued. A vast majority
of firms (98 per cent)
opted to leave workforce
numbers
unchanged
amid a lack of pressure
on operating capacity, it
added.

New Delhi, Aug 01:
Improvement in semiconductor shortage issue
helped auto makers, including Maruti Suzuki,
Hyundai, Tata Motors and
Mahindra & Mahindra, report single to high doubledigit growth on Monday in
their domestic passenger
vehicles sales in July.
Other manufacturers, Kia
India, Toyota Kirloskar
Motor (TKM), Honda Cars
India, Skoda Auto India,
also reported robust
growth in their domestic
passenger vehicle sales
with the auto industry estimated to have achieved
the highest-ever passenger
vehicle wholesales in July
this year.
Maruti Suzuki India
said its domestic passenger vehicle sales rose 6.82

per cent last month to
1,42,850 units compared to
1,33,732 units in July 2021.
“The shortage of electronic components had a
minor impact on the production of vehicles, mainly in domestic models,”
the company said in a
statement.
The company’s sales
were driven mainly by

compact cars, including
Baleno, Celerio, Dzire,
Ignis, Swift, Tour S, and
WagonR, which rose to
84,818 units in July 2022
from 70,268 units in the
year-ago month. Sales of
mini cars — comprising
Alto and S-Presso — grew
to 20,333 units last month,
up from 19,685 units in
July 2021. However, sales

of utility vehicles — including Brezza, Ertiga, SCross and XL6 — were
lower at 23,272 units compared to 32,272 units. “The
overall industry sales
stood at over 3.42 lakh
units last month as compared with 2.94 lakh units
in July 2021. This is the
highest wholesale figure
we have ever seen in the
industry,” MSI India
Senior
Director
(Marketing and Sales)
Shashank Srivastava told
PTI. The previous best
wholesales stood at 3.34
lakh units in October 2020,
he said, adding, it has been
possible due to better production as chip shortage
eased a bit. The industry is
expected to cross 37 lakh
unit sales mark this fiscal,
which is going to be the
highest ever, he noted.

and Padma Bhushan recipient, Aamir Khan. Bringing
alive the pride and spirit of
India, the special episode will
commence with one of the
eight major forms of Indian
classical dance – Kathak
where the famous dance

o worship the Serpent God, the
Nag Devta, Nag Panchami is celT
ebrated across India with great zeal
and devotion during Sharavan
month. In sync with the festive spirit,
&TV artists talk about the signifi-

group Kathak Rockers will
beautifully amalgamate the
dance form in tune with the
evolving times. Adding a
tinge of music will also be
the Live 100 band who will
echo the sentiment of India
with their soulful voice.

The game will see Aamir
Khan joining Major D.P. Singh
and Col Mitali Madhumita
(Sena Medal Gallantry) on
the hotseat. Patriotic in all its
glory, both the respected
personalities will be seen
receiving a standing ovation

as they talk about their
respective journeys and how
proud they are to be Indians.
Viewers will also see MC
Mary
Kom
(Padma
Vibhushan) talk about how
her spirit to fight for her
dreams came from her family
and especially her husband
and Sunil Chhetri (Padma
Shri) will be showing Big B
some of his iconic football
moves which would amaze
everyone on set!
Both Major D.P. Singh and
Col Mitali Madhumita (Sena
Medal Gallantry) will be seen
donating their winning proceeds to the Army Central
Welfare Fund and MC Mary
Kom and Sunil Chhetri will be
donating their winning proceeds to Mary Kom Regional
Boxing Foundation, and The
Voice of Stray Dogs respectively.
Be sure to tune in to Kaun
Banega Crorepati – Season
14’s ‘Azadi ke Garv ka
Mahaparv’ on 7th August at
9:00 PM only on Sony
Entertainment Television.

Two years of
‘Lootcase’: Rasika
recalls attempting
comedy for the
first time

A

ctress Rasika Dugal, who is gearing up for 'Mirzapur 3' and 'Delhi
Crime' Season 2, has talked about attempting comedy for the first time as
her film 'Lootcase' clocked two years in
Hindi cinema. Directed by Rajesh
Krishnan and also starring Kunal
Kemmu, 'Lootcase' released on OTT
and was appreciated by critics and audience alike. Remembering the film,
Rasika says: "'Lootcase' marked many
firsts for me. It was one of the first
movies to directly stream on OTT, it
was my first brush with comedy and it
gave me the opportunity to do the
Bollywood-esque song-and-dance routine for the first time! She tagged the
film as a breath of fresh air for her. "As
I had come to it after playing some
fairly intense roles. Also, I was happy
that we were able to entertain people
at a time when everything appeared
bleak."
On the work front, Rasika will be
seen in her upcoming projects like
'Delhi Crime' Season 2, 'Spike',
Amazon Prime's 'Adhura' and
'Lord Curzon Ki Haveli'.

& TV artists share
significance of ‘Nag Panchmi’

NMDC joins the ‘Har Ghar Tiranga Campaign’ RBI likely to raise key policy rate by at
Hyderabad, Aug 01:

fter two hundred and
thirty-two days, the
nation’s most-loved ‘knowledge-based’ reality game
show, Kaun Banega Crorepati
is
back
on
Sony
Entertainment Television! In
its 14th season, KBC will
rejoice
75
years
of
Independence by celebrating
the passion and pride of
India. The special episode
which will air on Sunday, 7th
August at 9:00 PM will celebrate, ‘Azadi ke Garv ka
Mahaparv,’ in the presence of
very illustrious guests who
have made India proud.
Hosted by megastar Mr.
Amitabh Bachchan, the special episode will welcome the
respected ‘Protectors of
India’ - Major D.P. Singh
(Kargil War Veteran) and Col
Mitali Madhumita (Sena
Medal Gallantry) followed by
the illustrious ‘Sports Icon of
India’ - MC Mary Kom
(Padma Vibhushan) and Sunil
Chhetri (Padma Shri) and
last but not the least,
Bollywood’s
perfectionist

cance of Nag Panchmi and its celebrations in their hometowns. These
include Kapil Nirmal (Tarkasur, Baal
Shiv), Kamna Pathak (Rajesh Singh,
Happu Ki Ultan Paltan), and Soma
Rathod (Amma Ji, Bhabiji Ghar Par
Hai). "Kamna Pathak, Rajesh in
&TV’s Happu Ki Ultan Paltan, shares,
"I am fascinated with stories in
Indian mythology on snakes. During
Nag Panchami, women in my family
observe a fast, or vrat, where they abstain from food, signifying devotion,
and discipline. It lasts from sunrise to
sunset. Women also pray for the wellness of their brothers and family. On
this day, cobras and other snakes are
fed with milk and worshipped by
lighting lamps, decorating temples
with flowers, and offering sacrifices
and sweets.
In Indore, there is also some fun
Mela organized where several skits
are performed showcasing the tales
and significance of this festival. But
for me, this festival is my favourite
for one reason: Maa ke hath ki kheer.
She makes the yummiest dry fruitloaded kheer on this day to offer in
the temple, and I cannot wait for her
to retur n. I finish the remaining
prasad (laughs). To mark special celebrations, many people also prepare
Til Ke Laddu, Narayal Mithai, Dind,
Patholi with jaggery.”
Watch Baal Shiv at 8:00 pm,
Happu Ki Ultan Paltan at 10:00
pm, and Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai at
10:30 pm, airing every Monday to
Friday only on &TV!

Sikandar Kher doesn’t think twice
before pushing his boundaries
A

ctor Sikandar Kher, who
essayed the role of
Daulat in the OTT series
‘Aarya’, doesn’t shy away from
pushing his boundaries whenever he gets a meaty role. He
understands that certain
characters are written keeping particular actors in mind
but when those actors reject
the part, they go to the next
best lot and that’s where such
actors step in as performers.
Elaborating on the same,
Sikandar says, “I feel that
characters and roles are written with certain artists in
mind. Most of the time, the

team isn’t able to bring the
ideal actor (according to
them) on-board for their projects, but others still work out
and manage to impress the
audiences quite well - that’s
where we, as performers, step
in. He mentions that he is
always up for challenges and
to surprise himself and the
director with his craft, “When
it comes to pushing myself in
front of directors that I’d want
to work with, I don’t think
twice. I am always hungry for
being a part of content that
resonates with me and the
audiences and well, and I am

C R O S S WO R D

HOROSCOPE TUESDAY AUGUST 02
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

You probably should settle down a bit today
in the love and romance department,
Aquarius. Realize that your relationships
with others aren’t a show or stage act to
perform. This is a day when you should listen to feedback from your partner and
think about restructuring certain elements
of your relationship in order to make things
flow more smoothly.

Sit back and observe others’ behavior
today, Pisces. Take a look at the people
around you and figure out what makes
them tick. You’ll find that you can learn a
great deal from their actions and mistakes.
Consider your role models and people you
wish to emulate. Think about the traits that
attract you to certain people and work to
adopt those traits yourself.

Your love life might be a little fragile, and
you’ll find that your partner is more sensitive than usual, Aries. A more caring,
emotional approach to a situation will
help you form a better connection with
your partner. Today you’ll find that clear
boundaries need to be established in
order to keep things running smoothly
between you and your loved ones.

Things in the love and beauty department should be going rather well for
you now, Taurus, so it’s a good time to
make a move toward the object of your
desire. Make sure that you’re being
completely realistic in your actions.
Realize that you may need some discipline in this area. Maintain a healthy
structure within which you can work.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

Slow down and take a more reserved, sensitive, and calculated approach to things
today, Gemini, especially when it comes to
matters involving love and beauty. You’ll find
a greater level of sensuality waiting for you
when you’re willing to open up the door
even wider. Go after the object of your
desire, but make sure that your approach is
sensitive and disciplined.

You may be at a rather climactic point now
in the department of love and beauty,
Cancer. Your creative levels are peaking,
and you might feel a strong urge to create
something on a giant canvas. Realize that
discipline is needed to get those artistic
juices flowing. Don’t let fear stop you.
Initiate your dreams and let the details fall
into place later.

Pieces of your life that you’ve tried to avoid
for some time may come to the surface
today and cause you a bit of trouble, Leo.
That which isn’t organized or structured is
getting more and more chaotic just to teach
you a lesson. Take care of things now. Put
things in order and become more aware of
the ticking of the clock. There’s a reason you
need to take care of business.

Cupid has fired his arrow into your heart
today, Virgo, so snuggle up with the object
of your desire. You’ll feel more sensual and
romantic than usual. Gourmet foods and
fine wines should grace your plate tonight.
Realize that there may be an element of
restraint that needs to get worked into the
equation, but don’t let this stop you from
having a good time.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

You may feel a bit of a creative block
now, Libra, but don’t view this as a signal
to stop pursuing your artistic goals. The
truth of the matter is that discipline is all
that’s needed to manifest the things you
really want. Don’t let other people’s
energies get in the way of where you are
now and where you want to be. Get back
in the flow.

Today is an important day in which you
can breathe creative energy into a structured situation, Scorpio. You’ll find that
bolstering the aesthetics of your surroundings will help inspire you to be more
disciplined and eager to keep things neat
and tidy. Take your time and don’t let
other people’s anxiety cause you to rush
into anything you aren’t ready for.

Be a bit more selective in terms of where
you put your energy today, Sagittarius.
Don’t waste your time with situations that
aren’t healthy or conducive to your aims.
You may find it hard to get motivated, but
this is fine. This is a good day to lay low.
Your energy is apt to feel rather sluggish,
so be conservative with how you use it.
Pace yourself throughout the day.

Love and romance are coming your way
today, but it’s important to be practical,
Capricorn. Don’t take your relationships for
granted. Realize that love doesn’t necessarily mean that everything is perfect. Structure
and discipline are often required in order to
maintain a healthy partnership. You should
be able to incorporate these elements rather
well, so make the most of this energy.
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45. ____ Plaines, Illinois
46. Expires
47. Before, to Shakespeare
48. Aircraft with pontoons
50. ____ glance (2 wds.)
53. Massachusetts city
56. Small celestial body
58. Capital of Rhode Island
61. Encourage
62. Farm unit
63. Passion
64. Recipe instruction
65. At that time
66. Sail supports
67. Small pie

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Dog’s name
5. Strong metal
10. Omen
14. Daft
15. Rub out
16. Zone
17. Singing voice
18. Meat-filled pasta
20. Bone structure
22. Artist’s tripod
23. Sombrero, e.g.

24. Drove back
27. Crude mineral
28. Burn
29. Health resort
32. ____ acid (nutrient)
35. Medical “at once!”
36. Group of players
37. ____ water
39. Go back over
41. Irritates
42. Harness part
44. Actress ____ Hunt

more than ready to go an
extra mile to achieve these
roles/characters through their
directors.” As a mantra, he
feels that this should be an
approach that every actor
applies to get work in this
industry. “Well, chasing excellence requires one to constantly present themselves
with challenges,” he says.
Meanwhile on the work front,
Sikandar Kher will next be
seen playing a Gujarati shopkeeper in his next film, titled
‘Dukaan’. The film is being
directed by the duo Siddharth
Singh and Garima Wahl.

1. Cut
2. ____ dot
3. Eight musicians
4. Implement
5. Small sofa
6. Scout unit
7. Serious
8. CT time zone
9. Grant’s enemy
10. Lettuce dish
11. Eye part
12. Heredity carrier
13. Metal fastener
19. Sly glance
21. Blooper
25. Memorize
26. Not punctual
27. Till bills
29. Embossed emblem

30. Tempo
31. Prayer close
32. Among
33. Deep mud
34. Pen liquids
35. Snooze
36. Family chart
38. Pavarotti solo
40. Trio number
43. Oahu and Maui
46. ____ Moore of “A Few Good Men”
47. Comes in
48. Lucky dice roll
49. Formal necktie
50. Heart artery
51. Golfer ____ Woods
52. Highly skilled
53. Small quarrel
54. Curved doorway
55. Folk wisdom
57. Iron oxide
59. Beaver’s creation
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CWG Highlights

Sunayna defeats Lankan
opponent in plate quarter-finals

Indias Sunayna Kuruvilla in action against Sri Lankas
Chanithma Sinaly during the Squash Womens
Singles Plate QF match of the Commonwealth
Games 2022 (CWG), in Birmingham, UK, Monday.
Birmingham: Indian squash player Sunayna Sana
Kuruvilla defeated Sri Lanka’s Chanithma Sinaly in
the plate quarter-finals of the women’s singles of the
ongoing Commonwealth Games here on Monday. The
23-year-old from Kochi, Sunayna proved too strong for
her opponent, winning 11-3 11-2 11-2 in just 12 minutes. Sanayna will compete in the women’s singles
plate semi-finals, later tonight.

Lawn Bowls: Indian women ensure
historic first medal in ‘fours’ format

CWG: Weightlifter Ajay Singh
misses medal by a whisker
Birmingham, Aug 1 (PTI):
A low snatch total and a
fluffed clean and jerk lift
cost Ajay Singh (81kg)
dear as the Indian
weightlifter missed the
bronze medal by a whisker
in
his
maiden
Commonwealth Games
appearance, here on
Monday. The 25-year-old
managed a total effort of
319kg (143kg+176kg) to finish fourth best in the
men’s 81kg event.
To the crowd’s absolute
delight, home favourite
England’s Chris Murray
325kg
(144kg+181kg)
grabbed the gold in a sensational manner as he
broke the Games record in
total lift.
Australian lifter Kyle
Bruce (143kg+180kg) 323kg
clinched the silver while
Canada’s Nicholas Vachon
320kg (140kg+180kg) finished with a bronze.
“I tried my best but it
was simply not my day.
There were no negative
thoughts and coach (Vijay
Sharma) kept motivating
me, I gave my best but
could not make it,” Singh
said after the event.
“I had three clean lifts

Indias Ajay Singh reacts
after an unsuccessful
attempt during the mens
81kg category weightlifting event, at the
Commonwealth Games
2022 (CWG), in
Birmingham, UK, Monday.
(snatch) and at one point I
was ahead by one kilogram. I thought I would
give my best in clean jerk
in my last effort but that
did not happen,” he added.
Singh’s event was off to
a dodgy start as he initially struggled to gain balance in his opening snatch
lift. The Indian stopped
just short of the end of the
board with one out of the
three judges giving him a

red light but the 137kg lift
was eventually deemed
legit. He went on to heave
140kg and then 143kg, five
kilograms less than his
personal best and national
record, to be in joint-second position alongside
Bruce after the snatch section ended.
Asked why he didn’t attempt a higher snatch lift,
Singh blamed injuries.
“I had to undergo surgeries in my biceps, shoulders in 2020. I’m about 95
per cent fit. It will take
some time to recover fully.
Hope to come back
stronger by National
Games and the World
Championships.
“It’s cold here and I have
shoulder issues in such
weather. I was confident
but apprehensive and did
not want to take risk,” he
added.
In the clean and jerk,
Singh began with a 172kg
lift before increasing four
kilograms on the barbells
for 176kg, which required
a lot of effort for him to execute. There was a fourway fight for the top spot
between Singh, Bruce,
Murray and Vachon.

Swimmer McKeon becomes most
successful Commonwealth athlete
Birmingham, Aug 01 (AP):

Australian swimmer
Emma McKeon became
the
Commonwealth
Games’ most successful
athlete during a historymaking night in the
pool.
The
28-year-old
McKeon claimed her
11th career gold medal,
spread across editions
in Glasgow, the Gold
Coast and Birmingham,
to
set
a
new
Commonwealth Games
mark for most titles.
It was her third gold
in Birmingham, with
the other two coming in
the 4x100-meter freestyle
and 4x100-meter mixed
relays.
Australian swimming
celebrated again with a
world record later
Sunday when Maddie
Wilson, Kiah Helverton,
Mollie O’Callaghan and
Ariarne Titmus won the
women’s 4x200-meter
freestyle relay in 7 minutes, 39.29 seconds.
Titmus, a double
Olympic gold medalist
in Tokyo last year, anchored the relay with a

India TT squad courts controversy in
CWG as men’s coach sits for women’s tie
Birmingham, Aug 1 (PTI):

Birmingham: India lawn bowls team assured itself a
historic first ever Commonwealth Games medal after
defeating New Zealand 16-13 in the semi-final of the
women’s fours event, here on Monday. This will be
India’s maiden final appearance in the women’s fours
format of the competition. The women’s fours team
comprising Lovely Choubey (lead), Pinki (second),
Nayanmoni Saikia (third) and Rupa Rani Tirkey
(skip) will face South Africa in the gold medal clash
on Tuesday. Against New Zealand, after conceding a
0-5 lead after the second-end, the Indian team made a
strong back against the Kiwi team of Selina Goddard
(lead), Nicole Toomey (second), Tayle Bruce (third)
and Val Smith (skip). After end-9, they were tied 7-7
and after end-10, India took 10-7 lead. But it was a
close contest between the two sides, as New Zealand
was marginally 13-12 ahead after end-14. A brilliant
shot from Tirkey helped India seal the game with a 1613 scoreline.

Judo in CWG: Jasleen
bows out in semi-final
Birmingham: Judoka Jasleen Singh Saini will fight
for a bronze medal after losing the men’s 66kg semifinal to Scotland’s Finlay Allan at the Commonwealth
Games here Monday. Saini, who comfortably sailed
into the semis earlier in the day, lost after the Scot performed an ‘Ippon’ in a match that lasted a little less
than two and half minutes. Ippon is a move in which
a contestant throws his opponent to the mat with
“considerable force and speed” so that the opponent
lands on his back. An ippon is also awarded when a
contestant immobilizes his opponent with a grappling hold-down for 20 seconds, or when an opponent
gives up. The 24-year-old Saini, however, has a chance
to earn a podium finish as he will compete in the
bronze play-off against Australian Nathan Katz later
tonight. Meanwhile, Vijay Kumar Yadav also lost to
Joshua Katz of Australia in a hard-fought quarterfinal in men’s 60kg category. However, Yadav is still
alive in the event.

Dottin calls curtains
on West Indies career
Birmingham: Star all-rounder Deandra Dottin has
announced her retirement from West Indies women’s
cricket team, citing she was no longer able to “adhere
to the team culture and environment.” The 31-yearold, who is the fastest centurion in women’s T20
Internationals, took to Twitter to announce her retirement. “There have been many obstacles during
my cricket career that I have had to overcome however, the current climate and team environment has
been non-conductive to my ability to thrive and
reignite my passion,” Dottin said. “With much sadness but without regret, I realise that I am no longer
able to adhere to team culture and team environment
as it has undermined my ability to perform excellently,” she added.

CWG: Track and field
action begins Tuesday
Birmingham: Olympic champion Neeraj Chopra’s
withdrawal was a huge blow but the Indian athletics
team for the Commonwealth Games still has multiple
medal contenders who will vie for the top honours
when the blue-riband track and field events begin
here on Tuesday. Chopra will not be defending the
javelin throw title he had won in the last edition in
Gold Coast due to a groin strain he suffered during his
silver-winning feat at the World Championships in
USA last month. In his absence, the likes of long
jumper Murali Sreeshankar, steeplechaser Avinash
Sable, veteran discus thrower Seema Punia and
javelin thrower Annu Rani are expected to step up and
try to achieve glory in the multi-sporting spectacle.

The Indian table tennis
team has courted another
controversy and this time
it has surfaced in the middle
of
their
Commonwealth Games
campaign. India, who went
into the tournament as defending champions in the
women’s team event, were
stunned by the little known
Malaysian side in the quarterfinals.
Such was the contrast
between the two teams that
some of the Malaysian
players do not even feature
in the world rankings. The
designated women’s coach
of the Indian team,
Anindita Chakraborty, was
conspicuous by her ab-

Sinner rallies to
top Alcaraz in
Croatia Open final
Umag, Aug 01 (AP): Secondseeded Jannik Sinner rallied
from a set down in the final of
the Croatia Open to beat topseeded Carlos Alcaraz 6-7 (5),
6-1, 6-1 for his sixth career
ATP title. The 10th-ranked
Italian was playing his first
final of the year and eighth
overall as he prevented the
fifth-ranked Alcaraz from successfully defending his first
ATP title. Sinner dominated
after the 19-year-old Alcaraz
prevailed in the first-set
tiebreaker. I am obviously
very happy, Sinner said. I have
(had) a tough year until now, I
had
some
unfortunate
moments, but we worked
every time to play better, to
be a better player, to be a better person ... but I know that I
still have a lot of things to
improve.”

sence in the knock out fixture. Instead, men’s coach
S Raman sat on the courtside. “This should not have
happened, women’s coach
should have been guiding
the players in the match. I
will take this up with the
team,” said S D Mudgil,
member of the Committee
of Administrators running
the suspended Table
Tennis Federation of
India. Mudgil, who was
supposed to be the team
manager of the Indian
team in Birmingham, has
stayed back in India to accommodate the players’ request for sports psychologist Gayatri Vartak, who
joined the squad on
Monday. Raman, who happens to be the personal

coach of male player G
Sathiyan, was seen coaching Reeth Rishya as the
quarterfinal went down to
the wire.
After the shocking loss,
the Manika Batra-led
squad did not even stop for
the media interaction,
which is a standard protocol in all multi-sporting
events. “It was very close.
Combinations were totally
different for us. A defensive
player, a left hander and
right hander mix up was
little challenging for us.
The girls fought hard and it
was an off day,” said
Raman after the unexpected result. Malaysia have
reached the gold medal
clash. Ahead of the Games,
three India players had ap-

proached court against
their non selection in the
CWG squad. One of them,
Diya Chitale, got successful
and was included in the
team. Team sources confirmed to PTI that all is not
well in the camp. “The atmosphere in the team is
the not best, let’s just say
that. Women’s coach
should have been sitting
courtside since she knows
more about the players.
Don’t know why Raman decided to sit instead,” the
source said.
At the Tokyo Olympics
last year, star player Batra
had refused to take the help
of then team coach
Soumyadeep Roy after her
personal coach was not
given access to field of play.

Australias Kaylee
McKeon holds up
her gold as she
stands on the
podium during the
medal
ceremony for the
Womens 100m
Backstroke
swimming at the
Commonwealth
Games in
Sandwell Aquatics
Centre in
Birmingham.

time of 1:52.82, the
quickest split in a 4x200meter relay in history.
The 21-year-old Titmus
touched the wall more
than 12 seconds in front
of the silver medalists
Canada, with England
another five seconds behind in third.
McKeon’s gold was
part of an Australian
medal sweep in the
women’s 50 free.
She won in a time of
23.99 seconds, with
teammates Meg Harris
taking
silver
and
Shayna Jack claiming
the
bronze.
With
McKeon’s parents Ron

and Susie, both former
international
swimmers, sitting in the
stands, the five-time
Olympic gold medalist
surpassed fellow Aussie
swimmers Ian Thorpe,
Susie O’Neill and Leisel
Jones for most career
golds at the quadrennial
event.
It is a fun event for me,
the 50. I feel like I am a
lot more relaxed this
year than last year,
McKeon said. I have not
done as much work as I
had this time last year
but the place I am in
mentally is showing in
my performances.

CWG: Boxers Amit
Panghal, Mohammad
Hussamudin cruise into QFs
Birmingham, Aug 01 (PTI):
Indian boxer Amit Panghal
began his campaign at the
Commonwealth Games with a
facile win as he stormed into
the men’s flyweight (51kg)
quarterfinals here on Monday.
Panghal, a world championship
silver medallist, out-punched
Namri Berri of Vanuatu via an
unanimous verdict.
Featherweight
boxer
Mohammad Hussamudin made
it two out of two as he also
advanced to the quarterfinals
with a similar 5-0 win over
Mohammad Salim Hossain of
Bangladesh in the round of 16.
Panghal, who is participating in his first big tournament
after the disappointing show at
the Tokyo Olympics, looked in

control throughout the three
rounds. He used his combination of right and left punches
effectively and fought from a
distance, compelling Berri to
come forward and attack.
Panghal was quick to land a
flurry of punches in each of the
three rounds as Berri was no
match for the Indian.
With the opening two rounds
going in his favour, Panghal
was content with defending in
the final three minutes, saving
his energy for the tougher
challenges ahead.
He is now one win away
from securing his second CWG
medal. In the last edition in
Gold Coast he had clinched a
silver. He will face 20-year-old
Lennon Mulligan of Scotland.

Shushila Devi enters Messi, Neymar score in 4-0 win
final of women’ 48kg as PSG wins Champions Trophy
Birmingham, Aug 01 (PTI):
Indian judoka L Shushila
Devi assured the country of a
medal after progressing to the
women’s 48kg final, beating
Priscilla Morand of Mauritius
at the Commonwealth Games
here on Monday.
The
27-year-old
from
Manipur took down Morand
with an ‘Ippon’ to set up a gold
medal clash with Michaela
Whitebooi of South Africa.
Ippon is a move in which a
contestant throws his opponent to the mat with considerable force and speed so that
the opponent lands on his
back.
An ippon is also awarded
when a contestant immobilizes
his opponent with a grappling
hold-down for 20 seconds, or
when an opponent gives up. A

sub-inspector with Manipur
Police, Shushila had progressed to the quarterfinals
with a win over Harriet
Bonface of Malawi earlier in
the day.
In men’s 60kg repechage,
Vijay Kumar Yadav produced a
superb
performance
to
advance to the bronze medal
match with a win by ‘Waza Ari’
over Dylon Munro of Scotland.
A ‘waza-ari’ is awarded after
a player throws his opponent
with control and accuracy, but
not to the extent of an ippon.
The 26-year-old Yadav, who
has won the Commonwealth
Championships in 2018 and
2019, had lost to Joshua Katz of
Australia in the quarterfinal
but made amends in the
reprechage. He will face Petros
Christodoulides of Cyprus in
the bronze medal match.

Tel Aviv, Aug 01 (AP):
Lionel Messi opened the
scoring and Neymar
scored twice as French
champion Paris SaintGermain beat French Cup
winner Nantes 4-0 to win
the Champions Trophy.
Messi, the record seventime Ballon d’Or winner,
netted midway through the
first half. Taking a deflected pass from Neymar, he
went past goalkeeper
Alban Lafont before scoring with a fine finish.
Neymar expertly guided a
free kick into the top left
corner in first-half injury
time
to
put
coach
Christophe Galtier’s side 2-0
up at Bloomfield Stadium in
Tel Aviv, which hosted the
game for the second straight

PSGs Lionel Messi, right, controls the ball as PSGs
Neymar runs during the French Super Cup final soccer
match between Nantes and Paris Saint-Germain at
Bloomfield Stadium in Tel Aviv, Israe.
year. Veteran defender
Sergio Ramos made it 3-0 in
the 57th minute from close
range and Neymar convert-

ed a penalty in the 82nd
after being fouled by JeanCharles Castelletto, who
was sent off.

England beats Germany
SA crushes England by
in extra time to win Euro 2022 90 runs to win T20 series

London, Aug 01 (AP): Just
when it seemed England
might again be weighed
down by expectations and
history, Chloe Kelly made
the breakthrough. Kelly’s
goal in the second half of
extra time the first time
she had ever scored in a
competitive international
game
propelled
England to its first
major women’s
soccer title, beating Germany 21. By the time Kelly
scored, England
looked to be tiring,
even with the

boost of the home crowd,
and struggling to deal with
Germany’s fresh substitute
players. The game had finished 1-1 after 90 minutes at
Wembley Stadium with
Lina Magull for Germany
canceling out Ella Toone’s
goal for England.
Then Kelly prodded in a
loose ball at the second attempt in the 110th minute
after Germany failed to
clear a corner. Cue the celebrations,
chants
on
Trafalgar Square, and congratulations from the
queen. I always believed I’d
be here, but to be here and

score the winner, wow.
These girls are amazing,
said Kelly, who returned
from a serious knee injury
in April. This is amazing, I
just want to celebrate now.
Kelly took her shirt off to
celebrate her goal, earning
a yellow card but also a
shout-out from Brandi
Chastain, who celebrated in
similar style when her
penalty kick won the World
Cup for the U.S. in 1999.
Enjoy the free rounds of
pints and dinners for the
rest of your life from all of
England. Cheers! Chastain
wrote on Twitter.

Englands Chloe Kelly, top, celebrates with teammates after scoring her
sides second goal during the Womens Euro 2022 final soccer match between
England and Germany at Wembley stadium in London.

Southampton, Aug 01 (AP):

The new England captain Jos Buttler saw his
team lose by a crushing
90 runs to South Africa
on Sunday in their
Twenty20 international
decider to bring a difficult white-ball summer
to an end with another
low for the hosts.
Set 192 to win in the
third
T20
at
Southampton, England
was dismissed for 101
and suffered its jointbiggest defeat in this format.
England also went a
first home summer
since 2013 without win-

ning a limited-overs series. South Africa won
the series 2-1.
It continues the tough
start to life as England’s
white-ball captain for
Buttler, who replaced
Eoin Morgan in June
and saw trusted ally Ben
Stokes retire from 50over cricket a month
later.
Rilee Rossouw responded with an entertaining knock of 31 in 18
balls, which included
four boundaries off a
single over by Chris
Jordan, but was dismissed by Moeen Ali
after the first of two
small rain delays.

AADI PERUKKU FEST

Kerala man who died tested
positive for monkeypox
New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):
Samples of a 22-year-old
man, who died in Kerala on
July 30, have come out positive for monkeypox on
Monday, official sources
said. The man had recently
returned from the UAE
where also his samples had
tested positive for the disease, the sources said.
Apparently, his samples
were taken in the UAE on
July 19 and he returned to
India on July 21 and was
admitted to a hospital in
Thrissur on July 27. His
samples were sent for testing to the National Institute
of Virology (NIV) in Pune.
"The results came out
positive on Monday," the
sources said. According to
the relatives of the deceased they were informed
on July 30 -- the same day
the patient died -- that his

MALEGAON BLASTS

SC asks Bombay
HC to decide Lt Col
Prasad Purohit’s
plea expeditiously
New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI): The
Supreme Court Monday asked the
Bombay High Court to decide expeditiously the plea of Lt Col
Prasad Purohit, an accused in the
2008 Malegaon blast case. Purohit
had moved the high court stating
that the sanction granted by the
government to prosecute him in
the case, was wrong in law. A
bench of Justices Hemant Gupta
and Justice Vikram Nath noted
that as of now 246 witnesses have
been examined. The petition filed
by the petitioner is pending consideration before the high court
where he has sought quashing of
sanctioN. Keeping in view the
facts and circumstances of the
case, we deem it appropriate to
request the high court to take the
petition and decide the same expeditiously in accordance with
the law, the bench said.

samples taken in UAE had
also tested positive, the
sources said. Kerala
Health Minister Veena
George on Sunday said the
health department will examine the reasons behind
the death of the man.
The patient was young,
did not suffer from any
other illness or health problems and therefore, the
health department was
looking into the cause of
his death, she said. George
said they will also be examining why there was a delay
in his hospitalisation after
he arrived from the UAE on
July 21. "This particular
variant of monkeypox is
not as highly virulent or
contagious like COVID-19,
but it does spread.
Comparatively, the mortality rate of this variant is
low. Therefore, we will examine why the 22-year-old

man died in this particular
case as he had no other illness or health problems,"
the minister had said.
Since this variant of monkeypox does spread, all
necessary measures have
to be taken to prevent the
same, she added.
According to the WHO,
monkeypox is a viral
zoonosis -- a virus transmitted to humans from animals -- with symptoms similar to smallpox although
clinically less severe.
Monkeypox typically manifests itself with fever, rash
and swollen lymph nodes
and may lead to a range of
medical complications. It is
usually a self-limited disease with symptoms lasting
for two to four weeks.
The 'Guidelines on
Management
of
Monkeypox Disease' issued
by the Centre, stated that

human-to-human transmission occurs primarily
through large respiratory
droplets generally requiring prolonged close contact. It can also be transmitted through direct contact
with body fluids or lesions,
and indirect contact with
lesion material such as
through
contaminated
clothing or linen of an infected person.
Animal-to-human transmission may occur by bite
or scratch of infected animals or through bush meat
preparation. The incubation period is usually from
six to 13 days and the case
fatality rate of monkeypox
has historically ranged up
to 11 per cent in the general
population and higher
among children. In recent
times, the case fatality rate
has been around three to
six per cent.

Sanjay Arora takes charge as SC appoints Justice (retd) Raveendran
to mediate property dispute
Delhi Police commissioner
Between Lalit Modi and mother

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):

Senior Indian Police
Service (IPS) officer Sanjay
Arora Monday took charge
as the commissioner of
Delhi police. Arora was accorded the ceremonial
guard of honour by the police force upon his arrival
at the Delhi Police
Headquarters at the Jai
Singh Marg here. In his
first tweet after assuming
office as the Delhi Police
chief, Arora said the force
will set new policing benchmarks.
"Today, I took charge as
CP,Delhi. The rich legacy
of @DelhiPolice is marked
with highest citizen services & sacrifices for ensuring the National Capital's

Sanjay Arora, a Tamil Nadu-cadre IPS officer who headed the
paramilitary force ITBP, receives a Guard of Honour before taking
charge as Delhi’s Commissioner of Police, in New Delhi, Monday.

safety and security. I am
confident that together, we
will carry forward this
spirit and also set new
benchmarks in policing,"
he said from the official
Twitter handle of the
Delhi Police chief, the

@CPDelhi. The 57-year-old
officer was appointed as
Delhi Police commissioner Sunday by the Union
government. He succeeds
1984-batch IPS officer
Rakesh Asthana. Arora's
appointment as the Delhi

‘If elected, I’ll build
bridges between parties’
New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):
Ahead of the August 6
vice presidential election,
the Opposition's candidate
Margaret Alva has written
to all MPs saying, if elected, she will work to build
bridges between different
political parties, forge consensus on national issues
and help restore the glory
of Parliament.
In a letter to all members of Lok Sabha and
Rajya Sabha, who form the
electoral college, Alva said
the vice president's election must be seen as a referendum on the manner in
which Parliament is being
run and the breakdown in
the fundamental democratic process of building
consensus on important
national issues. "If elected
Vice President, I commit
myself to work tirelessly
to uphold the Constitution

Students celebrate Aadi Perukku festival at a college, in Chennai, Monday.

Margaret Alva
and to strengthen our parliamentary democracy. As
Chairperson of the Rajya
Sabha, I will work to build
bridges between different
political parties, forge consensus on issues of national importance, and help restore
the
glory
of
Parliament," she told the
MPs in her appeal.
Alva said the support
for her nomination from a
large number of political

parties is an acknowledgement of the over fifty
years she has spent in public life, as a member of
both
Houses
of
Parliament, a Union
Minister, a Governor, and
a proud representative of
India at the United
Nations and on other global platforms. The BJP-led
ruling coalition has fielded
former
governor
Jagdeep Dhankhar for the
vice presidential election.
In her appeal to MPs,
Alva
wrote,
"Today,
Parliament is virtually at
a standstill, with communication between members broken. There is distrust, anger, and the inability to debate issues of
critical national importance without personal attacks and abuse. This diminishes Parliament and
its members in the eyes of
the people."

Police chief came after the
Union Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) approved
his inter-cadre deputation
from the Tamil Nadu
cadre to the Arunachal
Pradesh, Goa, Mizoram
and Union Territories
(AGMUT) cadre.
The Delhi Police functions under the Ministry
of Home Affairs (MHA)
and its officers belong to
the AGMUT cadre. Arora
has
served
as
the
Superintendent of Police
of the Tamil Nadu Police
Special Task Force, which
was set up to hunt down
forest brigand Veerappan,
and he was awarded the
chief minister's gallantry
medal for bravery during
this stint.

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):
The Supreme Court on
Monday appointed former
apex court judge Justice R
V Raveendran as a mediator to settle the family
property dispute involving
businessman and former
IPL head Lalit Modi and
his mother Bina Modi.
The apex court observed
that counsel appearing for
both sides agreed that they
would go without any precondition and with an
open mind to settle the dispute in mediation.
" .We also think the
issue can be resolved by
way of mediation," a
bench headed by Chief
Justice N V Ramana said.

"Accordingly, we appoint
Justice
R
V
Raveendran, a retired
judge of this court, to mediate and settle the dispute," said the bench, also
comprising
justices
Krishna Murari and Hima
Kohli. The bench also
asked the parties to maintain confidentiality during
the mediation.
On July 28, Lalit Modi
and his mother had told
the bench that the apex
court-mandated mediation
to resolve a long pending
property dispute in the
family had failed. The
apex court, on December
16 last year, had taken the
consent of rival parties to
the family property dis-

pute and had appointed
former apex court judges
Justices Vikramjit Sen
and Kurian Joseph to mediate and help the Modis to
find an amicable solution.
The top court was hearing Lalit Modi's appeal
against the judgement of a
division bench of the
Delhi High Court that the
anti-arbitration injunction lawsuit filed by Bina
Modi, wife of late industrialist K K Modi, against her
son is maintainable.
During the hearing on
Monday, senior advocate
Kapil Sibal, appearing for
Bina Modi, told the bench
that they would not alienate any of the trust
property.

PM’s brother to
stage dharna today

RISKING LIVES

With fair price shop
dealers’ demands

Students use an auto-rickshaw to commute back home as private cab drivers ferrying school children are on
a strike for a day demanding the status of commercial vehicles for their cabs, outside St. Thomas Girls Senior
Secondary School in New Delhi, Monday.

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI): Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's
brother Prahlad Modi, who is
also the vice president of All
India Fair Price Shop Dealers'
Federation, will stage a dharna
here Tuesday with various demands of the organisation. He
will sit for the dharna at the
Jantar Mantar with other
members of the AIFPSDF.
The dharna will be followed
by submitting a memorandum
addressed to the prime minister, the AIFPSDF said in a
statement, adding the members also plan to meet Lok
Sabha Speaker Om Birla
Wednesday. The AIFPSDF has
nine demands including the
one on compensation for loss
on rice, wheat and sugar, and
also for edible oil and pulses to
be supplied through Fair Price
Shops. They have also demanded that the 'West Bengal
Ration Model' of free distribution be implemented across
the country.

200 organisations to observe ‘Rojgar Andolan’ ‘Dedication, commitment building
For national policy on employment
New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):
Over 200 student and
youth bodies, trade unions,
teachers' associations and
intellectuals will gather at
Jantar Mantar here on
August 16 as part of the
week-long 'Rojgar Andolan'
to demand for a national
employment policy and
legal guarantee on job opportunities for people. The
Rojgar Andolan will be organised under the banner
of
Sanyukta
Rojgar
Andolan Samiti (SRAS)
and continue till August 22.
The
'National
Employment Policy' has
been prepared by think
tank Desh Ki Baat
Foundation, which was

founded
by
Delhi
Environment Minister
Gopal Rai. The minister
will also participate in the
protest. Member SRAS
and central coordinator
Krishna Yadav said the
step comes after "no response" from the Prime
Minister's Office (PMO)
about implementation of
the National Employment
Policy, a draft of which
was given to PMO on
December 20 last.
He said the policy talks
about long-term solutions
to India's unemployment
problem by addressing
grassroot issues. "We will
see the participation of
student unions, NGOs,
youth associations, trade

unions, teachers' associations, intellectuals and
some RWAs in the Rojgar
Andolan. We demand that
the central government
should either form a policy for providing employment to people or implement
the
National
Employment Policy made
by the Desh Ki Baat
Foundation after making
necessary changes and
pass it in parliament,"
Yadav told PTI.
Talking about the issue,
Delhi minister Rai noted
that the rate of unemployment has snowballed after
the COVID-19 pandemic-induced lockdown and there
is a need to address it. He
said the draft 'National

Employment Policy' was
prepared by a team of economic professors, research
scholars and experts.
"It talks of solving the
unemployment problem
through its 10M formula
which includes creating
mini technology, mini markets, multinational supply
chain, and provide minimum credit support, mindset and skill training.
"Improve manufacturing
in small, medium and large
industries, minimum support price for crops, minimum economic support
and job security, minimum
wage and social security
for workers, and expand
modern and traditional
services," Rai told PTI.

blocks for healthy nation’

New Delhi, Aug 01 (PTI):
A positive attitude and
mental framework along
with dedication and commitment are pivotal building blocks for a healthy and
progressive nation, Union
Health Minister Mansukh
Mandaviya
said
on
Monday. He was addressing the inaugural ceremony of the training programme for senior administrative medical officers of
the Central Government
Health Scheme (CGHS).
Minister of State for
Health Bharati Pravin
Pawar also spoke on the
occasion. A week-long
training and orientation

programme has been organised at the National
Institute for Health and
Family Welfare (NIHFW)
for CGHS officers to enhance and upgrade their
skills at interpersonal
communication, administration and use of technology.
The CGHS is a health
scheme providing comprehensive health care to its
nearly 41.2 lakh beneficiaries who are mainly central
government employees
and pensioners, through
its 460 wellness centres
spread across the country
in 75 cities. "Let us change
our attitude as we step out
of our homes for work. A

Mansukh Mandaviya
positive attitude and
healthy mental framework
along with dedication and
commitment are pivotal
building blocks for a
healthy and progressive
nation," Mandaviya said.

Mandaviya stressed on the
importance of "Samvaad"
as a strong tool for interpersonal communication
and grievance redressal.
"Those organisations
and individuals that are in
a learning mode will always progress. We shall always benefit from a
'Vidyarthi bhaav' where we
are open to imbibing
knowledge, new insights
and learn from each other,"
he stated. The Union minister stated empathy, care
and softer skills further refine and enhance our technical and clinical abilities.
Many challenges are resolved with a positive attitude, he stressed.
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